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Re: 360 Panorama app - great way to 

showcase superlative tre 

by Matt Markworth » Wed May 01, 2013 8:50 pm  

Hi All,  

 

I've been playing around with the Microsoft 

Photosynth app and 360 Panorama app on the IPhone 

a little bit. 

 

- Both do a good job when either panning completely 

horizontally or completely vertically. When panning 

both horizontally and vertically, you'll probably end 

up getting some trees with trunks/branches that don't 

completely line up. Using a tripod as a stabilizer 

helps. You obviously don't attach the IPhone to the 

tripod, but simply use it as a pivot point so that the 

camera lens stays in the same spot. 

 

- Photosynth works better when the exposure lock is 

on, if it's not, then each photo that gets added to the 

panorama will have a slightly different level of light. 

 

- When 360 Panorama is displayed on a computer, 

you can't scroll vertically, which is a problem . . . 

however, it works wonderfully on an IPhone because 

you can enable the gyroscope, which gives it a virtual 

reality feel. 

 

- If you're in a forest with some bright light and with 

some dim light, it's better to start the panorama in the 

bright light . . . if you start in the dim light, the rest of 

the panorama looks dim. 

 

- If you want to get started, then choose the free 

Photosynth app . . . if you really like the Gyroscope 

feature, then spring for 360 Panorama at 99 cents. 

 

Here's an example of the 360 Panorama app at 

California Woods Nature Preserve. I started the 

panorama in the bright light . . .  

 

http://360.io/fqWrA6 

 

Matt 

 

A gooood big tree day! (MA) 

by dbhguru » Wed May 01, 2013 8:55 pm  

NTS, 

 

      Starting out this morning for MTSF, my objective 

was to begin updating measurements of important 

trees in Mohawk. I started with the Chief Arvol 

Looking Horse tree, which used to be called the Flag 

Pine. It just broke 150 feet when I started keeping 

track of it about 10 years ago. Well, as of now, it is 

158.8 feet in height. I then re-measured the Joe 

Norton tree and this time I got 167.1 feet. Joe's crown 

is complex. If you don't get in just the right location, 

the nested tops can't be seen. When the deciduous 

trees are leafed out, seeing the nested tops is 

impossible. That happened early last fall. Today, I 

got to the tree just in time. The Joe Norton tree 

becomes the 3rd Massachusetts white pine to surpass 

167 feet. The best I've done outside Massachusetts is 

166.2 feet. Way cool. 

 

 

                                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5057&start=10#p23329
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5057&start=10#p23329
http://360.io/fqWrA6
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5343&p=23330#p23330
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23329#p23329
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23330#p23330
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10930&mode=view
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       On the way home, I returned on backroads to 

avoid road construction. On Elmer's Rd, I spotted a 

conspicuously large, tall pine. Here is a look at it. It 

isn't pretty, but it is large. 

      The girth is 14.1 feet and the height is 144.3 feet. 

It becomes a member of a very exclusive club of 14 x 

140s.  

 

Location            Girth             Height 

 

Conway              14.8              142.0 

MSF                    14.3              146.8 

Elmers Rd           14.1              144.3 

MTSF                  14.1              143.3 

 

        The big pine brings up to 28, the number of sites 

in MA with 140-foot tall trees. 

 

        Later on another road near Florence, MA, I 

spotted a fairly large looking pine. It turned out to be 

11.2 feet around and 130.3 feet in height. These finds 

increase the number of sites in MA with 130-foot 

trees to 54.  

 

Bob 

Robert T. Leverett 

Co-founder and Executive Director 

Native Native Tree Society 

Co-founder and President 

Friends of Mohawk Trail State Forest 

 

Re: A gooood big tree day! 

by Joe » Thu May 02, 2013 5:49 am  

Bob, there are probably a lot of very big/tall trees out 

there on private land that you'd love to measure if 

you only knew about them. I wonder if you addressed 

a letter to the foresters in Mass. saying that if they 

have access to a woodlot with very large trees to let 

you know, in case their client would like to have such 

trees "professionally" measured- because they like 

those trees and perhaps because they want those trees 

to be noted in their forestry plans for special 

protection. If you drafted such a letter- it could get 

out to all the licensed foresters in the state if you sent 

it to either Dave Kittredge or Paul Catanzaro. In 

order for you to bother- they first would have to take 

their own measurements and photos- then you could 

decide if you'd bother to see the tree or you could 

bring it to the attention of other expert tree measurers 

in the state. 

 

I'd think the landowners would get excited about 

knowing there is a really big tree on their land which 

will be given such special protection. 

 

I know you'll be visiting Gould Farm in a few weeks. 

I know that Bob Rausch there will be showing a 

rather large oak-  a tree he has always said must be 

protected. It's not spectacular by your standards but 

Bob Rausch thinks it's special- and that's what 

counts, if the owner thinks a tree is very special- then 

it is- and if they get excited by such trees and started 

talking about them- maybe the word would get out to 

other forest owners to go find special trees on their 

land. 

 

hmmm..... another thought--- perhaps you could 

someday give a talk on special trees to the new Mass. 

Forest Alliance, the bonding of the old loggers, 

foresters and landowner groups. It now has 

something like 800 members, more than half are 

landowners. 

Joe 

 

Re: A gooood big tree day! 

by dbhguru » Thu May 02, 2013 7:14 am  

Joe,  

 Sounds like a good idea. I'll pursue it. On occasion, I 

see the crown of a pine sticking well above 

surrounding hardwoods that holds promise, but have 

no way if checking out the tree. I respect all no 

trespassing signs. 

 

 

  Most of the very big white pines I do get to on 

private land are weeviled trees. Owners usually won't 

let a well formed really large pine stand unless it is a 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5343&p=23330#p23336
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5343&p=23330#p23337
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23336#p23336
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23337#p23337
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borderline tree. The huge pine is just a few feet below 

Elmer's Road on a steep uphill section.  

 

   My goal is to document all sites with white pines 

reaching to 130 feet or more. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: A gooood big tree day! 

by Joe » Thu May 02, 2013 8:01 am  

Bob, it's not the landowner who won't let the really 

great trees stand- it's loggers and foresters who see it 

covered with dollar signs. I think most landowners 

would like having a "special tree" noted on their land. 

And, I think the majority of loggers and foresters also 

wouldn't mind saving a really special tree as long as 

most of the property isn't "locked up". I suspect there 

are thousands of trees in western Mass. that would 

excite you- if only the forestry community would 

give this some thought. So far, the new Mass. Forest 

Alliance seems to be an improvement over the old 

organizations- they hired a young dude as director 

who, at the first meeting, one of the speakers asked if 

the guy was getting ready for his high school prom--- 

but he's really sharp- perhaps young enough to avoid 

all the old fights and help bring the forestry 

community a new vision-- or maybe I'm just a 

positive mood given all the great weather the last 

several days. 

Joe 

 

Re: A gooood big tree day! 

by Larry Tucei » Thu May 02, 2013 8:31 am  

Bob- You have measured more White Pines than 

anyone in the US! In measuring the Live Oaks many 

trees are on private property and when I can contact 

owners they always have been so receptive about 

wanting information about their trees. They gladly let 

me measure them and many times while I was doing 

there’s another tree owner would ask me to come 

measure theirs or tell me of some friend’s trees and 

so on. More than half of the 221 Live Oaks I've 

documented have been on private property. Keep up 

the great work!  Larry 

 

Re: A gooood big tree day! 

by dbhguru » Thu May 02, 2013 8:58 am  

Joe, Larry, 

 

  Good points. Landowners may be more interested in 

having that big pasture pine or that arrow-straight tall 

pine in the ravine measured for them. I hope that I 

can make more connections to landowners in the 

coming years. Larry, you seem to have the right 

formula. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Hello Everyone - Chris Strother  

by cwstrother » Thu May 02, 2013 11:23 am  

Hi,  

 

My name is Chris Strother and I am the Geospatial 

Technology Research Associate at the University of 

North Georgia. I recently completed my M.S. in 

Geography at UGA, where my thesis focused on tree 

heights in the Tennessee portion of the GRSM. I have 

identified 10 sites in the TN side which contain tall 

trees over 52 m using airborne lidar data. The report 

has been submitted to Paul Super at the NPS. I would 

be interested in discussing further with anyone who 

would like to know more about my research. 

 

Cheers, 

 

Chris 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5343&p=23330#p23338
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5343&p=23330#p23339
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5343&p=23330#p23340
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5344#p23341
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23338#p23338
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23339#p23339
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23340#p23340
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23341#p23341
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Re: The sounds of drought stressed 

trees. 

by Don » Wed May 01, 2013 2:36 am  

Rand- 

If we can hear them crying out for water when vapor 

pressure deficits mount, surely we can measure their 

wilting and that effect on tree height?  I haven't found 

any research that verifies this, but I suspect it is 

measureable, and a potential issue for those 

measuring tree heights with "purported" tenths of a 

foot accuracy.  I suggest that trees' heights change in 

tenths of a foot diurnally. 

Have you thoughts on this? 

Don Bertolette 

 

Re: The sounds of drought stressed 

trees. 

by Rand » Wed May 01, 2013 8:15 pm  

I read a rambling hikers account somewhere, where 

he noted that the tops of tuliptrees growing from the 

bottom of a ravine would start to visibly sag when it 

got dry so I suppose it makes a difference.  I imagine 

it would be most significant in trees would soft light 

wood, than trees with dense wood like oaks.  A fast 

growing young tree vs a slow growing old tree would 

probably matter also.  Finally if you are talking about 

a 370' redwood you could probably get tenth of an 

inch at that size simply out of thermal 

expansion/contraction. 

 

Credible versus non-credible tee 

height accuracy claims 

by dbhguru » Fri May 03, 2013 9:15 am  

Don, 

 

  I realize that you understand what is a credible 

versus non-credible claim on obtaining tree height 

accuracy, and your use of the word '"purported" is 

appropriate. For the benefit of others who may read 

our numerous posts and wonder, some explanations 

and qualifications are in order. I would admit that we 

can be a little too loose with our accuracy claims. 

Explanations are called for.  

 

Hi All, 

 

  Do we actually achieve tree height accuracies to a 

few tenths of a foot as we (me) often claim? Well, we 

have the methods to attain that accuracy, but they are 

more labor intensive than just pointing and shooting 

and proclaiming a result. Have we demonstrated 

accuracies to these levels in actual field tests shooting 

into the crowns of trees? Yes, if we accept tape drops 

as the gold standard. We should emphasize that while 

under highly controlled tests, we achieve accuracies 

to within 0.2 to 0.3 feet, it is not clear that this level 

of accuracy commonly translates to most field 

measurements. Here is an explanation of the 

measurement of a very challenging tree where I feel 

quite confident that I'm within the +/-0.3 foot 

accuracy range. 

 

  First, let me set the stage. Monica's property has 4 

white pines, 5 tuliptrees, 9 N. red oaks, 1 red maple, 

and 1 white ash over 100 feet all within an area of not 

more than a quarter of an acre. This is the area with 

the tall trees, so the canopy is dense and only the tops 

of the white pines can be fairly readily seen. But all 

individual tree measurements are challenging.  

 

  One N. red oak sits within a cluster with the limbs 

of other oaks and two tuliptrees encroaching into its 

canopy space. I've shot the tree over the years and 

have been satisfied with an accuracy within +/- 1.5 

feet. But I decided to try to reduce the error range. 

So, I went out on our deck and set myself up a 

measuring station. The TruPulses won't penetrate the 

crown clutter, so I would have to rely on the other 

units to get distances to the crown point. With a 

Bushnell and three Nikons I could narrow the 

distance to the range 139.5 - 141.0 feet. My very best 

with the TruPulses was one shot of 136 feet.  

 

   For the 4 instruments used, the crown distance 

shots favored the high end of the range, i.e. 141 feet. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5297&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23314
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5297&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23314
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5297&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23328
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5297&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23328
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5346#p23348
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5346#p23348
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23314#p23314
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23328#p23328
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23348#p23348
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In addition, my Nikon 440 has been repeatedly tested 

and for distances such as involved. It shoots long by 

an average of one foot about 3/4th of the time. I 

reasoned that if I settled on a distance of 141 - 1 = 

140 feet, I'd probably be extremely close. I'd likely 

have a better than 90% probability of being with 

inches. The angle shots ranged from 36.9 to 37.4 

degrees just pointing and shooting. I had to really 

steady the units. I got 37.2 degrees consistently. The 

height works out to 84.6 feet with a probability over 

90%.  

 

    Because of visibility issues, I had to use the 

tangent method to the base. A bright lichen patch on 

the trunk near eye level afforded a good target. Using 

the Bosch GLR825, I was able to get a distance of 

103.31 feet at an angle of 2.4 degrees.  Accuracy for 

the Bosch in this environment is around 2 

millimeters. The angle to the base, shot repeated 

using 4 instruments (TruPulse 200, TruPulse 360, 

Forestry 550, and Suunto Clinometer) averages 17.2 

degrees. I settled on that.  

 

   So, let's see, the level distance to the trunk becomes 

cos(2.4)*103.31 = 103.22 feet and the height below 

eye level becomes  31.95 feet. The total height 

becomes 116.6 feet. But we have one more correction 

to make. Allowing for head or tripod swivel, we must 

reduce the height by 0.5*(cos(37.2)-cos(17.2))= 0.08 

feet. The result is 116.52 feet by pure calculation.  

 

   A height range of 116.2 to 116.8 feet carries a 

probability of greater than 90%. If we want to expand 

the range to 116 - 117 feet, the probability is above 

95%. In many shootings I took without taking a lot of 

care, just pointed and shot, my range of readings was 

115.8 to 117.6. Most fell between 116.2 and 116.8. 

BTW, I reported a 116.2-foot reading in another post 

to stay on the conservative side. I frequently do that.  

 

    In analyzing readings, I do discard obviously bad 

readings. For example,  If I hit a twig 100 feet away, 

when most ifk my readings are near 140 feet, I 

obviously would not include such a reading in an 

average. The pattern of readings matter. After taking 

a shot at a target, it is good to shoot of in another 

direction to reset the instrument. A succession of 

repeats right on target may not mean as much as one 

might think. I'll discuss this point in a future post, but 

it has to do with internal calculation algorithms used 

in an instruments design. 

 

    The TruPulse 360 gave distances to the trunk point 

of 103.0 or 103.5 feet, sometimes one reading, 

sometimes the other. So, given the Bosch GLR825 

distance of 103.3, the most I would have been off for 

trunk distance using just the TruPulse would have 

been 0.3 feet. Apropos to the discussion is the fact 

that all laser rangefinders mentioned above are 

periodically checked for accuracy. Over time one 

gets to know his/her instrument and makes the 

necessary adjustments for known areas of weakness. 

I'll soon go through another calibration exercise to 

discover any diminishment in performance in any of 

the instruments.    

 

    I am certainly not advocating that people go to 

such lengths in measuring a tree to claim accuracy to 

within say five-tenths of a foot. I just wanted to 

explain what is behind my claims for being able to 

achieve levels to within 0.2 or 0.3 tenths of a foot on 

trees that are considered very important such as the 

Jake Swamp pine. More generally, I am satisfied 

claiming accuracy within +/- 1.0 feet for my Nikons 

and +/- 0.5 for my TruPulses. 

 

Bob 

Robert T. Leverett 
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Hello Everyone - Chris Strother 

by cwstrother » Thu May 02, 2013 11:23 am  

Hi, My name is Chris Strother and I am the 

Geospatial Technology Research Associate at the 

University of North Georgia. I recently completed 

my M.S. in Geography at UGA, where my thesis 

focused on tree heights in the Tennessee portion of 

the GRSM. I have identified 10 sites in the TN side 

which contain tall trees over 52 m using airborne 

lidar data. The report has been submitted to Paul 

Super at the NPS. I would be interested in discussing 

further with anyone who would like to know more 

about my research. 

 

Cheers, 

 

Chris 

 

Re: Hello Everyone - Chris Strother 

by dbhguru » Thu May 02, 2013 1:26 pm  

Chris, 

 

     Welcome aboard. I think it is safe to say that we're 

all interested in your research and results and would 

be interested in what you are finding. We use LIDAR 

quite a bit to identify tall tree hotspots and then go in 

and ground-truth them. Will Blozan, Josh Kelly, 

Michael Davie, Jess Riddle, and others are heavily 

involved in verifying LIDAR hits. They can discuss 

with you where they find the LIDAR data to be most 

accurate and where they've encountered problems 

and the nature of those problems. It was from a 

LIDAR hit that they discovered and then confirmed 

the 191.9-foot tall Liriodedron tulipifera in NC. The 

tree was climbed and tape-frop measured. You may 

have read about that. 

 

       Again, welcome aboard. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: Hello Everyone - Chris Strother 

by eliahd24 » Thu May 02, 2013 8:39 pm  

Welcome aboard Chris!  I'm a fellow member just 

down the road in Atlanta.  I second Bob's comments. 

 You're in good company with the best of the best 

"big tree hunters" in the east.  Heck, Will Blozan has 

even helped climb, measure and volume map the 

giant sequoia's out west with none other than Steve 

Sillett.   

 

Do you plan to "ground truth" the Lidar hits?  I know 

that ground expeditions are sometimes (often?) a let 

down when you find out trees are leaning over a deep 

ravine and thus giving false height readouts on Lidar. 

 I can almost guarantee you that Will, Jess, Josh, etc. 

will have great insight into the areas where you 

noticed high numbers.   

 

Happy to have you here and I hope that you post 

often.  Best of luck with your research, 

Eli 

 

Re: Hello Everyone - Chris Strother 

by Will Blozan » Fri May 03, 2013 5:29 pm  

Welcome Chris! 

 

Indeed, NTS members are in possession and 

processed much of the TN LiDAR. Recon trips have 

been both highly disappointing (crown abnormalities, 

heavy lean, steep slopes) and exciting- several 

tuliptrees over 180' and a super tall bitternut hickory 

(sorry- don't recall the numbers). In old-growth 

forests the TN LiDAR is highly unreliable based on 

the few trips so far. However, in second-growth it is 

comparable to more coarse NC coverage and has us 

hopping with excitement. The NC Tuliptree Study 

has just been extended through 2014 at which time 

we may move to the TN side. You can search the 

BBS for posts of all these trips, 

 

Will Blozan 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5344&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23341
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5344#p23342
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5344#p23345
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5344#p23351
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23341#p23341
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23342#p23342
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23345#p23345
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23351#p23351
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World's 8th Largest Tree - Lost 

Monarch Sequoia sempervire 

by mdvaden » Thu May 02, 2013 5:57 pm  

Finally think I got the shot I've been hoping for of 

Lost Monarch, the 8th (maybe 7th) largest known 

tree in the world.   

 

It's nice to see that this entire side of this Coast 

Redwood is being treated pretty delicately by the few 

visitors that manage to find it. 

Attachments 

 

M. D. Vaden of Oregon 

 

 

Tree Maximums - Tree of the Week: 

Tuliptree 

by Matt Markworth » Sat Apr 27, 2013 2:47 pm  

Tree of the Week: Liriodendron tulipifera, Tuliptree, 

Tulip Poplar, Yellow Poplar  

 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=LITU 

 

Hi All, 

 

It's been two years since the expedition to climb the 

Fork Ridge Tuliptree and I'm submitting it for Tree of 

the Week to recognize the two year mark of that 

historic climb. Since I wasn't an NTS member at that 

time, I'd like to congratulate everyone that was 

involved with the climb. I'm sure almost everyone 

has already read Will's original post, but here it is 

again: http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=2423 

 

I recently measured an impressive 153 footer in SW 

Ohio and it's hard to imagine a Tuliptree that's nearly 

39 feet taller! 

 

For Max Girth, does anyone know if the Wasilik 

Memorial Poplar is still holding on? It's on page 24 

of the Colby Rucker Special Issue of the Bulletin of 

the Eastern Native Tree Society: 

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bulletin/b3_4/B_EN

TS_v03_04.pdf 

 

Tree of the Week Spreadsheet and Guidelines: 

viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221 

 

Tree of the Week Forum: viewforum.php?f=393 

 

Thanks, 

Matt 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5345&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23344
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5345&sid=4a0656689fb0f6397847fb2a89aadec8#p23344
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23245
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23245
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=LITU
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=2423
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=2423
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bulletin/b3_4/B_ENTS_v03_04.pdf
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bulletin/b3_4/B_ENTS_v03_04.pdf
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewforum.php?f=393
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23344#p23344
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10931&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23245#p23245
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Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Tuliptree 

by Matt Markworth » Mon Apr 29, 2013 10:44 pm  

Hi All, 

 

 I'm curious if anyone has ever had the opportunity to 

measure the CBH of the National Champion 

Tuliptree in Chesapeake, VA. The first link shows a 

photo that appears to be single stem. It has a 

significant taper, so finding exactly 4.5' above 

midslope is crucial. It's listed as 29.9' CBH. 

 

http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/liriodendron-

tulipifera/ 

 

http://bigtree.cnre.vt.edu/bigtree_detail.cfm?Autofiel

dforPrimaryKey=689 

 

- Matt 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Tuliptree 

by bbeduhn » Tue Apr 30, 2013 12:04 pm  

The last time I saw the Wasilik Poplar, it had two or 

three green branches (2009?).  It has since lost most 

of the remaining crown and the trail has been 

officially closed.  I assume it is still standing but has 

likely been dead for two years.  Its base is 

humongous so it should remain upright for a good 

while. 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Tuliptree 

by Matt Markworth » Tue Apr 30, 2013 8:39 pm  

Brian, Thanks for the report on the Wasilik Poplar. It 

sounds like it may have held on longer than expected. 

 

 

Bob, 

 

 Indeed, that would be a major detour unless you 

were already heading to the coast.  

 

 I was at Virginia Beach a few years ago, but 

measuring trees wasn't on my radar back then. I've 

always had a true appreciation for trees/forests for as 

long as I can remember, and I know that there are 

many others out there with that same appreciation. It 

just never crosses their mind that they can go beyond 

their current outdoor recreational pursuits and 

actually contribute scientifically, even if in a very 

small way. And I suppose that's the only true answer, 

recruit a few more like-minded individuals to expand 

NTS coverage to more geographical areas. I applaud 

all of your efforts and I know it continues to be a 

priority, as evidenced by this year's Rendezvous. 

 

 The obstacles are many for sure . . . distance, time, 

existing projects, scheduling, permission for private 

property and the list goes on, but without the 

challenge of discovering something new and without 

the freedom to get out and explore new places, life 

would be so boring! 

 

- Matt 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Tuliptree 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 03, 2013 7:33 pm  

Will, You told such a great story with your original 

post, I'll take a stab at writing up the columns for the 

Tree of the Week Maximums List. Please let me 

know if I left anything or anyone out and if you want 

to change anything. 

 

Country: USA 

State or Province: NC 

Property Owner: NPS 

Site Name: GSMNP 

Species (Scientific): Liriodendron tulipifera 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23289
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23289
http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/liriodendron-tulipifera/
http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/liriodendron-tulipifera/
http://bigtree.cnre.vt.edu/bigtree_detail.cfm?AutofieldforPrimaryKey=689
http://bigtree.cnre.vt.edu/bigtree_detail.cfm?AutofieldforPrimaryKey=689
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23305
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23305
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23312
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23312
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23355
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5326#p23355
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23289#p23289
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23305#p23305
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23312#p23312
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23355#p23355
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Species (Common): Tuliptree 

Tree Name: Fork Ridge Tuliptree 

Measurer(s): Will Blozan, Michael Davie, Hugh 

Irwin, Josh Kelly, Aaron Knoblet, Nich Maidment, 

Ana Poirier, and Mike Riley    

Date of Measurement: April 2011 

Height (ft): 191.9' 

Method of Height Measurement: Tape Drop 

CBH (ft): 17.95' 

Average Spread (ft): 

Maximum Spread (ft): 

Habitat: Located within a steep, rich forest cove. 

There are 8 other Tuliptrees within a .5 acre circular 

plot with a DBH over 31”, with 2 of those being over 

170’ tall. 

Notes: The Fork Ridge Tuliptree now reigns as the 

tallest tree in the East, surpassing the Boogerman 

Pine. In addition, this is the first Tuliptree ever 

accurately measured to exceed 190 feet and it now 

stands as the tallest native broadleaf tree known in all 

of temperate North America. The tree was originally 

discovered by Steve and Ian Breckheimer and the 

measuring group consisted of a collaborative effort of 

FIVE tree care companies. 

 

- Matt 

 

 

Re: Native American Trail Marker 

Trees 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 03, 2013 6:32 pm  

Hi All, 

 

I'm on the Dennis Downes' email list and here's a 

photo of a Trail Marker Tree being created along 

with an explanation of the circumstances . . . 

                                        

 

Next, Mr. Downes worked with Jim O’Rourke, 

Mayor Schmitt, the Baird Creek Preservation 

Foundation, and Historic Allouez to shape two 

sapling trees into Trail Marker Trees. These sapling 

trees were planted two years ago and were actually 

donated by the Green Bay Packers. As part of “A 

New Twist in Time” these young sapling Trail 

Marker Trees are along the original path of the Green 

Bay Trail; one of the saplings actually is located at 

the head of the Green Bay Trail.  The goal of this 

project is to have new Trail Marker Trees all along 

the route of the original Green Bay Trail, connecting 

Green Bay to Chicago, just as there would have been 

in the past. Mr. Downes also already planted and 

shaped sapling trees near the Chicago section of the 

trail in Winnetka and Glencoe years ago, and soon to 

be in Highland Park.  Projects such as these help to 

ensure that these Native American icons are not 

forgotten. 

 

- Matt 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2870#p23354
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2870#p23354
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23354#p23354
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10933&mode=view
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Re: Native American Trail Marker 

Trees 

by eliahd24 » Fri May 03, 2013 8:15 pm  

This topic resurfaces every couple years and I always 

wonder- wouldn't these trees have to be centuries old 

at a minimum to be a historic native american trail 

tree?  Or maybe white folks thought it was cool and 

replicated them in more recent years.  I just have 

trouble believing that all the trails trees i've seen in 

the southern app's (LOTS in N. Georgia) are that old. 

Eli Dickerson 

 

 

Re: Native American Trail Marker 

Trees 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 03, 2013 8:41 pm  

Eli, 

 

I agree, I think most of them that we see nowadays 

were not created by Native Americans. They were 

probably either created by natural occurrences or by 

modern man. I have some Cherokee in me from my 

Mom's side and for me, the Trail Marker trees 

represent a tangible association with the past and 

presents another way to remember. 

 

- Matt 

 

 

A Mixed Big Tree Day 

by dbhguru » Fri May 03, 2013 8:45 pm  

NTS,   Today Ray Asselin and I went to Mohawk and 

were told about damage in the ENTS Grove. Yep, it 

got hit. Here is a look at the Lee Frelich pine. 

                                        

 

    It is the first of the 160s to bite the dust. Bummer. 

I'll be looking for a replacement to honor Lee. On the 

good side, the champion striped maple survived. It 

grows in the ENTS Grove and will start the new 

growing season off at 68.4 feet. Elsewhere in the 

ENTS Grove, striped maples suffered as collateral 

damage. 

 

   On the way  home Ray and I stopped at a spot on a 

rural road to check on some promising pines. Bingo! 

I got one to 9.5 feet in girth and 143.6 feet in height. 

The location becomes site #29 in Mass with 140-

footers. Here is a look at this fine pine. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2870#p23357
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2870#p23357
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2870&start=10#p23359
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2870&start=10#p23359
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&p=23360#p23360
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23357#p23357
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23359#p23359
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23360#p23360
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10935&mode=view
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   Looking into the crown. 

 

   A second pine reaches to 137.9 feet and a third to 

135.6. The site makes #55 with 130s. It is clear that 

western Massachusetts is truly fine white pine 

country. Each new confirmation strengthens that 

belief. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

 

 

 

Tree Maximums - Tree of the Week: 

Freeman Maple 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 03, 2013 8:45 pm  

 

Hi All, 

 

This week I'm submitting two species as Co-Tree of 

the Week: Freeman Maple and Ohio Buckeye. Yes, I 

admit, I'm trying to bring home a winner for the State 

of Ohio with these two selections:) 

 

First up is the Freeman Maple. I'll enter Ohio 

Buckeye as a separate post. 

 

Tree of the Week: Acer xfreemanii, Freeman Maple 

 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=ACFR 

 

http://joa.isa-

arbor.com/request.asp?JournalID=1&ArticleID=2564

&Type=2 

 

Steve Galehouse's Freeman Maple find in the Rocky 

River Floodplain Forest is going to be difficult to 

surpass for Max Height. The tree stands at an 

impressive 135.7' in height. 

 

Here is Steve's post from March 2013: 

http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5217 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5350#p23361
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5350#p23361
http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=ACFR
http://joa.isa-arbor.com/request.asp?JournalID=1&ArticleID=2564&Type=2
http://joa.isa-arbor.com/request.asp?JournalID=1&ArticleID=2564&Type=2
http://joa.isa-arbor.com/request.asp?JournalID=1&ArticleID=2564&Type=2
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5217
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5217
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10936&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10938&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23361#p23361
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Historic Lumber Mill Photos from 

Chile 

by edfrank » Fri May 03, 2013 10:52 pm  

NTS, 

 

A friend on Facebook, Olga Guzmán Reyes,  posted a 

series of photos showing a turn of the 20th century 

saw mill and a few showing a group of people on a 

large stump.  I was having difficulty locating that last 

particular photo among all that had been posted on 

Facebook in the intervening months.  She kindly 

forwarded me the information on that and other 

sawmill photos: 

I think you are referred to the Photo number 35 (of 

139) Album "Antepasados", which appears a 

millennial oak, cut, on which 11 people are sitting. 

This Photo was taken in FUNDO "EL CHEQUÉN" of 

my Grandfather, in early Twentieth Century; it 

concerns an area called "LAS HORTENCIAS", 

between FREIRE and CUNCO (IX Region of Chile). 

 In this FUNDO, there was Sawmill.  16-17-19-36-

39-49-50-93-130 and 134 Photos correspond to 

Works in Sawmill.  I hope this information will serve.  

 

The following is the entire series of photos with the 

captions in both the original Spanish and an English 

version that is a combination of Google Translate and 

my own poor efforts.  Two of the photos are 

duplicates but have also been included for the sake of 

completeness. 

 

                                        

 

1 above 

Faenas Madereras en el Fundo de mi Abuelo, "EL 

Chequén", Las Hortensias, entre Freire y Cunco. Son 

Fotos Históricas, porque estamos hablando de fines 

del Siglo XIX y Primera Mitad del Siglo XX, 

[Timber in Fundo Faenas my Grandfather, "THE 

Chequén", Las Hortensias, between Freire and 

Cunco. Historical Photos are because we are talking 

of the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth 

century,] 

 

2 above 

Faenas Madereras, segunda Mitad del Siglo XIX y 

primera Mitad del Siglo XX, en "El Chequén", fundo 

de mi Abuelo. Foto Histórica; los bueyes enyugados 

van tirando grandes troncos, "todo se hacía a pulso", 

[ Faenas Madereras, second half of the nineteenth 

century and first half of the twentieth century, in 

"The Chequén", founded by my Grandfather. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=44&t=5352#p23363
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=44&t=5352#p23363
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23363#p23363
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10941&mode=view
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Historical Photo; yoked oxen pulling big logs going, 

"everything was done freehand"] 

 

3 above 

Foto Histórica: Faenas Madereras en el Fundo "El 

Chequén", [Historical Photo: Timber Faenas in 

Fundo "The Chequén"] 

 

4 above 

With Jorge Guzman, Hno. de mi Abuelo, Tío Jorge 

Guzmán Jiménez (Tte. Coronel de Ejército), Tía Elsa 

Guzmán Jiménez (Ped. en Biología y Química; 

Químico Farmacéutico; Concertista Piano), Tío Luis 

Guzman Jimenez (Gral. de Carabineros), Nana y sus 

dos hijos,Tía Alicia Guzmán Jiménez, Abuelo 

Gregorio Guzmán Ferrada and Otra Nana. 

[With Jorge Guzman, Brother of my Grandfather, 

Uncle Jorge Guzman Jimenez (Tte. Army Colonel), 

Aunt Elsa Guzman Jimenez (Ped. in Biology and 

Chemistry, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Piano 

Soloist), Uncle Luis Guzman Jimenez (General of 

Police ), Nana and her two children, Aunt Alicia 

Guzman Jimenez, Grandfather Gregorio Guzman 

Ferrada and Other Nana.] 

 

5 above 

Faenas Madereras, principios Siglo XX,  [Faenas 

Madereras, early twentieth century,] 

 

6 above 

Faenas Madereras, [ Faenas Madereras ] 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10943&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10944&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10945&mode=view
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7 above 

El LOCOMOVIL, típica Máquina, usada en Faenas 

Madereras,  No sé, Rodolfo, no entiendo mucho del 

tema, pero sé que los usaban en el Aserradero del 

Fundo de mi Abuelo Paterno, Gregorio Guzmán 

Ferrada. Esta Foto es de ahí. La tenía mi Papá. 

[The steam engine, typical machine, used in Faenas 

Timber, I do not know, Rodolfo, do not understand 

much about it, but I know the Sawmill used in the 

Fundo de mi Abuelo Paterno, Gregorio Guzman 

Ferrada. This Photo is from there. This was my Dad.] 

         

8 above 

El LOCOMOVIL, Máquina de Aserradero,  [The 

steam engine, sawmill machine,]                                

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10946&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10947&mode=view
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10 above 

Faenas Madereras 

 

 9 & 12 above 

Faenas Madereras Fundo "El Chequén" 

Las Hortencias, de Freire a Cunco 

My family had lands in Maternal Zone Paterna 

Pumanque and my family, my Grandfather, Fundo 

"Saint Joan", arriving at Bulnes and "The Chequén" 

in The Hortencias, between Freire and Cunco. My 

dad, Carlos Guzman Jimenez, had a brother, Jorge 

Guzman Jimenez was Army Lieutenant Colonel. 

(Currently, two children, my cousins, Alvaro and 

Jorge Guzman Fredes also Military). Another brother 

of my father, Luis Guzman Jimenez was General of 

Police. I'm not sure, but I think that Uncle George 

was Artillery, so I should have been in Linares. In 

these photos, you can see the early life in the Chilean 

fields of late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

and work in sawmills, in "Ell Chequén". I have more 

photos, they go up slowly              

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10949&mode=view
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11 above 

With Hermano del Abuelo, Jorge Guzmán, Tío Jorge 

Guzmán Jiménez (Tte. Coronel de Ejército), Abuela 

María del Pilar Jiménez Campos, Tía Elsa Guzmán 

Jiménez (Ped. en Biología y Química; Químico 

Farmacéutico; Concertista Piano), Tío Luis Guzmán 

Jiménez (Gral. de Carabineros), Nana y sus dos 

hijos,Tía Alicia Guzmán Jiménez, Alicia Guzmán 

Jiménez,Abuelo Gregorio Guzmán Ferrada and Nana. 

Fundo "El Chequén" de mi Abuelo Gregorio 

Guzmán: el Tronco de un Roble milenario recién 

cortado. Hay 11 personas arriba. En ese tiempo, no 

había conciencia sobre la destrucción de los antiguos 

Bosques de Robles. Hoy día, junto con Loreena 

McKennitt, expresamos un Lamento, una Queja, por 

esa maravillosa Naturaleza no Preservada. 

 

With Grandpa Brother, Jorge Guzman, Uncle Jorge 

Guzman Jimenez (Tte. Army Colonel), Abuela María 

del Pilar Jimenez Campos, Aunt Elsa Guzman 

Jimenez (Ped. in Biology and Chemistry, 

Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Piano Soloist), Uncle 

Luis Guzman Jimenez (General of police), Nana and 

her two children, Aunt Alicia Guzmán Jiménez, 

Alicia Guzman Jimenez Ferrada Grandfather 

Gregorio Guzman and Nana. 

Fundo "The Chequén" My Grandfather Gregorio 

Guzman: the ancient trunk of a freshly cut oak. There 

are 11 people up. At that time, there was no 

awareness of the destruction of the ancient forests of 

oaks. Today, along with Loreena McKennitt, we 

express a regret, a Complaint, for that wonderful 

Nature Preserved no. 

Olga Guzmán Reyes writes: 

I have no objection to publish this old sawmill photos 

of my Grandfather Gregorio Guzmán Ferrada, my 

father´s father, Carlos Guzmán Jiménez. On the 

contrary, I would like to be kept in a Historic 

Register (I think I have more, I look for another 

photos). Only, I ask you that mention the Source and 

the name of my Grandfather, R.I.P.; and, if it is 

possible, let me a copy of the magazine. 

 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10950&mode=view
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Re: Albino Redwoods 

by Mark Collins » Sat May 04, 2013 2:46 pm  

Here's a good example of the temporary nature of 

some redwood albinos. Truly the ghosts of the 

forest... 

 
July 2012 (above) 

 

 
May 2013 (10 months later above)

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5061#p23378
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23378#p23378
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Tree Maximums - Tree of the Week: 

Common Hackberry 

by Matt Markworth » Tue Apr 23, 2013 8:58 pm    

  

Tree of the Week: Celtis occidentalis, Common 

Hackberry 

 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=CEOC 

 

Hi All, 

 

Here's a mid-week submission for Tree of the Week.  

 

George Fieo's Hackberry find appears to be a slam 

dunk for Max Height and possibly Max Girth. Here is 

George's original post from a couple months ago: 

http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=151&t=5090 What a nice 

looking tree! 

 

Please reply to this post if you've measured a 

Common Hackberry that rivals the height or girth of 

this tree, and also reply if you think you've measured 

what could be the maximum spread for the species. 

I'll wait one week to see what replies are generated 

before entering this tree into the Tree of the Week 

Maximums List. 

 

George - Please let me know if you have anything 

additional for Habitat, Notes, or Method of Height 

Measurement.  

 

Country: USA 

State or Province: PA 

Property Owner: Open Land Conservancy of Chester 

County 

Site Name: Cedar Hollow Preserve 

Species (Scientific): Celtis occidentalis 

Species (Common): Common Hackberry 

Tree Name: 

NTS Measurer(s): George Fieo 

Date of Measurement: 2/17/13 

Height (ft): 119' 

Method of Height Measurement: NTS Sine 

CBH (ft): 12.6' 

Average Spread (ft): 

Maximum Spread (ft): 

Habitat: Forest 

Notes: CBH: 12'8" 

 

Tree of the Week Spreadsheet and Guidelines: 

http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221 

 

Tree of the Week Forum: http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewforum.php?f=393 

Congratulations to George again for finding this 

beauty. I entered it into the Tree of the Week 

Maximums List for Max Height. 

 

I think that Hackberry may be one of those trees that 

gets overlooked a little bit and there could be a 

monster lurking in a ravine somewhere. Keep an eye 

out for it and like all of the Tree of the Week posts, 

this one will remain open for any new finds, whether 

it's Max Height, Max Girth, or Max Spread. 

 

Thanks, 

Matt 

 

Re: Tree of the Week Spreadsheet 

and Guidelines 

by edfrank » Sat May 04, 2013 4:12 pm  

Matt, 

 

Thank you for starting this project.  At some point we 

as a group need to publish our own big tree list that 

shows the largest confirmed specimens of each 

species in our database.  We have fewer members, 

and likely fewer trees submitted than do big tree lists 

like American Forests, but at least out numbers are 

right.   

 

Are you familiar with the list compiled in 2004 by 

Colby Rucker and others in the earlier days of 

ENTS? 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5315#p23198
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5315#p23198
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23198#p23198
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=CEOC
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=151&t=5090
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=151&t=5090
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewforum.php?f=393
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewforum.php?f=393
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221#p23382
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221#p23382
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23382#p23382
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 http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bigtree/webpage_ta

ll_tree_list.htm  One aspect of this list I particularly 

liked was the attempt to include a broader listing of 

buig trees for each of the cited species.  It included 

measurements of trees farther down the list and trees 

that represented the tallest in particular regions.  it 

included accurate measurements of trees that had 

died, or the height of some trees prior to their tops 

being lost as well as current trees and heights. 

 

I think we should be pursuing both approaches - 1) 

generate a listing of the biggest, as the last 

compilation by Jess Riddle and the updates you are 

including here, and 2) we need to create a list with 

greater depth of specimens.  Much of this can be 

accomplished if people would compile their existing 

data into a spreadsheet format that could be imported 

into the Trees Database.  On the database end, Mitch 

is needing chunks of data to figure out how to best 

implement the spreadsheet import functions, and 

people with the data are waiting under the import 

function is up and running to submit their data.   

 

Edward Frank 

 

 

Re: Tree of the Week Spreadsheet 

and Guidelines 

by Matt Markworth » Sat May 04, 2013 10:41 pm  

Ed, 

 

 Thanks for the link. I think I stumbled upon it once, 

but now I have it saved as a favorite and will use it as 

a resource to research tree maximums, similar to how 

I've been using Jess's MaxList. It must have been a 

herculean effort for all involved to create the list, not 

to mention the thousands of hours of measuring to be 

able to create such a list. 

 

 As new trees eventually replace existing trees on the 

Tree of the Week Maximums List, I'm going to set up 

a separate tab for past record holders. That way all 

the information will stay in one spreadsheet and the 

information on the replaced trees won't be lost. 

 

 I agree that having a greater depth of specimens is a 

must and it sounds like the Trees Database will be the 

most efficient way of getting that accomplished. 

 

- Matt 

 

The Striped Maple 

by dbhguru » Sat May 04, 2013 4:02 pm  

NTS,  Here is a look at the 68.4-foot striped maple 

(Acer pensylvanicum)  in Mohawk. 

 

                                                        

 

                                        

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bigtree/webpage_tall_tree_list.htm
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bigtree/webpage_tall_tree_list.htm
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221#p23385
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221#p23385
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=87&t=5356#p23381
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23385#p23385
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23381#p23381
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10969&mode=view
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Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: The Striped Maple 

by Joe » Sun May 05, 2013 8:30 am  

amazing--- I never have understood why striped 

maple is common on some properties and not on 

others 

 

it's far more common in the Berkshires than in central 

Mass. so I suppose it's mostly about soil fertility 

which is generally higher in the Berkshires 

 

I like the way the old tree looks soooo different from 

young tree- common enough but we seldom see old 

striped maples-- they usually just fall over before 

they get as big/old as this one.. 

Joe 

 

Re: The Striped Maple 

by dbhguru » Sun May 05, 2013 9:20 am  

Joe, In Mohawk, striped maple does very well under 

an over-story of white pine. It has plenty of growing 

room. So far, I've measured 3 striped maples in 

Mohawk over 60 feet in height. The largest girth has 

been 39 inches. Elsewhere on Greylock, I measured a 

41-inch girth striped maple, and one in Vermont's 

Green Mountains to 42 inches. Usually the largest are 

fairly short, growing in patches that receive extra 

light.    

 

    I don't know how long they can live. I expect that 

80 years would be an extremely old one. I expect that 

40 to 80 years is their life expectancy. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: The Striped Maple 

by Will Blozan » Sun May 05, 2013 10:02 am  

Bob, Joe 

 

I cored a 99 year tree in the Smokies 20 years ago. 

Remember to scope out the stripers in the Buckland 

Spruce grove. 

 

Will 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=87&t=5356#p23387
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=87&t=5356#p23388
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=87&t=5356#p23390
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10970&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23387#p23387
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23388#p23388
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23390#p23390
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Utah Juniper 

by dbhguru » Sun May 05, 2013 12:30 pm  

Matt, 

 

  Here is the best I've done on Utah juniper 

(Juniperus osteosperma)  

 

Country: USA 

State or Province: Colorado 

Property Owner: USFS 

Site Name:Southern HDs 

Species (Scientific):Juniperus osteosperma 

Species (Common):Utah juniper 

Tree Name: 

NTS Measurer(s):Bob Leverett with assistance from 

Laura Stranski, USFS 

Date of Measurement:June 2009 

Height (ft):59.3  

Method of Height Measurement:Sine top - tan bottom 

CBH (ft):7.1 

Average Spread (ft): 

Maximum Spread (ft): 

Habitat: Dry gulch 

Notes: This tree is an an old growth area within the 

extreme southern region of the Colorado San Juans 

called the HDs. The species is ordinarily given a 

maximum height of around 30 feet in literature. Tree 

is in San Juan old growth database. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Emerald Ash Borer 

by Devin Bily » Sun May 05, 2013 10:39 am  

Some pictures of some confirmed EAB infested ash 

trees in the Greenbrier area of the park.  Some trees 

were completely blasted, others seemed to be 

hanging in there though declining vigor was visible. 

Attachments 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5360#p23425
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=5357#p23391
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=903
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23425#p23425
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23391#p23391
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10980&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10979&mode=view
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"D" shaped boring hole 

 

 

Re: Emerald Ash Borer 

by Rand » Sun May 05, 2013 2:59 pm  

Yeah.... I didn't think all those 'Don't move firewood! 

 Pretty Please!' signs they plastered all over Ohio in 

2005 were going to work either... 

 

Here in Columbus, the borer population on the north 

side of town has been festering for the last 7 years or 

so and most of the ash trees there died over the last 3 

years.  In the last 2 years ash trees in my 

neighborhood have started dropping over in a more 

or less random fashion.  I've read that insects can 

sense stressed trees and tend to attack them 

preferentially.  I imagine it works like lions 

separating a wildebeest from the herd. 

 

 

Re: Emerald Ash Borer 

by Joe » Sun May 05, 2013 3:17 pm  

It entered Mass. last fall and now the state is 

guaranteed so nobody can move ash except into other 

infested areas. And more recently it's been reported in 

CT and NH. 

Joe 

 

 

Where is the top? 

by dbhguru » Sun May 05, 2013 5:57 pm  

NTS, Here is an exercise in finding the top of a white 

oak. It is the tree in the center of the image below. 

But first, some background. I often test my 

instruments out on a white oak across the road on a 

neighbor's property.  Standing in the driveway, this is 

what the crown looks like. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=5357#p23428
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=5357#p23429
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5362#p23431
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10978&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10977&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23428#p23428
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23429#p23429
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23431#p23431
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     It looks like the highest point is centered in the 

crown from the vantage point. Let's move closer.  

 

   Is the highest looking point the actual top? It 

certainly looks so from an even closer look. 

 

 Now let's change location, and look at the whole 

tree.  

 

    From this new vantage point, the top appears to be 

on the left. Let's move closer. 

 

Even closer. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10992&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10993&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10994&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10995&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10996&mode=view
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And finally to the true top. 

 

   This point is visible from both locations, but looks 

like the highest only from the second. It is 99.5 feet 

using my TruPulse 200. It is 100.6 feet based on the 

Nikon 440 distances and the TruPulse angles. The 

Nikon measurements tend to be over by 1.0 feet. So 

this is pretty good conformation. I'll go with 99.5 and 

probably be within +/- 0.3 feet.  

 

    The Tangent height using the built in routine of the 

TP200 is 111.5 feet. The error is 12 feet too much. 

That is a 12.1% error. The use of the camera to 

identify and document the twig being measured 

becomes increasingly important in discussions with 

those who would debate us on measuring techniques.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: Where is the top? 

by Rand » Thu May 16, 2013 2:20 pm  

M.W.Taylor wrote: Bob, This is a good case and 

point to always scan every leader with the laser, even 

if not the highest angle. And get back as far as 

possible.    

 

I think the craziest measuring experience I had was in 

the huge, broad crown trees in congaree.  There were 

three of us and we'd scatter to all sides of the tree and 

come up with significantly different numbers.  It was 

more or less luck of the draw which major limb 

system was taller. 

Rand Brown 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5362#p23616
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10997&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10998&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23616#p23616
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North Syracuse Update ,NY 

by tomhoward » Sun May 05, 2013 8:06 pm  

NTS, 

 

I have not been reporting much as the apartment 

complex I live in is in midst of a huge renovation. 

I’ve been very busy packing, getting rid of stuff I 

don’t need, etc. Next week I’ll be moving to a nearby 

hotel for 2 months while my apartment is being 

renovated. 

 

Also, since I lack a vehicle, I can’t get to many 

places. Not much seems to be happening as far as old 

growth forests, tree measuring, in NY for the past 

few months, and there seems to be a lot of apathy 

about trees here in this over developed region. This 

has been the quietest season I’ve ever seen since I got 

involved with tree study in this area. 

 

Yet I had some excellent outings to the 2 old growth 

oak groves here in North Syracuse, and they are 

magnificent in all seasons of the year. 

 

 

North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove                       

 Mar. 30, 2013 

 

 

On this beautiful sunny spring day (temp. about 50 

degrees F., no snow on the ground), Jack Howard and 

I had a magical visit to the North Syracuse Cemetery 

Oak Grove. The Swale (or vernal pool) in the center 

of the Grove was filled with water, adding to the 

Grove’s ancient magic, bestowing an air of 

sacredness on the Grove. It was easy to see how this 

pool could have inspired Baum to create the “Truth 

Pond” in The Road to Oz. The gnarled crowns of the 

Big Oaks were filled with glistening light. I did more 

height measurements with the NTS method, using 

laser rangefinder, clinometer, scientific calculator 

(sine method – multiplying distance by sine of angle). 

I missed the highest points of most trees, but I got 

new heights on the following trees: 

 

White Pine tallest in 2nd growth to north of Old 

Growth, tree est. 90 years old, measured from open 

lawn to west – double-trunked tree with large Poison 

Ivy vine on trunks:   105.9 ft. 

 

Red Oak #13, est. 270 years old, possible oldest Red 

Oak in Onondaga County, from south:           105.37 

ft. 

 

White #10, est. 160 years old, from White Oak #33     

     101.9 ft. 

 

 

North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove                       

 Apr. 14, 2013 

 

 

On this cold but sunny breezy afternoon (mixed sun 

and clouds with 48 F temperature) I had a magical 

visit to the North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove. The 

Swale (or vernal pool) in the center of the Grove was 

filled with water, adding to the Grove’s ancient 

magic, bestowing an air of sacredness on the Grove. 

The water in the Swale and elsewhere in the Grove 

was at one of the highest levels ever, with the 

Swale’s irregular shoreline of peninsulas, islands 

supporting trees more prominent than usual. Nearly 

all ancient treefall pits in the Grove had water in 

them, and this high water prevented me from getting 

into the awesomely dense area of tall old Oaks 

southeast of the Swale. There was also a large area of 

water in the 2nd growth just north of the circle of Red 

Oaks (a circle of Red Oaks surrounds the old growth 

White Oaks in the center of the Grove). The “Old 

Growth Air” in the Grove felt wondrously fresh with 

the sky a bright cold blue when clouds did not cover 

the sun, and I spent over an hour in the Grove. To the 

west of the Grove, while I measured the tall White 

Pine across the old trail from Red Oak #12, I saw a 

huge Hawk with whitish underside soar over another 

slender White Pine. Red Maples are in bloom in the 

Grove. I saw Pussy Willow in bloom just west of the 

Grove. White Oak #38 (partly open-grown by west 

edge, 42” dbh, est. 300+ years old), has a lot of 

balding and old-looking bark, and this tree, and its 

old neighbors, White Oaks #33 and #37, have crowns 

filled with extremely gnarled branches. I noticed that 

the 100.8 ft. sinuous old-looking but thin Red Oak I 

measured 12/15/2012 has its roots deep in the water 

of the Swale – this is not healthy for a Red Oak, and 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5363&p=23433#p23433
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23433#p23433
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is likely why this tree seems to grow very slowly. I 

did more height measurements with the NTS method. 

I got new heights on the following trees: 

 

White Pine across old trail from Red Oak #12 

measured from west south of White Oak #6 – this 

White Pine est. 90 years old (formerly measured at 

102.5 ft.): 

       107 ft.                as of 4/14/2013 tallest White 

Pine in North Syracuse  

 

Red Oak #26, from White Oak #33 (from west):         

 106.5 ft.  tallest Red Oak in Grove  

 

Red Maple – slender 2-trunked tree at end of 

peninsula into the water of the Swale, red flowers 

high up, tree possibly over 100 years old, measured 

from Black Gum #34, larger trunk:           99.75 ft. 

 

Red Maple – same tree, measured from Black Gum 

#34, smaller trunk:  96.4 ft. 

 

Red Oak – slender young-looking NE of White Oaks 

#31 and #32, measured from Black Gum #34:         

 99.2 ft. 

 

Red Maple #8, old hollow tree, possibly 200 years 

old, possibly oldest Red Maple in Onondaga County 

from open area west of Grove:          91.5 ft. 

 

Red Oak #36 from open area west of Grove:           

96.75 ft. 

 

 

North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove                       

 May 4, 2013 

 

 

On this beautiful sunny warm day (temperature about 

75 F) I spent a wonderful hour in the North Syracuse 

Cemetery Oak Grove. The Big Oaks are coming into 

leaf and bloom, a soft yellow green accentuating the 

dark green of the tall White Pines that flank the 

Grove. The understory of the Grove is coming into 

leaf, with Black Cherry, Witch Hazel leafing out, 

Ferns, Canada Mayflower, Wild Sarsaparilla, coming 

up. Poison Ivy is also leafing out. There is still some 

water in the Swale or ancient vernal pool in the 

center of the Grove, but the water has gone down a 

lot since my last visit on Apr. 14. The biggest 

Sassafras (22.1” dbh, 87.7 ft. tall) in the 2nd growth 

forest just north of the old growth Grove is budding 

out, and the possibly 300-year-old gnarled Black 

Gum #34 (20” dbh, 82 ft. tall) in the northwestern 

part of the old growth Grove is budding out. Red 

Maples are leafing out, and some of the Red Maples 

(including the biggest and oldest, Red Maple #8, 32” 

dbh, 91.5 ft. tall, possibly 200 years old) is red with 

seeds. The Red Oaks and Black Oaks are blooming 

and leafing out, ahead of the White Oaks, which are 

just starting to bud out. As always on a day like this, 

the “Old Growth Air” in the Grove felt wonderful, 

and chimes at a nearby house tinkled gently in the 

slight breeze, making the Grove feel like a temple, a 

holy place, which it is. The Grove is a heavenly place 

with the old rugged densely packed Oaks budding out 

in the bright clear blue sky above the already green 

leafy understory, a vision of Paradise. The delicate 

soft yellow green (with hints of orange on some 

trees) buds, blooms, new leaves of the Big Oaks are a 

glorious sight, glowing in the sunlight, contrasted 

with the bright deep blue sky. A silk strand of a 

spider web on the tall rough trunk of the Grove’s 

tallest tree (White Oak #24, 24.9” dbh, 109.45 ft. tall, 

est. 300 years old) glowed rainbow green in the 

sunlight. While I was leaving the Grove, in the 2nd 

growth just to the north, a dark Butterfly, a Mourning 

Cloak I think, landed on my head twice. 

 

 

Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove                Mar. 

30, 2013 

 

 

On this sunny mild day, Jack Howard and I had an 

excellent visit to the Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak 

Grove. A Red Maple snag fell across the trail just 

south of the fallen Disney Black Oak. The fallen 

trunk of the dead Disney Black oak has pronounced 

spiral grain.  

 

I used the laser rangefinder and clinometer that Ed 

Frank of NTS loaned me, along with my scientific 

calculator to get height measurements of some of the 

trees. I did not the tops of most of these trees, that 

had already been measured in the Fall of 2012 
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anyway. However, I did get a new height for the 

Grove’s largest and tallest tree, the Baum Red Oak.   

 

Baum Red Oak from SE:    (49.1” dbh)         117.1 ft. 

  (Thus the Baum Red Oak is not only the tallest tree 

in this Grove, but also the tallest tree in North 

Syracuse, and tallest Oak of any species measured so 

far in Central New York.) 

 

 

Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove                Apr. 

21, 2013 

 

 

On this sunny rather cold day, I had a magical visit to 

the old growth Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove 

near North Syracuse Junior High School. Black 

Cherry, which is very common in the understory, is 

leafing out, and Red Maples are in bloom. Red 

Maples stood out prominently in the lofty canopy 

with their red flowers against the bright clear blue 

sky – these flowers made them easier to measure, 

easier to distinguish from bare Oaks of the same 

height. Oaks are starting to bud out.  

 

I used the laser rangefinder and clinometer that Ed 

Frank of NTS loaned me, along with my scientific 

calculator to get height measurements of some of the 

trees. I used the NTS Sine Method.   

 

Red Maple NE Cathedral (from west):    (15.5” dbh, 

this tree just east of 111.6’ Red Maple)         100.54 

ft. 

 

Red Maple NE Cathedral (from west):    (18.3” dbh, 

this tree just east of 111.6’ Red Maple, this tree has a 

sinuous trunk, an old rusty iron nail in trunk)         

102.3 ft. 

 

Mandela Red Maple NE Cathedral (from west, from 

trail west side Grove): 

110.28 ft.  New official height, 4th tallest known Red 

Maple in Central NY 

Nelson Mandela’s plaque is still intact on his tree. 

 

 

Tallest Red Maples in Central NY (as of 4/21/2013): 

 

Green Lakes SP                           111.8         (Jess 

Riddle 2011) 

Wizard of Oz Oak Grove                111.6 

Wizard of Oz Oak Grove                110.5         

 “Magic Maple” 

Wizard of Oz Oak Grove                110.28         

 Mandela Maple 

 

All these tall Red Maples in the Wizard of Oz Oak 

Grove are in the northeastern part of the Forest 

Cathedral.   

 

 

Tallest Trees in North Syracuse, NY  2013 

(Heights in feet) 

 

 

Red Oak                          117.1         Wizard of Oz 

Grove        tallest Central NY 

Red Maple                        111.6        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

White Oak                        110.4        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

White Pine                        107        near Cemetery 

Grove 

Black Oak                        104.9        Cemetery Grove 

       tallest Central NY 

Tuliptree                        103        Chestnut St. 

Sugar Maple                102        Cemetery (old part) 

Cottonwood                  99        Wizard of Oz Grove 

Norway Spruce                  98        behind Baptist 

Church 

Black Cherry                  96.5        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

Silver Maple                  95        behind Baptist 

Church possible tallest Onondaga County 

Black Gum                          94.5        Wizard of Oz 

Gove  possible tallest NY State 

American Beech                  89.5        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

Sassafras                          87.7        near Cemetery 

Grove  tallest Central NY 

European Larch                  87.5        near Palace Ct. 

Scots Pine                          86        behind Baptist 

Church 

Purple-leaf Beech          76        Fergerson House 

Yellow Birch                  75.5        Cemetery Grove 

American Chestnut          43.5        Wizard of Oz 
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Grove     

 

 

Sites: 

Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove, North Syracuse 

“Cemetery Grove” = North Syracuse Cemetery Oak 

Grove 

“near Cemetery Grove” = in 2nd growth near old 

growth grove 

 

All heights measured by either Robert Henry or Tom 

Howard with sine method used by NTS from 2009-

2013. 

 

 

Tallest Trees in the 2 Old Growth Forests of North 

Syracuse: 

 

 

North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove: 

 

 

White Oak                109.45 

Red Oak                106.5 

Black Oak                104.9 

Red Maple                100.13 

Black Gum                  82 

Yellow Birch          75.5 

 

 

Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove: 

 

 

Red Oak                117.1 

Red Maple                111.6 

White Oak                110.4 

White Pine                102.3 

Black Oak                100.3 

Cottonwood          99 

Black Cherry          96.5 

Black Gum           94.5 

American Beech          89.5 

Sassafras                  78 

Yellow Birch          56 

American Chestnut      43.5 

 

 

North Syracuse Rucker 10: 

 

 

Red Oak                          117.1         Wizard of Oz 

Grove        tallest Central NY 

Red Maple                        111.6        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

White Oak                        110.4        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

White Pine                        107        near Cemetery 

Grove 

Black Oak                        104.9        Cemetery Grove 

       tallest Central NY 

Tuliptree                        103        Chestnut St. 

Sugar Maple                102        Cemetery (old part) 

Cottonwood                  99        Wizard of Oz Grove 

Norway Spruce                  98        behind Baptist 

Church 

Black Cherry                  96.5        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

 

Rucker 10                        104.95 

 

North Syracuse Rucker 5: 

 

 

Red Oak                          117.1         Wizard of Oz 

Grove        tallest Central NY 

Red Maple                        111.6        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

White Oak                        110.4        Wizard of Oz 

Grove 

White Pine                        107        near Cemetery 

Grove 

Black Oak                        104.9        Cemetery Grove 

       tallest Central NY 

 

Rucker 5                        110.2 

 

 

Tom Howard 
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Re: North Syracuse Update 

by dbhguru » Sun May 05, 2013 9:19 pm  

Tom, 

 

  Very impressive work. You're really getting the area 

nailed down. What other parks are in the Syracuse 

area that might have some tall trees. There should be 

pines in the general region that reach to at least 120 

feet - I'd think. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: North Syracuse Update 

by lucager1483 » Sun May 05, 2013 10:44 pm  

Tom, don't despair.  Keep up the good work.  I've 

been doing what measuring I can, though it's pretty 

much exclusively been on Howland's Island.  I have a 

more regular work schedule now, so I should have 

more time to get into the woods.  After I'm satisfied 

with my current project, I'd like to move on to Green 

Lakes or something closer to Syracuse, perhaps later 

this summer.  I have Sunday and Monday off every 

week, so if you'd like some company, send me a 

message.   

 

Thanks for sharing, Tom. 

 

Elijah 

 

Re: North Syracuse Update 

by tomhoward » Mon May 06, 2013 8:32 pm  

Bob, Not many places I know of around here have 

really tall trees. The only places in Central NY I 

know of with 120' trees are Green Lakes State Park, 

Beaver Lake Nature Center, Liverpool School Maple 

Grove (maybe 2 Sugar Maples just touch 120'), 

Holland Patent Cemetery in Oneida County (1 White 

Pine 120.7'). Only at Green Lakes do I know of any 

trees over 125 ft. tall, with Tuliptree to 147 ft. tall.  

 

As far as White Pines go, all the really tall ones are 

long gone - I know of only 2 trees that are barely 120' 

tall - at Green Lakes and Holland Patent Cemetery. 

Great tall trees are few in this mostly cut over, over 

developed area; this makes exceptional old growth 

sites like Green Lakes, the densely packed old growth 

North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove, especially 

precious. 

 

Elijah, It would be good if we could get together later 

this summer or this fall - places like  Green Lakes, 

Liverpool School Maple Grove, my favorite North 

Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove, Wizard of Oz Oak 

Grove come to mind, and, there is an old growth 

forest in Selkirk Shores State Park by Lake Ontario in 

Oswego County that has some big Red Oaks (heights 

have never been measured in this stand), and a 

secondary old growth White Pine grove (best White 

Pine stand I know of in Central NY) at Selkirk 

Shores Boat Launch that has windswept White Pines 

to 110 or more ft. tall. 

 

Tom Howard 

 

Central NY Tallest Trees 

by tomhoward » Mon May 06, 2013 8:39 pm  

NTS, 

 

I am attaching a pdf of the tallest trees that have been 

measured in Central NY from 2009-2013. I'm 

sending it as a pdf so hopefully the columns will line 

up. You will notice that the tallest trees by far are at 

Green Lakes. 

                                        

Tallest Trees in Central NY 2013.pdf 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5363&p=23433#p23435
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5363&p=23433#p23436
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5363&p=23433#p23447
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5366#p23450
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10999
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23435#p23435
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23436#p23436
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23447#p23447
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23450#p23450
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Silver River, Low Water, Cypress 

Roots! 

by jamesrobertsmith » Mon May 06, 2013 12:41 

pm  

When we got to the Silver River with our kayaks, we 

found the water down about two+ feet from our last 

visit. I had thought that spring-fed rivers and runs in 

Florida were exempt from the effects of drought, but 

then I forgot that the surrounding areas drain vast 

acreage and the river levels fluctuate during drought. 

One thing that I noticed on some cypress trees that 

grow right on the riverbank is that they have formed 

a kind of picket fence with roots and knees that is 

apparent when the water drains off. Perfectly seen in 

this video I shot as I floated past a cypress tree along 

the Silver River: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21I5sedc3II 

 

James Robert Smith 

 

 

New member from between the 

Smoky Mtns. and the Blue Ridge 

by Bosque » Mon May 06, 2013 5:30 pm  

I'm a layman dendrophile who is happy and grateful 

to join you. I live near Asheville, N.C. and am an 

admirer of Will Blozan, though I've never met him. I 

live in his neck of the woods (regionally anyway) 

near Asheville, N.C. I have enjoyed living near 

forests in the eastern states in northeastern Ohio, 

southeastern Ohio, near Killington in Vermont, and 

in Boone, Charlotte, and Asheville, N.C. I have done 

a little writing about trees and forests (Mountain 

Xpress, WNC Woman) and a little volunteering 

(Western North Carolina Alliance in Madison County 

and Treasure Trees in Charlotte). 

 

I've enjoyed classes in arboriculture, 

dendrology,introduction to environmental science, 

and field biology and ecology.   

 

Thanks for making membership open to people like 

me. 

 

Carol 

 

Re: New member from between the 

Smoky Mtns. and the Blue Rid 

by dbhguru » Mon May 06, 2013 8:40 pm  

Carol, 

 

  Welcome aboard, and thank you for joining. We 

hope that you will be an active member. We're all 

equal in the eyes of the trees. NTS is about the 

celebration of forests and trees from all perspectives. 

Again, welcome aboard. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364&p=23440#p23440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364&p=23440#p23440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=93
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21I5sedc3II
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5365#p23446
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5365#p23446
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&p=23446#p23451
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&p=23446#p23451
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23440#p23440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23446#p23446
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23451#p23451
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Bob Leverett North Syracuse 1998 

by tomhoward » Mon May 06, 2013 8:52 pm  

NTS, 

 

I was going through my tree files and I found my 

notes about the visit of Bob Leverett and his team to 

the North Syracuse Oak Groves Apr. 25, 1998. I 

turned my notes into Word documents which follow 

here: 

 

Bob Leverett – Wizard of Oz Oak Grove Apr. 25, 

1998 

 

 

On this mostly sunny cool day (H 52 F, L 42 F), Bob 

Leverett and his team visited the Wizard of Oz 

Memorial Oak Grove in North Syracuse, NY (then 

known as School Oak Grove at North Syracuse 

Junior High School). The team consisted of Bob 

Leverett, his son Rob Leverett, Rob Leverett’s 

fiancée Fabienne, a group from SUNY CESF (State 

of New York College of Environmental Science and 

Forestry) including Greg McGee, Kim Anderson, 

Karen____, Fran Lawler(?), USA Today reporter 

Traci Watson, a USA Today photographer, John 

Clancy of NYS DEC, Robert Henry of North 

Syracuse, and myself. 

 

Bob Leverett measured what was then the Grove’s 

largest tree, a Red Oak 56.5” dbh, to a height of 88 ft. 

The earlier less accurate measurement of this tree 

gave a height of 108 ft. (This tree is designated as 

Red Oak #5 in our 2006 brochure on this Grove; this 

great Red Oak, est. 230 years old, fell in the storm of 

Sept. 7, 1998.) 

 

Bob Leverett next measured a Red Maple that had 

been reported to be 126 ft. tall; he got 103.9 ft. with 

his more accurate method, the sine method used by 

NTS. (This tree is now the JFK Red Maple, today 

35.2” dbh, 106.34 ft. tall.) The next tree he measured 

was a Red Oak on the east edge of the Grove near the 

JFK Red Maple – this Oak had been reported to be 

121 ft. tall – Bob got 103 ft. on this tree. (This tree is 

still standing today, and is the Grove’s 2nd largest 

tree – 47.8” dbh, and still 103 ft. tall.) 

 

Rob Leverett characterized the center of the Grove 

(now called the Forest Cathedral) as “young old 

growth”, with White Oaks averaging about 160-200 

years old, which has since been determined to be 

correct. White Oaks in other old growth forests are 

much older than this. (The White Oaks in the 

neighboring North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove are 

older than this – Bob Leverett and his team would 

visit this Grove next.) Rob Leverett noticed that tall 

Red Maples are very abundant in this Grove, and 

they belong in this old growth forest. In the early 

days Red Maple would have reigned and now Red 

Maple is reclaiming its crown. Rob Leverett 

(reflecting knowledge available in 1998) said that 

primeval Sugar Maple stands seldom have trees older 

than 160-170 years, although some are over 300 

years old, but the older Sugar Maples are not much 

larger than much younger trees. 

 

Bob Leverett measured one of the tall rather slender 

White Oaks that had previously been measured to 

117 ft. tall. Bob got 102 ft. with his more accurate 

method on this 24.9” dbh tree. (Today this is White 

Oak #8 in the core list in the 2006 brochure -  it is 

known as the Einstein White Oak with the following 

stats today: dbh 24.9” (needs to be updated – only 

height was updated) height 110 ft, est. 180 years old.) 

 

Bob Leverett said we have a great grove with trees 

over 100 ft. tall over the place, and the positive 

psychological impact is more important than these 

accurate height measurements. 

 

We next went to the big tree area in the northwest 

part of the Grove. I believe I was in another part of 

the Grove when Bob Leverett measured trees here. 

One tree was measured to a height of 98 ft. and I 

wrote in my notes that this tree was Red Oak #6 (#6 

on core list in 2006 brochure), which had previously 

(Apr. 25, 1997, with the tangent method) been 

measured at a height of 111 ft. This 98 ft. tree may 

have been this large Red Oak’s neighbor, a giant 

Black Oak that later was known as the Poe Black 

Oak – the Black Oak was 50.4” dbh and 98 ft. tall 

when it fell in June 2010. (Red Oak #6 still stands 

today, is called the Baum Tree today, with the 

following stats – dbh 49.1”, height with NTS Sine 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5367#p23452
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23452#p23452
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Method 117.1 ft. – tallest Oak of any species in 

Central New York – est. 140 years old.) 

 

This Grove’s population of Red Oak, Black Oak, 

Black Gum, Sassafras impressed the group, as it is a 

rare forest type this far north. The group said it is a 

relict from a warmer climate 4000-6000 years ago. 

Black Gum is often the oldest tree in the stand, with 

some of these trees (smaller than larger Oaks and 

other trees) have been found to be over 500 years old. 

The Grove’s large Sassafras (then 17.2” dbh, now 

18.1” dbh and 78 ft. tall) also impressed the group. 

This Sassafras is est. 150 years old. 

 

Trees measured by Bob Leverett: 

 

                1998                                

              2012-2013 

 

Red Oak #5          dbh 56.5”          88 ft.                       

    tree fell Sept. 1998 

JFK Red Maple     dbh 32.8”        103.9 ft.                   

    dbh 35.2”        106.34 ft. 

Red Oak east edge        dbh 39”        103 ft.                 

         dbh 47.8”        103 ft. 

Einstein White Oak        dbh 24.9”        102 ft.             

             dbh 24.9”        110 ft. 

Baum Red Oak        dbh 41.3”          98 ft.?                 

                dbh 49.1”        117.1 ft. 

Poe Black Oak        dbh 43.9”          98 ft.?                 

  tree fell June 2010 

(see text – I am not sure which tree was measured, 

either Baum Red Oak or Poe Black Oak – Poe Black 

Oak was 50.4” dbh, 98 ft. tall in 2010 and totally 

hollow when  it fell)   

 

 

Bob Leverett – North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove 

Apr. 25, 1998 

 

Robert Henry and I next joined bob Leverett and his 

team at the North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove. All 

members of the team except the USA Today 

photographer came with us (as the owner of this 

Grove, the North Syracuse Cemetery Association did 

not want any photos of their site published in the 

paper). Bob Leverett loved the Cemetery Oak Grove, 

was awestruck by its beauty. He said it was a notch 

above the School Grove (or Wizard of Oz Oak grove 

as it is now called). To Bob and his team, the 

Cemetery Grove was remarkably pristine or 

primeval. I told them of the Grove being used as a 

pig enclosure, and that fence scars have been found 

on the trees with remnants of the fence embedded in 

White Oak #6 and Red Oak #36. Bob Leverett agreed 

that we owe a debt to Alvin Wadsworth who used the 

Grove as a pig enclosure in the 1870s and 1880s. The 

Cemetery Grove is at least a notch above the School 

Grove as old growth.  

 

White Oak #33 has old age bark (balding bark), and 

Bob Leverett guessed its age as 225-250 years old 

(best estimate in 2013 places this tree’s age at about 

250 years). 

 

Greg McGee of SUNY CESF was fascinated by old 

gnarled hollow Black Gum #34, and laid on the 

ground to photograph this ancient twisted tree. 

 

Rob Leverett (Bob Leverett’s son) said that the 

Cemetery Grove is a lot like old growth hardwood 

forests in Virginia but not as diverse – the Virginia 

forests would have Redbud and Dogwood in the 

understory and Hickories in the canopy. 

 

Bob Leverett discovered that White Oak #33 had 

been badly mismeasured by the traditional clinometer 

and 100 ft. baseline tangent method. White Oak #33 

is a tree with a vast spreading crown, and the earlier 

measurement was misled by side branches – this not 

very tall Oak was wrongly measured at 113 ft. tall, 

which made it officially the tallest tree in the Grove. 

Bob Leverett determined with the accurate sine 

method that this tree is actually one of the shortest of 

the Grove’s great old Oaks. Bob measured 84 ft. as 

the height of this tree (today it is 38.5” dbh and 89 ft. 

tall).  

 

Rob Leverett determined that a tiny shrub near the 

Grove’s biggest tree, Black Oak #27, is the rare 

native Bristly Currant. Black Oak #27 was Bob 

Leverett’s favorite tree. His son Rob determined that 

the great Black Oak is actually a natural hybrid – 

70% Black oak, 30% Red Oak. The group estimated 

the Black Oak to be about 175-190 years old, 

younger than most of the smaller White Oaks. I 
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accompanied Bob Leverett as he made several 

attempts to measure the height of this complex broad-

crowned Black Oak. Bob felt the tree was 100 ft. tall, 

but his first measurement was only 85.8 ft. He kept 

stepping back to the south to sight the highest point 

hidden in the vast delicate green crown waving in 

breezes high up. He did not want to shortchange this 

wonderful tree. 20 minutes later Bob found what he 

believed was the highest point – 100.5 ft. up. The 

earlier tangent height for this tree was 109 ft. (Today 

Black Oak #27 is 45.8” dbh, 104.9 ft. tall, and est. 

190 years old. It is the largest Black Oak in 

Onondaga County.). 

 

Before measuring the great Black Oak, Bob 

measured rather slender White Oak #14 (old 

clinometer height 112 ft.) and determined that it was 

only 88 ft. tall (today this tree is 24.6” dbh, 101.2 ft. 

tall, est. 290 years old – inner ring date on core that 

reached pith is 1728, according to the best count I’ve 

been able to do of the extremely tight rings on this 

core). 

 

Bob was especially impressed by the extreme density 

of tall old Oaks southeast of the ancient vernal pool 

in the center of the Grove. He said that these are 

“beautiful, beautiful trees, the kind of trees I like.” 

He said that the Cemetery Grove is special, that the 

psychological impact of such a great mass of soaring 

Oak trunks in the southeast part of the Grove is 

wonderful; it was a magical sight to him. The 

Cemetery Grove could be one of the most pristine 

areas of Onondaga County. 

 

As of today (2013), this is still the densest eastern old 

growth forest I’ve ever been in. The oldest White 

Oaks seem to be about 300 or more years old, and the 

Grove contains what could be the oldest White Oak, 

Red Oak, Black Oak, Red Maple, Black Gum in 

Onondaga County. The tallest tree in the Grove in 

Apr. 2013 is White Oak #24 (24.9” dbh, 109.45 ft. 

tall, est. 300+ years old). 

 

 

 

 

Trees measured by Bob Leverett: 

               1998                  

 2012-2013 

 

White Oak #14        dbh 23”          88 ft.                       

    dbh 24.6”        101.2 ft. 

Black Oak #27        dbh 38.8”        100.5 ft.                 

         dbh 45.8”        104.9 ft. 

White Oak #33        dbh 34.5”          84 ft.                   

       dbh 38.5”          89 ft. 

 

Tom Howard 

 

 

New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Sat May 04, 2013 9:04 am  

                                        

 

NTS, 

 

“Kleinengelein” is an old European beech (Fagus 

sylvatica) stand west of Bamberg, Bavaria, Germany, 

well-known for its exceptional tree heights. The old 

stand is only 5.4 ha (13 ac) in area. Since 1951, only 

dying trees have been removed, and since 1995 there 

has been no maintenance. Now there are already 

many fallen large trees and snags. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5354#p23368
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23368#p23368
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10952&mode=view
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Photo by Karlheinz. 

The reserve was extended to 53.7 ha (133 ac) in 

2010. The dominant tall trees germinated between 

1763 and 1793. In addition, there are probably even 

older trees from the late 1600’s. In 1984, the wood 

volume of the densest 0.5 ha plot was 772 m3/ha 

being equivalent to approx. 500 t/ha of stem biomass. 

The altitude is 400-440 m with a north-eastern to 

eastern aspect. Soils are fertile brown earths and 

annual precipitation is 750-800 mm. 

 

Recently, Karlheinz and I spent two days measuring 

the tall beeches of Kleinengelein. Measuring was 

difficult due to the dense, large crowns, even though 

they were leafless. 

                                        

 

Karlheinz measures the second tallest beech. 

Karlheinz had contacted the foresters and the Munich 

University researcher who had last measured the 

stand in 2006, and we had a table showing tree 

numbers and their heights. In 2006, the trees had 

been measured using the tangent method but the 

measurements appeared to be very good for tangent 

measurements, the mean difference between the 2006 

and our measurements being about 1.7 %. The tallest 

tree in the Munich University data was 47.8 m tall. 

We were able to confirm that it really is the tallest 

tree of the stand. Our measurements with Nikon 

Laser 550A S instruments gave its height as 46.8 m 

=154 ft (at least two tops at this height). 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10953&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10954&mode=view
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The tallest beech. The white mark is at 1 m height. 

The arrow shows the tallest top. 

                                

 

 Another view to the tallest beech. 

It is possible that there is a still higher top even if we 

spent many hours searching for the tallest top and 

good measuring locations; this tree was difficult to 

measure due to its broad crown and other dense-

crowned beeches around it. This is the new European 

beech height record. Its CBH is 310 cm (=122''). The 

second tallest beech that we found was only 20 cm 

lower, 46.6 m (= 153 ft), with the CBH of 313 cm 

(=123''). 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10955&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10958&mode=view
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The second tallest beech. The arrow shows the tallest 

top. 

 

Kouta, the second tallest beech and Karlheinz. 

We found seven beeches at least 45 m in height. The 

thickest (dead) tree had CBH of 405 cm = 159’’. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10959&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10962&mode=view
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One of the thickest live trees. Height 41 m (135'), 

CBH 369 cm (145''). 

The forest has originally been a managed beech-oak 

mix. The oaks have mostly been cut. Now there are a 

few sessile oaks (Quercus petraea) but they are only 

about 30 m tall. Otherwise the stand is almost pure 

beech. We recorded a few saplings of silver birch 

(Betula pendula), hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) and 

Norway spruce (Picea abies). 

 

Kouta 

 

 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by Will Blozan » Sat May 04, 2013 10:08 am  

Very nice! As always, your posts are so informative, 

well photographed and exciting. It is fascinating to 

me how much is known about stand initiation dates. 

This really helps understand the capabilities of a 

species. 

 

Will 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Sat May 04, 2013 12:46 pm  

Thanks Will! 

It is fascinating to me how much is known about 

stand initiation dates. 

As this was a managed stand in the past and it has 

been known for a long time that the location is 

exceptionally favorable, there are good records. All 

the trees in the study plots have also been cored 

during the studies of the last decades. 

Bob, 

 

Already when Kleinengelein was a managed forest, 

the policy was to spare the best trees. This is 

probably a reason for the exceptional heights today. 

 

Kouta 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5354#p23372
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5354#p23375
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10963&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23372#p23372
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23375#p23375
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Ginkgo: The Life Story of The 

Oldest Tree on Earth 

by Joe » Sat May 04, 2013 7:20 am  

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/peter_cran ... tree/2646/ 

 

does NTS have any measurements of Ginkgo? 

 

Joe 

 

Re: Ginkgo: The Life Story of The 

Oldest Tree on Earth 

by Matt Markworth » Sat May 04, 2013 8:51 am  

                                        

 
                                                        
Joe, 

 

Good timing, I was just walking by a Ginkgo at 

Miami University, OH and I just measured it. 

 

It's 71.5' tall with a CBH of 9.6'. 

 
 
-Matt 

 

 

Re: Ginkgo: The Life Story of The 

Oldest Tree on Earth 

by KoutaR » Sun May 05, 2013 4:15 am  

The tallest measured in Europe is 31.70 m = 104 ft. 

 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/fra/b ... 

que/11175/ 

 

Kouta 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23364
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23364
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/peter_crane_history_of_ginkgo_earths_oldest_tree/2646/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23366
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23366
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23386
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23386
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/fra/basrhin/strasbourg/5648_placedelarepublique/11175/
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/fra/basrhin/strasbourg/5648_placedelarepublique/11175/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23364#p23364
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23366#p23366
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10964&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10965&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23386#p23386
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Re: Ginkgo: The Life Story of The 

Oldest Tree on Earth 

by edfrank » Sun May 05, 2013 11:11 am  

I  measured one in a park in Punxsutawney PA  at: 

Girth = 8' 1", Height = 73.9 feet, Average Spread = 

40 feet, Max Spread = 42 feet, AF Points = 169.  It is 

not as big as some of those mentioned here, but still a 

nice tree. 

 

                                                        

 

                                        

 

Edward Frank 

 

Re: Ginkgo: The Life Story of The 

Oldest Tree on Earth 

by Bart Bouricius » Sun May 05, 2013 7:16 pm  

I saw some good size ones outside the Bronx 

Botanical Garden in NY that someone might 

measure.  The paleobotanical evidence indicates that 

Ginkgo genus evolved from a leaf structure like 

flattened needles into tha fan shape between the 

Cretatious and Tertiary, possibly after the dinosaurs 

had become extinct, however it was still the Ginkgo 

genus before that, way back into the early jurasic 

period.  The current Ginkgo biloba species did not 

evolve until the tertiary period when the Dinoaurs 

were long gone according to most paleobotanists. 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23395
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23395
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23432
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23432
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23395#p23395
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10982&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=10981&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23432#p23432
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Re: Ginkgo: The Life Story of The 

Oldest Tree on Earth 

by bbeduhn » Mon May 06, 2013 11:38 am  

I recently measured a gingko in Hendersonville, NC 

at 91.5', with a wide crown.  Most that I've measured 

are in the 60-75' range. 

 

 

Re: Videos of Old-Growth Oak 

Forest on Holston Mountain, TN 

by tomhoward » Sun May 05, 2013 8:19 pm  

These are fantastic old oaks. They are smaller than 

the old growth White Oaks of the North Syracuse 

Cemetery Oak Grove that I am trying to protect, but 

they are every bit as gnarled. I noticed that one of the 

White Oaks, a tree only 14 in. dbh, cored in one of 

the stands on the mountain, had 220 rings on the 

core. The White Oaks of the Cemetery Grove are 

about the same age or even older. 

 

Tom Howard 

 

Re: Videos of Old-Growth Oak 

Forest on Holston Mountain, TN 

by Josh Kelly » Mon May 06, 2013 12:03 pm  

As an update on Holston Mountain, I recently spoke 

with the lead silviculturalist from the North Zone of 

Cherokee National Forest.  He was not the designer 

of the project and after hearing from me, he went to 

visit it.  He agreed with me about the old-growth 

character and lack of economic viability of three 

stands, so it seems that 119 acres of ancient forest 

will not be logged, after all.  It's great when 

professionals can get together and agree on 

improvements in public land management! 

 

So, in the future, if you are ever on Holston Mountain 

and want to see the ancient dry oak forest at the upper 

end of the Furnace Branch Trail, it will be there for 

your enjoyment. 

 

Cheers, 

Josh 

 

 

Re: Videos of Old-Growth Oak 

Forest on Holston Mountain, TN 

by Joe » Mon May 06, 2013 1:35 pm  

too bad the "junior" forester who did design the 

project didn't comprehend that it shouldn't be done- 

hopefully, the senior forester will enlighten his 

people 

 

having seen a lot of harvesting on public lands, it 

really seems that too often the projects are poorly 

designed, which ticks me off because bad logging 

ruins the reputation of all forestry work- which, I 

suggest, is why so many enviro groups hate logging 

 

the one person in Mass. who fought the hardest to 

stop logging on public lands here lived in he PNW 

for some years, where he saw lots of terrible logging- 

in the middle of one was a trail he used to hike on- 

and on the trail are signs saying "don't walk off the 

trail or you may damage the environment"- then he 

went back one day and saw a humungous clearcut... 

 

Joe 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23438
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=5353#p23438
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=300
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=124&t=5295#p23434
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=124&t=5295#p23434
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=151
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=124&t=5295#p23439
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=124&t=5295#p23439
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=124&t=5295#p23442
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=124&t=5295#p23442
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23438#p23438
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23434#p23434
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23439#p23439
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23442#p23442
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Re: Mass Champion Cottonwood - 

Considerations of Multitrunks 

by edfrank » Sun May 05, 2013 11:35 am  

NTS, 

 

I keep thinking about  these matters.  One comment 

made was that several multistem trunks grow faster 

and would have a combined girth greater than would 

a single trunk.  I have said that myself. I have been 

reading about grafting onto rootstocks.  In some ways 

this is a parallel situation - you have small new trunks 

growing from a large root mass. So comparing the 

growth of a 20 year old single trunk tree growing 

from scratch is not  the same as a 20 year old tree 

growing from a large pre-existing root mass whether 

or not it is a single stem or multitrunk tree.  The tree 

growing from the large root mass would grow faster 

initially than a tree growing its root mass at the same 

time as the trunk was growing. This seems to be 

borne out in examples of trees being grafted onto pre-

existing root stocks.  I wonder how long this 

accelerated growth (assuming the premise is true) 

takes place?  Does it continue until the trunk catches 

up with the roots?  Is the resultant multitrunk tree 

essentially at the point the same size as the individual 

tree would have been if it hadn't been broken off 

previously?  If not is there some relationship between 

the size of the resulting multitrunk tree and the size 

of the single trunk tree that would have been grown 

had it not been broken off? 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

Re: Mass Champion Cottonwood - 

Considerations of Multitrunks 

by dbhguru » Sun May 05, 2013 11:59 am  

Ed,  Truth is that we don't see New England, single-

stem white pines ever reach the girths achieved by 

the multistems, regardless of origin. The old growth 

singles on rare occasion make it to 14-foot girths, but 

the odds are that if I find a 14-footer that can be 

considered a single stem, it will branch fairly low. 

Long trunk, single-stem white pines max out at 11 to 

13 feet around in the Northeast. I see this in New 

England,Pennsylvania, and New York. I suppose 

there can a few exceptions, but that is what they 

would be, and very rare ones at that.  

 

     Your considering the root system and what might 

have existed before to give new trunks a head start is 

probably the direction we should be going. Had a big 

multi-stem tree, growing in a sweet spot, begun as a 

single stem,would it eventually catch up to the multi-

stem? Do the muti-stem versions eventually burn 

out? I see no evidence of that. From what I see, the 

multi-stem trees reach sizes that the single-stem 

competitors never achieve. At least, this is the way it 

is with white pines.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: Mass Champion Cottonwood - 

Considerations of Multitrunks 

by edfrank » Sun May 05, 2013 2:28 pm  

Bob, NTS, So the premise you suggest is that 1) the 

double or multitrunk trees are larger than single trunk 

trees, 2) perhaps among the largest girths found more 

of them are likely to be multitrunk trees, 3) I would 

assume we agree that whether or not it is single trunk 

or multitrunk that the overall  height is not affected, 

and 4) the crown spread of a multitrunk tree may be 

larger than of a single trunk tree, or 5) the crown 

spread may be similar in size to those of a single 

trunk tree of comparable size. 

 

We could actually pull numbers from out data to test 

if these assumptions are true or to distinguish 

between alternative possibilities.  One problem is that 

double or multitrunk trees are not as common in old 

growth areas as singles, but there are enough to look 

at the question.  The other is that in areas that have 

been cut over, there are many multitrunk specimens, 

but if you assume that they grow faster initially then 

in areas of second growth you would not have had 

sufficient time for the single trunk to grow to 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23421
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23421
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23423
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23423
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23427
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23427
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23421#p23421
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23423#p23423
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23427#p23427
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comparable size of the doubles and multitrunks 

whether or not the multitrunks slow down their 

growth rate once reaching the an appropriate size for 

the pre-existing root mass or whether they continue 

to outpace the single trunk trees.    There should be 

enough numbers in Bob's Massachusetts data, Dale's 

Cook Forest data, and Larry's Live Oak data to see 

what we have, even if we can't draw conclusions.   

Anybody else with a good data set for a site should 

contribute their observations as well.  We might 

make a note as to whether the multitrunk included 

represents one where the trees have essentially 

merged together, or whether they could be more 

appropriately considered to acting like two trees that 

are adjacent or touching.  This can be a subjective 

determination at this point. 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

 

Re: Mass Champion Cottonwood - 

Considerations of Multitrunks 

by Don » Mon May 06, 2013 2:34 pm  

Ed/Bob- 

At present, my thinking is diverging on the issue of 

multiple trunks.  Given two trees with adjacency, if 

they are of two distinctly different species, I think we 

all agree that they are two separate trees and ought to 

be measured as such.  The 'virtual felling' of the 

mixed species pair and separate piths support calling 

it two separate trees.   

Given two trees of the same species passing through 

the 'virtual felling' view, showing separate 

pith/concentric rings, and in all likelihood, separate 

(though likely to be intertwined) root systems, they 

should be also considered to be two separate trees 

and measured separately. 

Measuring them accurately of course becomes a 

significant issue.  Study of similar scenarios 

occurring in woodlots scheduled for harvest might be 

an opportunity to assess typical ratios of those 

unmeasurable portions for estimation purposes 

(variation of 'virtual felling'). 

 

Ed- 

Your continuing thoughts on grafting/coppicing root 

systems and role in above-ground growth differences 

is familiar to me.  While Dr. David Kittredge's grad 

student at UMASS, one of my research assistant roles 

involved literature searches on this topic, in support 

of David's work on advance root growth advantage in 

oak after elimination of deer browse in the Quabbin 

Reservoir.  My recall is that there was a significant 

body of research on this subject and generally the 

consensus was that there was significant advantage 

provided by a more mature root system, when 

opportunities for release (removal of constraints such 

as deer browse) occur.   

As to coppicing reproduction advantage, there's also 

a significant body of work that coppicing does 

provide advantage for continuation of the species. 

 Generally it is thought that there is typically only 

short-term support by the original root system, that 

long-term tree growth (even in biomass context) is 

favored by 'start-from-scratch' single root systems, all 

other variable being equal. 

In a less academic, more anecdotal way, your 

example of grafting "may bear fruit".  A college 

chum of mine's father was a pastor of a small 

rural/agricultural area in California's Central Valley. 

 His father knew of some grafted walnut trees being 

removed along the interface of a roadway and active 

field.  Wanting to get some 6" thick, 36" diameter 

cookies off of the remaining stumps, he obtained 

some spectacular swirly grained walnut stock.  The 

grafting was to garner the English walnut tree to a 

black walnut tree's root system, the English walnut 

having superior fruit, and the black walnut having 

superior root growth/soil relations. I suspect however 

the advantage doesn't extend to volume growth of 

wood, as I would imagine at the cellular level, that 

there isn't 100% efficiency in matching. 

Just my thoughts, worth looking into... 

-Don 

Don Bertolette 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23443
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5358&start=20#p23443
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23443#p23443
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Tree Maximums - Tree of the Week: 

Ohio Buckeye 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 03, 2013 9:00 pm  

Hi All, As promised, Ohio Buckeye will join 

Freeman Maple as this week's "Co-Tree of the 

Week." There will have to be some amazing trees 

come out of the woodwork this week for Ohio not to 

join the ever expanding list of states that are 

represented on the Tree of the Week Maximums List. 

 

Tree of the Week: Aesculus glabra, Ohio Buckeye. 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Ohio Buckeye 

by Matt Markworth » Mon May 06, 2013 9:22 pm  

Hi All, It appears that the AF National Co-Champion 

Ohio Buckeyes are the main contenders for Max 

Girth at 176" and 172". The photo of the tree in 

Dupage, IL doesn't give a very good view of the 

trunk (http://www.americanforests.org/wp-

content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=norm

al&image_id=5), but the tree in Lexington, KY 

(Fayette Co) looks like the real deal 

(http://www.americanforests.org/wp-

content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=norm

al&image_id=1172). 

 

I could easily swing down to Lexington, but I can't 

find any reference as to where the tree is actually 

located. Based on the photo, it appears there are some 

businesses in close proximity. If anyone has 

information on the location of the tree, please 

message me. 

 

Thanks, 

Matt 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Ohio Buckeye 

by Will Blozan » Mon May 06, 2013 9:49 pm  

Matt, 

 

The IL tree is at least a double and should not be on 

the list at all. 

 

Will 

 

Our Mental Toolkit 

by dbhguru » Thu May 09, 2013 2:18 pm  

NTS, 

 

    All of us accept the role of instruments in 

measuring the dimensions of trees. We use laser 

rangefinders, inclinometers, monoculars, D-tapes, 

scientific calculators, etc. We employ these 

instruments following accepted protocols, 

instructions provided by manufacturers, and our own 

individual and collective experience.   

 

    I would venture to say that In the minds of most 

tree measurers, instruments are the things. For 

instance, people use a hypsometer to measure tree 

height. Presumably, if you follow the manufacturer's 

guidelines with the instrument, you are guaranteed to 

get results within some stated accuracy range. Well, 

sometimes, but often not. We in NTS know this 

expectation to frequently not be met. We know that 

instruments have to be used with the right underlying 

mathematical models to get reliable results. Use of 

the clinometer to measure tree height is the classic 

example of an instrument where following the 

manufacturer's guidelines does not insure an accurate 

result. It also produces a false sense of security since 

its purpose is to measure tree height. 

 

    If we are to make progress in tree measuring, 

perhaps we need to rethink our approach to how we 

describe the tools of our trade. We have our 

instruments and instructions for their use, but we also 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351#p23362
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351#p23362
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351#p23453
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351#p23453
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=normal&image_id=5
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=normal&image_id=5
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=normal&image_id=5
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=normal&image_id=1172
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=normal&image_id=1172
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/plugins/bigtrees/view_image.php?area=normal&image_id=1172
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351#p23455
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351#p23455
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=406&t=5377#p23490
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23362#p23362
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23453#p23453
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23455#p23455
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23490#p23490
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have abstract mathematical models that make use of 

the instruments. For instance, the sine method is used 

to measure the difference in elevation between two 

points in space employing a right triangle. We can 

think of the sine method as a mental instrument or 

tool. We bring together the mental tool with two 

physical instruments (laser rangefinder and 

clinometer) and some rules of the road and we have 

all we need to measure the height of a point in the 

structure of a tree above or below eye level to a level 

accuracy that depends on the accuracies of the 

individual instruments and their interaction 

(reinforcement or offset). We can talk about the 

length of a straight trunk segment of a leaning tree 

and apply an abstract mathematical tool, the law of 

cosines, to get the length. We use the laser and 

clinometer and the law. The instruments supply the 

lengths of two line segments and the angle in the 

vertical plane between them. The law of cosines does 

the rest. A beginner armed with just the instruments 

would have no way of measuring the segment length 

without the mathematical model. So, perhaps more 

focus on the mathematical, i.e. mental, tools is called 

for. We can find ways to make the descriptions user 

friendly. 

 

    So with this beginning sales pitch, what is our 

current inventory of mental tools? Do we have them 

categorized, described, conveniently located in one 

place? Well, not prior to this point in time, but this 

will now change. Ed has created a new place in the 

BBS to put descriptions of our mental tools. Its title is 

"Dendromorphometry Toolkit". To keep this area of 

the BBS free of stray, off-the-topic posts, presently, 

only Ed and I can post to it. We can add others. e.g. 

Will Blozan and Don Bertollete. However, all of you 

can be contributors.  

 

  For the present, basically, Don Bertolette and I will 

describe a mathematical tool, e.g. the sine method, in 

a WORD file with or without attachments. We may 

get input from the rest of you before finally posting 

it. Once posted, Ed or I will be the ones to make 

changes to the basic stand alone tool descriptions. No 

other kinds of posts will go into the 

Dendromorphometry Toolkit. Discipline here is 

absolutely essential. If either Ed or I screw up, the 

rest of you can apply the Cat-Of-Nine-Tails to our 

exposed backs. 

 

    Don and I will also be working on a composite 

document that includes the individual tools with 

possibly other information such as examples of use. 

In time, this will become the Dendromorphometry 

Guidebook that I've been promising for years. Don 

has good ideas on presentation and he has strong 

connections to other champion tree coordinators and 

to American Forests. So, he is a logical partner in this 

redesigned project. To have proceeded in the original 

direction of producing a book for publication by a 

major university press was heady stuff - but 

impractical. Who would read it? Even if we 

succeeded in getting it published, it would be too 

narrow for many in the scientific and forestry 

communities, and it could be seen as a challenge to 

forest mensuration, which it would not be. But ..... 

So, a lower profile approach seems advisable, one 

that challenges recreational tree measurers to learn 

methods that produce ever greater accuracy and 

precision.  

 

    I emphasize that the individual tools will be 

accessible to all of you. Some of the tools will be 

generally described and others more specific to tree 

measuring. As an example, we have a simple formula 

that adjusts for head or tripod swivel in measuring the 

full height of a tree using sine top-sine bottom. But, 

the formula works to adjust the elevation between 

two points in space being measured where head or 

tripod swivel is involved. There is no reason not have 

the basic formula as a tool in our tool chest and 

described in terms of what it does more generally, 

independent of the particular targets. The formula 

serves for any kind of double sine-based 

measurement where the centroid of the measuring 

instrument is moved going from one measurement to 

the other.  

 

    I personally favor this approach rather than to 

surround each tool with a tree-specific definition. It is 

the latter approach that is partly responsible for the 

kind of nonsense in which a tree height measuring 

method is built into a device, e.g. hypsometer, that 

only works if the top is vertically over the base - yet 

the manufacture/distributor doesn't explain the 

restriction. People then buy the instrument and 
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assume they can: (1) point to the trunk and shoot the 

distance, (2) point to what they treat as the top and 

shoot the angle, and (3) rotate the instrument 

downward to the base and shoot that angle, and trust 

the result that pops upon the display. They will likely 

assume that the result is accurate to within the 

accuracy tolerances of the instrument's laser and tilt 

sensor. Happens all the time. Even the marketing 

staff of LTI makes the claim. That is being changed 

courtesy of input from yours truly. 

 

    When Don and I have made a few more passes 

over the sine method for measuring the elevation of a 

point, we'll post it. The rest of you can then make 

criticisms, ask for further clarifications, etc. and we'll 

return to the drawing board. Tool by tool, we'll post 

to the BBS topic. 

 

Robert Leverett 

 

Getting prepared for Durango, CO 

by dbhguru » Wed May 08, 2013 10:18 am  

NTS, 

 

  In late June, Monica and I will arrive in Durango, 

CO for a 6-weeks stay. We'll be house-sitting for the 

mayor of Durango. Neat!  

 

  On June 24th, Joan Maloof and John Davis will be 

there and we'll dedicate the old-growth on Hermosa 

Creek Trail as one of Joan's Old-growth Forest 

Network sites. It will also be a time to try to break 

tall tree records for the San Juan region and add new 

sites that profile about 5 species there. Attached is a 

spreadsheet with most of the tall tree discoveries that 

we've made over the last few years.  

 

Larry,     Are you still planning on coming out? If 

you do, we can visit several of the really good sites.  

 

Durango Trip Records.xls 

Robert T. Leverett 

2013 edition of the National Register 

of Big Trees 

by Larry Tucei » Fri May 10, 2013 11:08 am  

NTS-  The new 2013 Spring listing of National 

Register of Big Trees. Maybe someday they will 

change the listing to reflect different types of trunks- 

multi-trunk, single trunk, fused trunk, coppice, shared 

root system, etc.   

http://www.americanforests.org/wp-

content/uploads/2011/06/Spring-2013-National-

Register1.pdf  

Larry 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Tree of the 

Week: Freeman Maple 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 10, 2013 7:27 pm  

Hi All, Congrats to fellow Ohioan Steve Galehouse 

for his impressive 135 footer! It reigns as the 

Freeman Maple Max Height Champ. I'm extremely 

pleased to be able to add Ohio to the growing list of 

states represented in the Tree of the Week 

Maximums list. 

 

Steve,  Please let me know if anything isn't correct 

and if you'd like to add any notes. 

 

Country: USA 

State or Province: OH 

Property Owner: Cleveland Metroparks 

Site Name: Rocky River Floodplain Forest 

Species (Scientific): Acer xfreemanii 

Species (Common): Freeman Maple 

Tree Name:  

NTS Measurer(s): S Galehouse 

Date of Measurement: 03/30/13 

Height (ft): 135.7 

Method of Height Measurement: NTS Sine 

CBH (ft): 7.5 

Average Spread (ft): 

Maximum Spread (ft): 

Habitat: Floodplain 

Notes: 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5370#p23469
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11000
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5378&p=23502#p23502
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5378&p=23502#p23502
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Spring-2013-National-Register1.pdf
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Spring-2013-National-Register1.pdf
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Spring-2013-National-Register1.pdf
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5350#p23508
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5350#p23508
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23469#p23469
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23502#p23502
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23508#p23508
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Tree of the Week Maximums List: http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221 

 

- Matt 

 

Re: Ireland Trees and Forests Links 

by Bosque » Sun May 12, 2013 12:58 pm  

Thank you for the link to the Tree Council. The video 

was very informative and gave me hope for the oaks 

of Ireland. My light research on Irish tree planting 

had given me the impression that mainly pines were 

being planted. I had never heard clootie trees called 

rag trees before. I liked the close up of this tree and 

what it held. 

 

In September of 2011 I took my first trip to Ireland, 

and I hope to go back. I was braced for the relative 

lack of trees in my ancestral homeland of County 

Mayo after Killarney, but it was still a relief to head 

east toward Dublin and see more green overhead. 

 (Of course Mayo has beauty of its own.) It reminds 

me of heading east in our country after being on the 

plains. You can take the girl out of northeastern Ohio, 

but you can't take the woods out of the girl! 

Somewhere I read that at one time trees were 

disdained by many in Ireland because they only 

existed on the estates of the wealthy. Hopefully that 

time is long past! 

 

While in Ireland I bought a copy of Irish Trees: 

Myths, Legends & Folklore by Niall Mac Coitir. If 

anyone would like a lookup about, say, a particular 

species, I would be happy to do it. I don't mean to 

discourage buying it yourself though. It has lovely 

illustrations and is well worth purchasing.  

 

Slan go foill. 

 

Carol Diamond 

 

 

The Road to Pilot Mountain 

by Bosque » Sat May 11, 2013 4:01 pm  

The Road to Pilot Mountain 

 

After the rush of the interstate 

Thirty miles per hour 

On the country road 

Seems so sensuously 

Slow. 

 

Noon’s bounty of sun-fall,  

Wind with winter’s hint, 

Love me all along my out-resting arm. 

 

Path of a butterfly ahead 

Bouncing on air 

Being of brilliance in orange 

Drops onto the road. 

 

Now time rushes to a stop 

As I hope for the rising 

Above the engine’s hood. 

 

When it doesn’t come I turn behind                     

180 degrees of desiring         

That it made it somehow alive.                        

         

Then my mind focuses and knows         

I’d not seen summer’s Monarch 

But Maple’s falling leaf.                              

                                                        

A calendar page                                           

Of summer’s assumptions drops 

Acknowledging autumn’s approach. 

 

(An epiphany from abscission— 

A growth hormone for me.)                               

 

Carol Diamond 

I wrote this in my thirties when I lived in Charlotte 

and decided to shed the expense of car ownership. 

Friends would rescue me with surprise trips to the 

country. This day we ended up perched on the edge 

of a ledge high atop Pilot Mountain. I was frightened 

until my Cherokee friend told me something I'd never 

heard before, "Today is a good day to die." 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=217&t=1575#p23539
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=317&t=5383#p23523
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=932
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23539#p23539
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23523#p23523
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Incredible ice jams attack Mille Lacs 

shoreline + video, MN 

by edfrank » Sun May 12, 2013 4:52 pm  

Incredible ice jams attack Mille Lacs shoreline + 

video 

Posted by: Dennis Anderson under Weather Updated: 

May 11, 2013 - 5:04 PM 

 

http://www.startribune.com/sports/blogs/207063161.

html 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EyfEDKWscg 

 

 

 

Do we have wildlife? 

by dbhguru » Sat May 11, 2013 11:20 am  

NTS 

 

  Less than an hour ago, I was sitting at my desk in 

the basement working on my computer. Motion 

outside caught my eye and I looked up and straight 

into the face of a mama black bear looking at me 

through the window. Our noses were between 5 and 6 

feet apart. Two curious cubs were also present, one 

standing on its hind legs to see better. I let out a yelp 

and waived my arms. They didn't run. I jumped up 

and yelled and one of the cubs bolted, followed by 

the other, and then the mother. They went down the 

bank and about 50 feet into the woods. I grabbed my 

camera, opened the back door and began furiously 

taking pictures. Here are the best four. 

 

One of the two cubs next to Monica's pine. 

 

Mama and the other cub. 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=39&t=5384#p23544
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=39&t=5384#p23544
http://www.startribune.com/sports/blogs/207063161.html
http://www.startribune.com/sports/blogs/207063161.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EyfEDKWscg
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5381#p23517
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23544#p23544
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23517#p23517
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11015&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11016&mode=view
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Two shots of mama. 

 

 

  This was by no means my first bear encounter. 

Black bears regularly go through our property and 

some become interested in coming very close. We've 

had them starting to enter our garage when opened. 

We had to dispense with a composter. It was 

routinely turned over in the spring when they are 

scrounging for food wherever they can get it. I once 

here a sound, looked out a side window as a bear was 

turning over the composter.  

 

   It is all part of living on Little Broad Brook. We see 

bears, owls, and deer (of course). We once saw a 

fisher. We hear coyotes. River otters come up Broad 

Brook. Pileated woodpeckers are common. There are 

a few bobcat. And there is the abundance of mature 

forest. I have come to increasingly appreciate the 

variety of habitats and the most concentrated black 

bear population in the state. I wouldn't change a 

thing. The only animal that unnerves me is papa bear. 

He is huge, approximately 400 lbs. I've seen him only 

twice. I think he's good natured, though. At least, I 

hope so. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

"Among the Ancients" 

by jemaloof » Tue May 17, 2011 10:50 pm  

Yes, this is a case of self-promotion, but I think 

ENTS folks will really love "Among the Ancients: 

Adventures in the Eastern Old-Growth Forests." It's 

available at Amazon and also on Kindle, etc. I think 

it would fit best in the section "travel/adventure." 

Thanks! 

 

Re: Can you add "Among the 

Ancients" to the bookstore? 

by edfrank » Mon May 23, 2011 10:08 pm  

Joan, I have added "Among the Ancients: Adventures 

in the Eastern Old-Growth Forests" by Joan Maloof 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2506#p9464
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2506#p9538
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2506#p9538
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11017&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11018&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=9464#p9464
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=9538#p9538
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and "Teaching the Trees: Lessons from the Forest" by 

Joan Maloof to the bookstore. 

 

 

 

Press Release:  New Book Among the 

Ancients Celebrates Old Growth 
 

Author visited little-known forests throughout the 

eastern U.S. Washington, DC (February 2011)— In 

her new book, Among the Ancients: Adventures in 

the Eastern Old-Growth Forests, biologist and nature 

writer Joan Maloof takes readers on both a practical 

and lyrical journey to some of the oldest and least 

known forests in the land. On this journey, from giant 

hemlock groves in Pennsylvania to a lonely stand of 

pines in Wisconsin, readers will delight in the web of 

life as observed by a scientist with a poet’s ensibility. 

 

In Among the Ancients, Maloof chronicles her 

journey to twenty-six forests—one in each state east 

of the Mississippi—and provides detailed directions 

and practical field advice for travelers wishing to 

craft their own adventure. Her keen scientific mind 

and sheer joy in being part of our planetary home will 

also appeal to armchair adventurers as they camp 

with her under “the Big Tree” in Alabama and tangle 

with a bat in the Michigan wilderness. 

 

Tom Horton, winner of the John Burroughs Medal 

for Nature Writing, said, “This is a guide that could 

change your life, or at least the way you see America. 

In lucid, elegant prose, Joan Maloof takes you on 

ecological, spiritual, and aesthetic tramps through the 

very best that remains of the eastern forest that 

existed before humans had much say over the 

landscape. 

 

“Among the Ancients laments all we’ve lost through 

centuries of plunderous logging, and critiques the 

narrow, ‘production’ viewpoint of all too many 

modern foresters. But it’s never heavy-handed and is 

ultimately uplifting, celebrating the wonder and 

beauty still available to those willing to hike a bit, 

and to let Maloof expand their sensibilities.” 

 

About the Author: Dr. Joan Maloof, Ph.D., is a 

professor of biology and environmental studies at 

Salisbury University in Salisbury, MD, and is also 

the author of Teaching the Trees: Lessons from the 

Forest, published by the University of Georgia 

Press in 2005. Teaching the Trees was positively 

reviewed by Publisher’s Weekly (“a beguiling walk 

in the woods”) and Booklist (“a gem”), and has 4 1/2 

stars on Amazon.com. 

 

ISBN : 978-0-9830111-0-1 

Nonfiction, Adult Trade 

Paperback, Travel/Nature. 

$17.95 

Paper, 6 x 9, 256 pages with index.  

Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled paper. On 

Sale: May 17, 2011 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0983011109/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=easntitresoc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0983011109&adid=19AMY2QJP8FC2B06J4XY&
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0983011109/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=easntitresoc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0983011109&adid=19AMY2QJP8FC2B06J4XY&
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0983011109/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=easntitresoc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0983011109&adid=19AMY2QJP8FC2B06J4XY&
http://www.amazon.com/dp/082032955X/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_til?tag=easntitresoc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=082032955X&adid=0WB0VK9QYDZMM7TTEDDD&
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Re: Red fir: Abies magnifica 

by Will Blozan » Tue May 14, 2013 9:07 am  

NTS, As far as I know the tree I discovered on my 

last trip is still the tallest known red fir. I will submit 

it to the maximum list in a bit. I have no doubt that a 

few days of searching will crush this and all previous 

records. Gotta go back!!!!!!!! 

 

Will 

Re: Red fir: Abies magnifica 

by Don » Tue May 14, 2013 5:02 pm  

Will- 

I have to mirror Ed's comment, magnificent post and 

images, of one of the finer trees of the Pacific slope! 

Having wandered through the Sierras during the best 

part of my life, those trails running into Abies 

magnifica and Abies magnifica var. shastensis 

(Shasta Red Fir) were some of my favorites...they 

usually meant that I was in or near California's 

lengthy N-S vegetation band consisting of classic 

old-growth mixed conifer forest between 4000' and 

9000' elevations (length of the Sierra Nevada range). 

 As a lifelong forester, my favorite dendro text was 

usually along or nearby, that of Sudworth in his 

Forest Trees of the Pacific Slope. The extensive 

travelling he did in identifying range extent and 

descriptions (both in inked drawings and verbal) from 

British Columbia to Baja California was nothing 

short of Herculean, done in some seven years just 

after the formation of the US Forest Service in very 

early 1900's (he was the chief dendrologist and his 

accounts are legion). 

I'm including a fairly recent analysis  that took into 

account the data Sudworth gathered in 1899, that 

focused on Basal Area, DBH, Density for the species 

of the Mixed Conifer Forest, as found at: 

 

http://nature.berkeley.edu/stephens-

lab/Publications/StephensMAD_00.pdf 

 

I encourage all those intending to walk in Western 

woods to obtain Sudworth's text mentioned above, an 

excellent companion. To view an online version, go 

to: 

 

http://ia700407.us.archive.org/33/items/foresttreesofp

ac00sudw/foresttreesofpac00sudw.pdf 

 

for a sense of the comprehensive, rich, tree prose of 

Sudworth, to say nothing of the wonderful inked 

drawings that accompany many of the species, 

whether it be distinctive cones, illustrative 

needles/fascicles, etc.  I had the 1966 version while 

taking Dendro at Humboldt, and have since picked up 

a newer version through Amazon.com 

-Don 

PS: The one descriptive word that was common to 

Muir, Sudworth, and others I've read has been 

"symmetry"...looking upwards from but a short 

distance out from the base, looking up through the 

topmost branches exposes best that symmetry. 

Witness Sudworth's own description "All of the 

regular groups of branches except the topmost, 

sweep down and upward at their ends in graceful 

curves, presenting a form which is unsurpassed in 

beauty and symmetry by any other of our conifers". 

Don Bertolette - President/Moderator, WNTS BBS 

 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=2691#p23574
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=2691&p=23586#p23586
http://nature.berkeley.edu/stephens-lab/Publications/StephensMAD_00.pdf
http://nature.berkeley.edu/stephens-lab/Publications/StephensMAD_00.pdf
http://ia700407.us.archive.org/33/items/foresttreesofpac00sudw/foresttreesofpac00sudw.pdf
http://ia700407.us.archive.org/33/items/foresttreesofpac00sudw/foresttreesofpac00sudw.pdf
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23574#p23574
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23586#p23586
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Precision Footprint Survey With 

Archer Field PC & MapSmart 

by M.W.Taylor » Mon May 13, 2013 4:12 am  

Objective: Demonstrate a system for measuring the 

footprint of a tree trunk in 3D point cloud format 

using the Archer Field PC and Laser Technology Inc. 

software and equipment. Compare results of 

Archer/Impulse200LR vs. Archer/Trupulse360B. 

 

Equipment Used For Project: 

 

Archer Field PC, by Juniper Systems, preloaded with 

MapSmart, by LaserTechnolgy Inc 

Impulse200LR 

Trupulse360B 

MapStar Angle Encoder with quick release Tribrach 

adapter 

Turck interface cables with RS-232 adapter & remote 

trigger 

heavy duty aluminum tripod (for Tribach mount) 

with quick adjust sliders 

plumb bob 

reference tags and ground spike 

2x Seco thumb release quick adjust tripods 

2x extra quick release Tribrach adapters with plumb 

bob hooks 

prism pole 

Seco mini prism & Leica mini-3D prism 

brackets and adapters for Archer Field PC and 

Impulse200LR 

 

 

In late 2011, Laser Technology Inc loaned me an 

Archer Field PC pre-loaded with the Laser 

Technology Inc. MapSmart 3D surveying program. 

This Archer/MapSmart combination is one of their 

standard compact surveying packages offered for 

sale.  

 

The Archer Field PC is a product of Juniper 

Systems,Logan, UT. http://www.junipersys.com/ 

 

The MapSmart surveying program allows complete 

flexibility to jump around in a cluttered forest type 

environment by use of control points to relocate the 

survey. The old survey point is registered in the 

MapSmart program so that the new points are scaled 

and aligned to all those point taken earlier in the 

survey from different control points. The MapSmart 

software calculates and plots the points in real time 

on a handy little interactive overhead chart with 

control buttons and pen keypad. All the information 

that is needed to create an accurate 3D surface point 

in XYZ space is to take the distance to the surface 

target, the vertical angle to that target and the 

azimuth.  

 

Our goal was to evaluate the usefulness of the Archer 

Field PC/MapSmart package for tree measurement.  

 

My first intended use of the Archer Field 

PC/MapSmart was to create 3D surface point clouds 

of tree trunks for precise volume determination. 

Ideally using the built in volume calculator utility in 

MapSmart. As it turned out, I found a faster and 

easier way to create point clouds of tree trunks using 

photometry. And the trunk point cloud surface sets 

that I did generate where too large in size to load into 

the MapSmart program for volume calculation. 

Nevertheless, I did generate some detailed and failry 

accurate surface clouds of trees with the 

Archer/MapSmart equipment. And I was able to 

calculate the volume using other software. The 

MapSmart generated point clouds did indeed 

conform to the scale and shape of the actual object 

being mapped. See "mapsmart3D-plotter" attached 

Excel document. This Excel spread sheet has the 3D 

point cloud of a multi-stem oak tree generated with 

the Archer/MapSmart/Impulse200LR combination. 

This point cloud consists of over 2,500 points. I had 

to merge 3 different MapSmart surveys together 

because after about 800 points the MapSmart 

program runs slow in the Archer. These merged point 

clouds also confirm that registration is maintained 

during separate surveys using MapSmart. The time to 

take a surface point with the 

Archer/MapSmart/Impulse combination typically 

takes about 1 second per point with a little practice. 

Once getting to about point 800 the point calculation 

rate slows down considerably, about 1 point per 2 

seconds. After about 1,500 points you are 4 seconds 

per point. At this point it is advisable to stop and save 

the survey and start a new one. Then later merge the 

2 point clouds together. This is easy to do because 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5388&p=24096#p23556
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5388&p=24096#p23556
http://www.junipersys.com/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23556#p23556
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both clouds are registered with the same benchmark. 

They are scaled and aligned already. You can 

essentially cut and paste them together to create a 

bigger, more detailed surface point cloud. 

 

Later on I realized other uses for the 

Archer/MapSmart survey package in tree 

measurement that could not be performed better with 

other equipment. One function the Archer/MapSmart 

appears to be particularly adept for is footprint 

mapping of trees. Especially in remote, cluttered, 

forested environments. I have not found a better set 

of tools for the job. 

 

For those who have surveyed tree foot prints one 

thing becomes problematic right from the start. 

Where does the trunk end and the ground start. And 

how do I survey to this often hidden point ? 

 

With the Archer Field PC/MapStar/Impulse set-up 

and MapSmart software this is a routine survey.  

 

The prism is picked up even in clutter. Make sure to 

have the filter on the Impulse200LR when in filter 

mode (and when not in filter mode too). This will 

help to eliminate spurious readings that might be 

mistaken for a prism reflection, such as a drop of 

water on a leaf. This could be interpreted as a prism 

reflection and thus give a spurious return. The filter 

eliminates this occasional issue. If you survey in a 

wet forest with lots of clutter, the filter is a must 

have.  

 

The system that I have found useful, easy and fast for 

finding these hidden points along the ground/trunk 

interfaces is to use the Archer Field PC/MapSmart 

software and a prism and pole to project the survey to 

a more clearly defined position directly above the 

footprint point. By keeping a fixed height prism pole 

levelled, with point tip touching the trunk edge below 

the duff layer and lower ground cover, one (or a 

team) can accurately measure the footprints of almost 

any tree in any forest. The height of the pole can be 

deducted from the Z value of the footprints point 

cloud or the surveyor can just leave the Z value as is 

and the footprint will be the same proportion and 

shape, just floating in space above the ground 

reference point.   

 

The "Measurably Superior" Laser Technology Inc & 

Juniper Systems equipment in further detail:  

                                        

 

Archer Field PC Mounted to MapStar Angle Encoder 

Archer Field PC:  

Upon first handling this little tank-like PDA, I got the 

impression I could leave it out in the woods for a year 

or two and it would still power up and work just fine 

if recovered. The one word that best describes this 

piece of equipment is "robust" 

 

Pros: Rugged, waterproof, anti-fog screen, compact 

size, legacy RS-232 port, Able to run MapSmart and 

ArcGIS, one of the most ubiquitous mapping 

programs on the market, easy data transfer, stable 

operating system. Built-in wireless Blue-Tooth. 

Cons: processor seems a tad slower than typical PDA 

computer of today. Weight of 500 grams a bit on the 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11030&mode=view
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heavy side but clearly this is a trade-off to make the 

device more robust and waterproof. Other smaller, 

lighter PDAs will run MapSmart program too. But 

they may not survive the harsh conditions of a wet 

forest 

 

MapStar Angle Encoder: 

 

Pros: Sturdy, Accurate, compatible with 

Impulse200LR, legacy RS-232 output for nerds, solid 

and stable design. 

Cons: Heavy and bulky( but needed for carrying 

heavy Impulse200LR). Functions are not user 

friendly or logical to me. 

 

Impulse200LR Forestry Laser: 

My forestry laser of choice. Most accurate, highest 

quality foresty laser on the market. My well used 

Impulse200LR from 1996 still works like a 

champion. Impulse200 seriers is soon to be replaced 

by the Trupulse X. The Impulse series will never 

Obsolete in my book. 

 

Pros: Well built frame, Accurate, Compatible with 

MapStar, Archer Field PC, MapSmart program by 

use of RS-232 output, again a favorite for data nerds 

like me that like to play around with old legacy 

equipment. 

Cons: Heavy, 3.5" off-set of scope to laser centroid. 

Display outside viewfinder. Controls are not user 

friendly for me. The laser has a large radius so it is 

hard to shoot targets through narrow windows. 

 

Trupulse 360B Forestry Laser: 

My overall most used laser due to small size and 

weight. Accuracy is better than most forestry lasers. 

With averaging and switch point determination as per 

Bob Leverett research you can get +,- a few inches at 

100 yards no problem. 

 

Pros: Small, lightweight. Small radius laser gets 

through tight windows. Built in azimuth and missing 

line function, Very long-range, Accurate to .5 feet ( 

or better if averaging), sturdy, no parallax between 

view-finder and laser by use of a prism, display read-

out within viewfinder. 

Cons: Just not quite accurate enough 

 

 

MapSmart surveying software: 

Really slick little software package, especially when 

coupled with the Archer Field PC.   

 

Pros: PDA version for Archer Field PC, point graph 

output in real time to verify survey points, re-

shooting/editing of data points, screen auto-

illuminates when pressed, mapping system works in a 

cluttered environment. Has a volume solver utility 

that is accurate and useful. Com port inputs work 

with both Blue-Tooth and legacy RS-232 input. 

Software is easy to use and logical. Hardly needed 

manual to figure it out. 

Cons: Software really slows down after about 800 

points are saved. Software can't rotate mapped 

objects into the third dimension, thus making parasite 

points impossible to verify if they exist underneath or 

stacked on top of valid survey points. The volume 

solver algorithm can't handle negative taper. If you 

want to map top of tall structures you need to take 

control points into the sky. This is not easy to do. The 

XY reference system to resume an old survey is often 

a challenge when I have to keep triggering the laser 

over and over to find the correct horrizonal and 

vertical distance. The plumb bob to a spike in the 

ground is much easier to use in my opinion. 

 

Using MapSmart and the LTI equipment to generate 

the footprint, step by step, in a nutshell. 
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The MapSmart survey system explained graphically

1) Set up first survey station with best view of trunk 

edge or prism pole at trunk's edge. Take distance and 

angle to a reference point so survey can be re-created 

over and over from same position and angles. Make 

sure to account for the 3.5 inch off-set of the 

Impulse200LR scope to laser. When shooting a 

reference target keep in mind that the laser is hitting a 

point 3.5 inches below what the scope shows. When 

re-doing surveys I find re-setting the laser in the same 

survey position to be much easier to do by using a 

spike nailed into the ground as a benchmark 

reference and then a plumb bob with pre-set length 

string to assist in placing laser centroid into the 

original survey position. Using XY reference tags to 

a known target to find the original survey position 

can be frought with challenges, one being again the 

3.5 inch off-set of scope to laser center. Also, the 

reference target may become obscured in a growing 

forest. A trial and error process is also needed to 

properly center the laser to the XY reference. 

 

2) Take as many surface points as possible until view 

becomes obstructed. It helps to have a partner 

holding the prism pole without a tripod and just eye-

levelling. This is the fastest way to do it. Make sure 

to point at a fix position 3.5 inches above prism 

center. I use the width of the prism bracket to 

approximately the correct shooting position. Some 

may find it useful to have a backplate with stadia 

lines mounted behind the prism to measure this off-

set for targeting. I use the sound buzzer to verify 

filter target acquisition. 

 

3) Move Archer/MapSmart station to a new control 

point with good views of trunk edge not visible from 

first viewing station (i.e. control point).  

 

 quick release adapater that places centroid of prism 

and Impulse in same position 

                                

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11060&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11051&mode=view
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4) Use keypad to instruct MapSmart to change the 

control point and then survey as many trunk edge 

points to prism as possible from the new position. 

The LTI MapStar Angle Encoder only measures 

absolute angles and not magnetic referenced azimuth, 

the control points angular position to each other must 

be registered during the survey. This is essentially 

one extra measurement for each control point in the 

survey. If using a Compass encoder, such as the 

MapStar compass module, then the surveyor can 

forgo the back-shot to the older control point to 

register the sequence and instead just start shooting 

points on control point change-over. The type of 

survey must be specified in the initial program set-up 

of MapSmart. Make sure if using the MapStar 

absolute encoder by LTI that you set up the 

MapSmart survey in "radial with encoder" mode, 

otherwise there will be no way to register the control 

points to each other and the survey will become 

invalid after the first control point change. 

 

5) Keep mapping and moving to new control points 

until all the trunk edge points are surveyed to within 

your density level. During the survey and control 

point change-over, the Archer/MapSmart will plot a 

map of the survey in real time. You can visually 

verify the points match and conform with the actually 

target. If they do not then something went wrong in 

the registration process between control points. 

Usually I find this is caused when encoder has 

slipped from it's lower mount. Make sure to instruct 

the MapSmart software that a new control point was 

created. Follow the instructions exactly when 

shooting back to the previous control point and 

zeroing the encoder. The software takes you through 

the control point change-over step by step. It's hard to 

go wrong here if you just follow the screen 

commands. 

 

6) Once the footprint ring has merged with the first 

survey points, save the survey. Make sure to save as 

"type all". When you save as "type all" , there are 

four useful file types that are stored in the MapSmart 

directory of the Archer PC. This is the dxf file type 

for AutoCad or other graphics viewers, text file of 

XYZ points only, an Excel spreadsheet file of the 

survey details and then the RAW file. The RAW file 

is a comma delineated text version of the survey 

stack that contains all the elements of the MapSmart 

survey in a highly compressed form. This parameters 

are point number, control point #, Sd (slope distance), 

Hd(horizontal distance), Vd(vertical distance), 

Inclination to target, Azimuth whether absolute angle 

or compass bearing. The type of survey is stated at 

the beginning. For those interested in the MapSmart 

point cloud format you can use one of the attached 

Excel programs, 'mapsmart-3D-footprint-viewer" or 

"mapsmart3Dplotter" to view some preloaded 

MapSmart surveys. The data attributes are visible in 

columns A-N. You can also load your own 

MapSmart files and view, manipulate them using the 

buttons if you already have these files. 

 

7) Connect your PC or Laptop to the Archer Field PC 

with a USB cable and transfer the data for 

viewing/processing 

 

connecting the PC to the Archer is quick and easy 

For this project, I chose to map the footprint of an 

oak tree behind my house and also the former 

American Forests champion ponderosa, which grows 

15 miles my my house. One round symetrical looking 

ponderosa and one irregular, small scale and fluted 

multi trunk oak tree and highly variable ground level. 

I also created a 2,600 point surface point cloud of this 

oak tree and a 3,400 point surface cloud of large 

redwood tree bole called "Drury". This arguably 

surpasses the intended use of the equipment. 

 

The smaller scale of the oak tree is clearly a bigger 

challenge. It's dbh is about 2 feet vs. 8.3 ft for the 

ponderosa. Each error in surveying the smaller oak 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11052&mode=view
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tree footprint will show up more profoundly in the 

survey. For giant trees like the Bear Wallow 

Ponderosa, the survey is more forgiving due to sheer 

size. If I can map this irregular and tiny oak tree I feel 

I can map any larger tree in the forest. The results 

were surprisingly good. The survey itself was much 

faster than expected. I ditched the prism pole and 

tripod for a Leica mini 3D prism and used it like a 

push-pin around the basal footprint area. I pushed the 

spike to a uniform distance into the ground each time 

and tried to keep the prism level. Due to tiny size and 

3" height, keeping the prism perfectly level was not 

of utmost importance. So I took the bubble off of it to 

allow closer placement to trunk edge. See attached 

pictures. 

 

I wanted to see what the footprint survey results for 

the oak tree looked like in all 3 dimensions so I 

imported the files from the Archer to my Laptop and 

then I wrote some custom code to import RAW 

format MapSmart files into Excel by use of a button. 

Then graph the footprint points into a mouse 

interactive chart that can be tilted and rotating in all 3 

dimensions. The results were startling. The basal 

footprint was in no way shape or form flat. To 

express a tree's footprint in 2 dimensions is not the 

most effective way to show it. I encourage all those 

with Excell 2003 or greater to load these programs 

and view the MapSmart images. You'll need to 

enable macros to run. These is my own VBA code 

and I guarantee it to be virus free. The macros make 

no changes to your hard drive, other than when you 

save a file. All you need to view is to have Excel 

2003 or greater installed and working. Excel 1998 or 

even 1995 might also work. Have not tested those. 

                                        

 

The footprint of a tree is clearly not flat 

mapsmart-3D-footprint.xlsb 

Footprint viewer with oak tree example pre-loaded. 

You can toggle between point and best fit line with 

buttons. Load, Apend and save in MapSmart format. 

Use Mouse + Left Click to grab and rotate footprint 

about in 3 dimensions. Left click on point to get XYZ 

position and point #, right click on point to re-center 

axis of rotation around that point + other button 

features 

                        

(673.42 KiB) Not downloaded yet 

                                

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11063
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11067&mode=view
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oak tree surface point cloud created with Archer/MapSmart. This point cloud is 6 merged surveys and consists of 

about 5,600 XYZ points

mapsmart3D-merge & view.xlsb 

Visual aid for MapSmart. You can 

Import/Append/Save/Merge 3D Plot for Excel. Use 

left mouse button + movement to tilt/rotate graphic, 

left click on point to get point# and XYZ position, 

right click on point to re-center axis of tilt and 

rotation about that point 

After viewing the footprint graphic in 3D I ponder 

how to measure what lies within the footprint. Where 

does the ground end and trunk start in the space 

inside the footprint ? This is new frontier.  

 

Next week I'll post the comparison of the 

Impulse200LR vs. Trupulse360B on a large tree 

footprint survey. The results to be posted here on 

ENTS. The Trupulse X may be another good laser to 

use for footprint mapping of trees when used with the 

Archer/MapSmart package. 

 

 

To get your own Archer Field PC contact Juniper 

Systems. Their website: http://www.junipersys.com/ 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11069
http://www.junipersys.com/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11068&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11050&mode=view
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prism mount on pole with tripod can be problematic 

when surveying footprint of trees with outward taper. 

3D prism easier to use in this case 

 

using the 3D prism like a giant push-pin for footprint 

registration 

 

3D Prism that you do not need to point towards the 

laser 

 

leveled prism pole with tip touching trunk/ground 

interface 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11049&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11048&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11046&mode=view
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old American Forests Champion Ponderosa. dbh-8.3', 

height-234', volume-5,300 cubic feet, equal in size to 

El Dorado NF champion 

 

Ben using the Archer to measure tripod mounted 

prism pole on Footprint edge 

 

Ben using the Archer with prism pole on Tripod 

 

placing MapStar/Impulse/Archer into prism centroid 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11045&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11043&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11042&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11041&mode=view
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relocating to a new control point 

 

sighting in the prism 

 

Archer Field PC with MapSmart footprint survey in 

progress 

 

Starting a new footprint survey with Archer Field PC 

with MapSmart software 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11040&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11038&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11031&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11029&mode=view
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Champion Art Hunt 

by eliahd24 » Mon May 13, 2013 11:00 pm  

As the volunteer manager of the Trees Atlanta 

"Champion Tree List" for Atlanta AND as a fan of 

the free street art movement in Atlanta, I came up 

with a public event that combines both of these 

endeavors in a fun and inventive way.  It's called the 

Champion Art Hunt and it occurs this weekend, May 

17-19th, 2013 here in Atlanta, GA.  It's the second 

annual event and promises to be even bigger than last 

year. 

 

What the heck is a champion art hunt??... I'm glad 

you asked.  It started as a grad school project in my 

social media class.  With 2 other classmates, I will 

give clues to the locations of art hidden in/around 

Atlanta's biggest ("Champion") trees via Facebook 

and Twitter. Participants take note of the clues and go 

on a hunt to find their very own piece of art! No sign 

up required. No fee. No limit to who can participate. 

No discrimination- all ages, all neighborhoods. 

Pieces are be dropped at many different times from 

Friday AM through Sunday. 

 

In the spirit of togetherness and sharing that the free 

art movement encourages, we ask that participants 

limit their "take" to one piece.  You can hunt for (and 

find) as many as you like, but remember that this is 

for EVERYONE. 

 

For more info, visit our Facebook event here: 

https://www.facebook.com/events/347216015388889

/ 

 

You can also learn more on our website here: 

http://atlantagreenspaces.info/ 

 

Finally, on Twitter simply follow @greenspacesATL 

and the hashtags #FAFATL (stand for "free art for 

Atlanta") and #championarthunt to join the party! 

 

 

 

Re: Champion Art Hunt 

by Don » Tue May 14, 2013 5:07 pm  

Eli- 

I suspect at least some of us are hoping that such 

champion tree exposure won't result in "loving them 

to death"...this probably a reflection of my time spent 

working for the National Parks, where we too often 

were faced with our roles in "loving the Parks to 

death".   

Short of that, more power to ya!  Hoping that it's 

"moderately" popular event...: > } 

Don Bertolette 

 

Re: Champion Art Hunt 

by eliahd24 » Tue May 14, 2013 6:25 pm  

I've definitely thought about that Don.  There's some 

trees that were very intentionally left off the list for 

that very reason.  Not just potential harm to the trees, 

but sensitive understory plants, etc.  Some secrets are 

best kept as secrets.  It's a fine line though for sure- 

knowledge/appreciation of trees vs. loving them to 

death. 

Eli Dickerson 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=275&t=5390#p23572
https://www.facebook.com/events/347216015388889/
https://www.facebook.com/events/347216015388889/
http://atlantagreenspaces.info/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=275&t=5390#p23587
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=275&t=5390#p23590
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23572#p23572
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23587#p23587
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23590#p23590
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Deforestation Time Lapse in the 

Amazon 

by Rand » Wed May 15, 2013 7:10 am  

Several times lapse series put together in Google 

maps, so you can pan and zoom around quite a bit. 

 

Rhondonia, once known for its butterflies..ahhh... 

uhm... 

 

http://earthengine.google.org/#intro/Amazon 

 
                                                        

 
 

(The bar at the bottom has several other time lapses, 

retreat of the Columbia glaciers, urbanization of Las 

Vegas, Dubai, etc) 

Rand Brown 

 

Posted to the NTS Facebook Page 

by edfrank » Wed May 15, 2013 11:48 am  

Native Tree Society 

Friends. My name is Edward Frank for those of you 

who don't know. I run this Facebook Page for the 

Native Tree Society as well as the group’s website 

and BBS System. There are major changes coming to 

this page effective today. I have created a new 

"Group" called Native Tree Society 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/53885292283829

8/ and will begin posting all of the links and shares to 

the group rather than to this page. This page will be 

reserved for announcements and news from the 

Native Tree Society itself and associated 

organizations. I want to thank Jill Butler and Chris 

Budesa for their help in managing the NTS Page up 

to this point.  

 

I have grown increasing frustrated at how Facebook 

shares posts with people who have liked this page. 

When the group was a 300 members, often posts 

made would be seen by 200 people. Now with the 

group at about 4,500 people if I forward a link to the 

page it often gets less than 200 views, many times 

less than 100. If someone else posts to the page, they 

will generally get less than two dozen views. It is part 

of the scam to force organizations to pay for having 

their posts distributed, and I can't afford to do that. If 

I download a photo from a link, and repost it as a 

photo, along with the link and caption information, 

the views go up, but still commonly less than 500, 

11% of those who have liked the page. It isn't worth 

the effort if we are going to be screwed over by 

Facebook.  

 

I will continue to post NTS announcements here to 

maintain the Native Tree Society presence as a page. 

I have created a Native Tree Society Group to 

facilitate discussions among people interested in 

trees. They can post and have their links seen by 

group members. I know most of the people who have 

liked the page as they will not make the jump to the 

group, but this is what needs to be done. Thank all of 

you for your support. I want to encourage those of 

you interested in trees to join our new Facebook 

Native Tree Society Group, to join our Native Tree 

Society BBS http://www.ents-bbs.org/ and participate 

in our activities and discussions. 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=12&t=5394#p23594
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=12&t=5394#p23594
http://earthengine.google.org/#intro/Amazon
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=283&t=5396#p23596
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
https://www.facebook.com/groups/538852922838298/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/538852922838298/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23594#p23594
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11071&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11072&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23596#p23596
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Re: Destrehan Plantation Live Oaks 

by Neworleo » Thu May 09, 2013 9:40 pm  

I just toured the Destrehan Plantation and took a 

quick snapshot.  I wonder if you could tell me what 

those spiny threads are hanging off those great Oaks? 

 

 

Re: Destrehan Plantation Live Oaks 

by edfrank » Sat May 11, 2013 2:47 pm  

It is spanish moss: 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_moss  Spanish 

moss (Tillandsia usneoides) is a flowering plant that 

grows upon larger trees, commonly the Southern 

Live Oak (Quercus virginiana) or Bald Cypres 

(Taxodium distichum) in the southeastern United 

States. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Re: Destrehan Plantation Live Oaks 

by petesaussy » Sun May 12, 2013 11:04 am  

Since my amateur botanist father first introduced me 

to the Latin name for the grey stuff hanging all 

around the South Carolina lowcountry, i have loved 

the way it rolls off the tongue: Tillandsia us-noi-dees. 

I remeember meeting a retired chemist here at 

Pawleys island, named Ennis Rees who besides 

playing the scottish pipes; invented sunscreen and 

had been a parfumer, making the perfume used by 

Gypsy Rose Lee and Marilyn Monroe [so he said] his 

home labe included such substances as laudanum and 

ambergris and civet. He concocted a perfume from 

the tiny flowers of Tillandsia, believe it or not, which 

i remember as vaguely floral. collection problem of 

the tiny blossoms precluded production in anything 

but minute quantities but he had succeeded. about the 

same stime, early 60s, some idiot decided that 

spanish moss bred mosquitos and tried to have it 

removed from the glorious trees surrounding homes 

in the Pawleys area. a wasted effort to be sure and it 

took years for the Tillandsia to reestablish itself 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=83&t=3115&start=10#p23495
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=83&t=3115&start=10#p23520
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_moss
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=83&t=3115&start=10#p23538
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23495#p23495
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11011&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23520#p23520
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23538#p23538
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Correction: i have since learned the perfume chemists 

name was W. Reese Hart, i confused him with the 

poet laureate of South Carolina, ennis rees, my bad:  

Pete Saussey 

 

 

NTS and taxonomy 

by tsharp » Tue May 14, 2013 12:33 pm  

NTS 

We record most of our tree data at least to the genus 

and species level. Below this level are subspecies, 

varieties and forms. It seems to me we should be 

recording data at a lower taxonomic level when 

appropriate. I do not know how the difference 

between a subspecies and variety is defined or 

applied, but it appears to me that there is 

disagreement among taxonomists. It seems to me that 

NTS needs to pick an authority and go with it. I use 

USDA plants info, but they are not the controlling 

authority. This subject has implications for various 

databases kept by NTS (thinking of Matt M). Several 

years ago Jess Riddle wondered about this subject 

when White Basswood (Tillia heterophylla) was 

relegated from a species level to a variety level. I do 

not think anyone answered his question at the time. 

TS 

 

Re: NTS and taxonomy 

by edfrank » Tue May 14, 2013 3:11 pm  

Turner, 

 

This is all part of the struggle in classification 

systems between Linnaean taxonomy 

http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Linnaean_taxonomy and 

Cladistic taxonomy 

http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Cladistics .  The specific 

problem is that the amount of variation of one group 

of organism between different genus is not the same 

as those found in another group.  The distinction 

between organisms do not end nice and neat at the 

species level as some species have more divisions 

below the species levels, hence the sub-species and 

variety.  Cladistics has all but taken over in biology 

from Linnaean analysis, but cladistics does not have a 

useful ordering of species into family, genus, species, 

etc. that is as simple to use as the Linnaean system. 

To quote the article referenced above "some cladists 

argue that ranks for groups above species are too 

subjective to present any meaningful information, 

and so argue that they should be abandoned. Thus 

they have moved away from Linnaean taxonomy 

towards a simple hierarchy of clades."  So we are 

stuck in trying to use a practical ordering system 

defined by Linnaeus, on a taxonomy system based 

upon a different organizational structure. 

 

This is a round-about introduction, of which many of 

you are already familiar, upon which I am basing my 

opinion on the matter. I think we should be recording 

our tree data exactly as you suggest.  We should be 

recording it to the species, subspecies, or variety at 

the lowest taxonomic level possible.  White 

Basswood (var.) should be separated from Basswood. 

 What drives this idea is that the variation between 

the two varieties might in another group be the 

difference between two species or even two genus, 

while here they are relegated to a difference in 

variety.  Break things down as small as is practical. 

 This may reignite the lumpers versus splitters 

arguments, but there is not really much gained by 

lumping, and overall over time the splitters tend to 

eventually win out anyway in most scientific 

classification systems. 

 

I don't know what would be the best authority to use 

for the classifications.  I would go with the USDA 

plants info because that is widely available and 

accessible to anyone on the internet.  In some cases 

perhaps there will be a need to reconcile different 

authorities, but we can deal with those limited cases 

as they come up. 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5392#p23577
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&p=23577#p23580
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Linnaean_taxonomy
http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Cladistics
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23577#p23577
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23580#p23580
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Re: NTS and taxonomy 

by Don » Tue May 14, 2013 4:23 pm  

Ed/Turner/Will- 

As in many things, it's a question of balance.  To take 

an extreme position, when I was overseeing the care 

of Grand Canyon's only T & E Species, the Sentry 

Milkvetch  (Astragalus cremnophylax var. 

cremnophylax), the differences between this species 

varied little at the by-the-naked-eye level of analysis, 

and wasn't truly differentiated until inspected at the 

DNA analysis level.  For my money, I'd have given 

them geographic variety label reflecting the discreet 

geographic location and been done with it...but on my 

Park Service salary, my money wouldn't have gone 

far...; > } 

 

Grand Canyon National Park takes steps 

to recover the endangered sentry milk-vetch 

by Allyson Mathis 

 

"Grand Canyon’s rarest plant, sentry milk-vetch 

(Astragalus cremnophylax var. cremnophylax), 

grows at only three locations on the South Rim. 

 

This tiny member of the pea family with minute pale 

purple flowers favors very specific habitats at the 

canyon's edge. It grows in openings of the pinyon-

juniper woodland, in shallow soil pockets atop the 

highly porous Kaibab Limestone. Listed as 

endangered in 1990, sentry milk-vetch is at risk of 

extinction because the plant exists in just three 

populations in very small numbers." 

This was down-on-your-knees with a magnifying 

glass kind of scale... 

Don Bertolette 

 

Re: NTS and taxonomy 

by edfrank » Tue May 14, 2013 4:38 pm  

Don, Your post actually strengthens my argument in 

many ways.  If conservation managers and people in 

the horticultural world are worried about plant 

species to the variety level, should we not at least 

make the distinctions of species to the subspecies or 

variety level as well as we can to make our data 

compatible? 

 

Ed 

Re: NTS and taxonomy 

by KoutaR » Wed May 15, 2013 6:07 pm  

Steve Galehouse wrote:  How does the cladistic 

approach deal with bi-generic crosses, such as 

Rhododendron x Kalmia, Cupressus x 

Chamaecyparis, or Heuchera x Tiarella? To me these 

implies a closer genetic association than a series or 

subgenera within an accepted genus that can't 

hybridise, such as Quercus(red can't cross with 

whites) and Pinus("soft" pines can't cross with "hard 

pines"). 

 

I cannot answer to your question (how does the 

cladistic approach deal with bi-generic crosses), but I 

have a few comments. 

 

Taxa that cross are closer than taxa that don't cross by 

high probability, but this is not always the case. One 

example is the genus Picea, spruces. Sitka spruce (P. 

sitchensis), for example, hybridizes with white spruce 

(P. glauca) in the wild and at least with Yezo spruce 

(P. jezoensis), Serbian spruce (P. omorika) and 

Engelmann spruce (P. engelmannii) in plantations. 

However, according to the most complete molecular 

study so far, Sitka spruce is not closely related with 

any of these species. On the other hand, Norway 

spruce (P. abies), Siberian spruce (P. obovata) and 

Korean spruce (P. koraiensis) are very closely related 

and actually form broad zones of introgressive 

hybridization, Norway in the west, Korean in the east 

and Siberian in the middle. However, in the extensive 

crossing tests by Finnish Lauri Mikkola, Norway and 

Korean spruce were mostly incompatible. If I recall 

correctly, pollen tubes were unable to reach ovules. 

The evolution of such a mechanical obstacle doesn't 

obviously need large changes in the genome. 

 

Another example are Eurasian Sorbus: whitebeams 

(subgenus Aria), wild service tree (Sorbus 

torminalis), true service tree (S. domestica) and dwarf 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&p=23577#p23581
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&p=23577#p23584
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&p=23577#p23600
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23581#p23581
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23584#p23584
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23600#p23600
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whitebeam (S. chamaemespilus). Because they can 

hybridize with rowan (S. aucuparia) they have 

traditionally been placed to the same genus. 

However, molecular studies show that they are more 

closely related to genera like Malus, Pyrus, 

Amelanchier, Cotoneaster and Photinia than to 

Sorbus subgenus Sorbus. Therefore in some newer 

publications they have been moved to their own 

genera. 

 

It has been known for a long time that Nootka 

cypress is not a Chamaecyparis. It has been moved to 

Xanthocyparis, then to Callitropsis and now it is 

included in Cupressus. Thus, there is not a cross 

Cupressus x Chamaecyparis to my knowledge. 

 

About the original topic of this thread: NTS data 

should be recorded to the lowest (var.) level. E.g. 

Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir is separated from 

coastal Douglas-fir in the variety level according to 

the GRIN database (likely the best one) but their 

height potentials differ enormously. 

 

Kouta 

 

 

Re: NTS and taxonomy 

by Don » Wed May 15, 2013 7:13 pm  

Ed- 

Speaking as a lay person, the thrust of my post above 

was to suggest that at our level in NTS, if they can't 

be differentiated in the field, then we've gone far 

enough...IMHO, if it takes DNA analysis to take it to 

the next level, then we stick a fork in it, it's done. 

Genetics is the preferred habitat of splitters... 

-Don Bertolette 

 

 

 

Arborglyph bamboo? 

by JohnnyDJersey » Thu May 16, 2013 12:33 pm  

So I was walking through my local zoo the other day 

and noticed that almost every stalk of bamboo had 

something carved into it. I'm used to beech being 

carved but bamboo? 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&p=23577#p23602
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=231&t=5398#p23610
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23602#p23602
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23610#p23610
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11089&mode=view
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John D Harvey 

East Coast Big Tree Hunter  

 

New Fine White Pine Site 

by dbhguru » Fri May 17, 2013 8:27 pm  

NTS, 

 

     By invitation, today, Ray Asselin and I went to 

Gould Farm to look at trees on an adjacent property 

that Gould Farm forest manager Bob Rausch thought 

might be old growth. Gould Farm is the oldest 

psychological rehabilitation institution in America. It 

has had many friends over the years. One was none 

other than Benton Mackaye, father of the 

Appalachian Trail. I was impressed by the property 

and its mission, and guess who is its consulting 

forester? None other than Joe Zorzin. Yes, our Joe. 

That is just way, way cool. Joe has turned the 

property in a model of good forestry. 

 

    But the property we were to examine turned out to 

be on the abutting federal fish hatchery. We climbed 

to the rim of a large kettle bog and were greeted by a 

stand of handsome white pines, eastern hemlocks, 

and northern and white oaks. It was immediately 

obvious that the area is not old growth. However, the 

trees are very mature. The white pines appear to be 

 between 130 and 170 years in age. Naturally, I began 

measuring. On the first one, I got 133.0 feet. Another 

site for the 130 Club. A second pine tipped the scales 

at 138.9 feet. Sweet! Then I got 143.0. Whoa, another 

site in the 140 Club. A large impressive N. red oak 

sported a girth of 11.35 feet and height of 101.3. A 

tall looking hemlock just broke 115 feet. We didn't 

have a lot of time, but Ray and I were very satisfied 

with the site and what we saw. There is a lot more to 

be done with it, which will have to wait until August 

or September. 

 

   We returned to the Farm, had lunch, and said our 

goodbyes. We then drove to a spot I had noticed on 

the way to the fish hatchery. Tall pines lined both 

sides of the narrow road. Right at the border between 

New Marlboro and Monterey, we stopped and began 

measuring. I hit 131.7 on the first pine. Then I got 

136.0, 131.5, 137.0, and 138.7. The strip of pines, 

still on fish hatchery property, was solidly in the 130 

Club. However, the spot held two more secrets. The 

first was a pine at 142.2 feet and a second made 

150.6 feet. The fish hatchery property becomes the 

7th in the State with 150-foot tall trees.  

 

   Let's see, we have MTSF (130), Bryant Homestead 

(15) , Ice Glen (4), MSF(1), Kenneth M. Dubuque SF 

(1), Savoy Mtn SF (1),  and now the Federal Fish 

Hatchery (1). Sweet! 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5402&p=23651#p23637
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11088&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23637#p23637
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Re: New Fine White Pine Site 

by dbhguru » Sat May 18, 2013 8:07 am  

Good Morning Ents,  Here are two images of the new 

150-foot great white. 

 

 

The new site is about 47 miles from our house by the 

back roads. That is close enough for fairly frequent 

visits. A look at the area on Google Earth shows a 

large area populated with white pines. I have a good 

feeling about this area. I think the odds favor at least 

a few more pines in the 150-foot height class. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: New Fine White Pine Site 

by Joe » Sat May 18, 2013 6:32 am  

The Gould Farm property was designated a Forest 

Guild Model Forest some years ago: 

http://www.forestguild.org/mf-gouldfarm.html 

 

The last of the 3 forestry plans I've done there, in 

2006 is on the Guild's web site at: 

http://www.forestguild.org/model_forest/GouldFarm/

GouldFarm_ManagementPlan2006.pdf 

 

Joe 

 

Re: New Fine White Pine Site 

by Matt Markworth » Fri May 17, 2013 8:57 pm  

Bob, Congratulations, especially on the 150 footer! 

 

It seems that the Mackaye's are getting a lot of 

attention this week. I mentioned Benton's brother 

Percy a couple days ago in my post about Miami 

University. Percy was poet-in-residence at Miami in 

the early '20s. His studio was in Bishop Woods and 

he would have been surrounded by the same massive 

Oaks that stand there today. 

 

- Matt 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5402&p=23651#p23651
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5402&p=23646#p23646
http://www.forestguild.org/mf-gouldfarm.html
http://www.forestguild.org/model_forest/GouldFarm/GouldFarm_ManagementPlan2006.pdf
http://www.forestguild.org/model_forest/GouldFarm/GouldFarm_ManagementPlan2006.pdf
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5402&p=23651#p23638
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23651#p23651
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11113&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11112&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23646#p23646
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23638#p23638
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Re: New Fine White Pine Site 

by dbhguru » Fri May 17, 2013 9:49 pm  

Matt, 

 

    What is especially satisfying for me is the 

connections that exist between the Berkshires and 

persons of historical significance. But, in terms of 

trees, were it not for the great whites, quite frankly 

most of our forests would be, well, boring.  

 

   Pinus strobus probably reached significant size in 

western Mass in colonial and pre-colonial times, but 

records do not exist on their dimension - at least none 

that I can find. However, what I am seeing is that if 

the site is goos for pine, ans the trees have been 

allowed to grow for 120 years or more, western Mass 

pines can compete with any in the Northeast. 

 

Bob 

 

Re: New Fine White Pine Site 

by Joe » Sat May 18, 2013 8:30 am  

The south Berkshire County area is superb for tree 

growing- way "richer" than central Mass. where I 

now live. The soils are richer due to, I think, the 

geology. The Housatonic River valley is underlain by 

limestone/marble and the Taconic Range along the 

NY/MA border (and Mt. Greylock) originated in 

deep seas from volcanic deposits. The "Berkshire 

Massif" east of the limestone/marble area is underlain 

with a great mix of rock types- and all of the soil is of 

course mixed up due to the glaciers, but overall, it's 

probably the richest forest soil in MA- along with 

having the most rainfall due to the higher hills-

making for the best "site index". Or, at least that's my 

theory. 

 

I hadn't been to  Gould Farm for several years after 

working in the central MA area, where the bedrock is 

mostly granitic and the soil is mostly gravel/sand- 

when I took a walk around Gould Farm prior to the 

last harvest- I was blown away at how much nicer the 

trees looked, partly because of past silvicultural work 

but mostly due to the richer soils. 

It's my work as a forester that makes me ponder the 

soils on all properties- which is why, when a solar 

"farm" was built next to my 'hood, and they left the 

entire "farm" as bare sand, all 18 acres of it- it just 

made me extremely angry- partly as a NIMBY I 

didn't want the dam thing next to me- and even more 

because I hate to see the soil destroyed like that. In 

fact, my entire 'hood was once part of the gravel pit 

where the solar "farm" was built- all the soil in the 

'hood was ripped up, then only partially restored. 

Instead of the original several inches of topsoil, there 

is now  mostly a few inches of very dry sandy loam- 

tough to grow trees on and gardens and lawns. I'm 

now in the process of trying to restore the soil on my 

1 acre by buying truck loads of organic compost from 

a funky farm  in Greenfield- The Martin Farm. We 

use it in the garden and I spread it all over the lawn 

and around trees. I can see a rapid improvement. Hey 

Bob, if you're looking for organic compost- that's the 

place to buy it- by the truck load if you can get a 

pickup truck up there- a cubic yard for $40, far 

cheaper than buying it in bags at the stores. a half ton 

pickup can easily hold a full cubic yard- and it really 

is organic and they can prove it. 

Joe Zorzin 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5402&p=23651#p23641
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5402&p=23646#p23652
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23641#p23641
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23652#p23652
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New height record for European 

native broadleaf trees 

by KoutaR » Fri May 17, 2013 2:09 pm  

NTS, 

 

The 46.8-meter European beech (Fagus sylvatica) in 

Kleinengelein (report: viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5354) 

held the „beech height record“-title less than two 

weeks. Only three and half hours after I posted the 

report on the NTS-BBS, I got an e-mail from 

Karlheinz’ smartphone. He had found by chance a 

47.2-meter (155-ft) beech in Gründau, German state 

of Hesse, east of Frankfurt. Only a few hours later, he 

reported he had found a beech that he believed to be 

over 49 m tall, 200 m (650 ft) from the 47.2-m beech. 

He also asked if I could come to verify his 

measurement. I got this latter e-mail only next noon. I 

called him; yes, he was still there and would wait if I 

decided to come. The location is 370 km (230 mi) 

from my home, beyond the limit I have decided to 

drive for measuring a single tree. In addition, I fully 

trust Karlheinz’ measurements. But this tree was a 

new record for not only beech but for any European 

native broadleaf tree, a good reason for making an 

exception! Luckily I had the day off and my wife said 

yes, you can go. So I hurried to Hesse driving 160 

km/h (100 mph, a speed rather average on German 

highways but rather high for my car) to see, 

photograph and measure the beech. 

 

I met Karlheinz in a nearby village from where he led 

me to the super-grove. It was located in a west-east 

oriented valley at an elevation of 200 m (650 ft). First 

we came to the 47.2-m beech. It was incredibly thin, 

the CBH being only 176 cm (69.3 in). 

                                        

 

Kouta measuring 47.2-meter beech. Photo by 

Karlheinz. 

The place clearly had some exceptional qualities. At 

least the beeches were well watered growing on the 

very bottom of the valley. The neighbouring beech 

looked tall, too. It turned out to be 46.6 m (153 ft) 

tall, as tall as the second tallest beech in 

Kleinengelein. Another, thicker, neighbour had been 

felled and ashes (Fraxinus excelsior) had been 

planted in its place. This was clearly far from virgin 

forest. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23625
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23625
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5354
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23625#p23625
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11092&mode=view
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47.2-meter beech, center, and 46,6-meter beech, 

right. Photo by Karlheinz, edited by Kouta. 

We began to walk towards the new record along a 

logging road. The whole valley bottom was full of 

tall beeches but we were unable to measure most of 

them because they already had leaves. But the new 

record tree grew at the edge of a gap. Nevertheless, 

measuring was not easy because the base was hidden 

behind beech saplings although we used Karlheinz’ 

7.5-meter (25-ft) pole at the base. We found one 

place where both the tree top and the pole top were 

visible, but the place was a bit too far from the tree 

thus decreasing accuracy. My result was 42.2 meters 

to the pole top. The pole base was 0.2 m below the 

average ground level, thus the tree height would be 

49.5 m. What a beech! 

                                        

 

New record beech. The arrow shows the highest twig. 

The top of the pole is 7.3 meters above the average 

ground level. Enlarge the photo to see the pole! 

But we were not completely satisfied due to the long 

measuring distance. At good measuring distance, 

there was a place where the top was clearly visible 

but not the pole. Fortunately, Karlheinz has Leica 

Disto D8. We measured the vertical distance from the 

top to a reference point on another trunk with Nikon 

550A S. Then Karlheinz measured the vertical 

distance from the reference point to the pole with 

Disto. Disto gives accurate distances to the nearest 

centimetre, so using a reference point did not 

decrease the accuracy. We consider this measurement 

more accurate than the one from the longer distance. 

The result was 49.3 m (162 ft). This tree was thick, 

CBH being 338 cm (133 in), so thick that it had 

likely been protected by foresters. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11093&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11094&mode=view
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Karlheinz, Kouta and 49.3-meter beech. 

I then had to drive the 370 km back home. Thus, I 

drove 740 km in one day for a few trees! 

 

Afterwards Karlheinz contacted foresters and got 

some information about the stand. He also contacted 

a local newspaper, which wrote a short article about 

the beeches and him. 

 

It was known that these beeches are extremely tall 

but they had never been accurately measured. The 

forestry office does not want to attract the public to 

their forest and has therefore kept a low profile. The 

stand is not officially protected but it has been 

decided that the tall beeches will not be felled, only 

sick and damaged trees are removed. There was some 

wind damage in 2011. The tall beeches are estimated 

to be 100-200 years old. The soil is very fertile brown 

earth formed from thick loess. The watering is 

optimal year-round: water is flowing from every 

direction and drains optimally away. The annual 

rainfall is 700–800 mm. 

 

A new measuring trip should be made when the 

beeches are leafless to find out if there are even taller 

trees. 

 

Kouta 

http://baumzaehlen.de 

 

 

Re: New height record for European 

native broadleaf trees 

by bbeduhn » Fri May 17, 2013 3:16 pm  

Wow!  That is impressive.  The 47m beech is so thin. 

 I came up with an 84.2 height to diameter ratio. 

 

Re: New height record for European 

native broadleaf trees 

by Jeroen Philippona » Sat May 18, 2013 6:53 am  

This beech in the end proves the species is able to 

reach 49 m or 160 feet! Several years ago I wrote 

Bob and Will that there had been measured a 49 m 

beech by climbing in Germany. Alas the man who 

had climbed it a few years before he told me had not 

good information about the location and no further 

proof.  Also in Holland a beech cut in 2005 (before I 

had heightmeasuring equipment) was said to be 48.5 

m. Then Will said he very much wanted to see and 

climb a 160 feet beech. Well , at least there is one 

now.  

As the second tall sine-lasermeasured beech in 

Europe is the neighbouring one of 47.2 m / 155 ft the 

tallest one is the only beech outperforming the other 

tallest native broadleaf trees in Europe, two sessile 

oaks (Quercus petraea) of 48.4 m and 48.1 m (158.8 

http://baumzaehlen.de/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23628
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23628
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23648
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23648
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11095&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23628#p23628
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23648#p23648
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and 157.8 ft) in the Forest of Bercé, France and one 

European ash (Fraxinus excelsior) of 48.0 m (157.5 

ft) in Wipfelsfurt Forest, Kelheim, Bavaria - 

Germany. The  48.56 m (159.3 ft) tall plane (Platanus 

x acerifolia) at Bryanston, England, is a hybrid and 

not really native in the UK.  

As there are reported some 49 to 50 m sessile oaks 

from the Bercé forest as well as from another forest 

in that part of France, we should go there as well as 

to the Gründau beech forest next winter with a team. 

Best with some climbers to be totally sure what are 

the tallest known native broadleaves of Europe.  

 

Still, we are 9 m / 30 ft behind the USA for native 

broadleaves!  

 

Jeroen 

 

 

Re: New height record for European 

native broadleaf trees 

by Will Blozan » Sat May 18, 2013 2:38 pm  

Kouta, Karlheinz 

 

Outstanding finds and documentation! I doubt we 

will ever find our F. grandifolia that tall! So I guess 

that species now lays claim to the second tallest 

temperate Fagaceae we know of? I would love to be 

on a climbing team if all can be arranged. 

 

BTW, driving that far for a tree is not crazy at all- but 

to be expected as a symptom of a true dendrophilic 

infection. 

 

Will Blozan 

 

 

 

 

trees growing in tough situations 

by Joe » Sat May 18, 2013 9:48 am  

I'm always amazed seeing trees growing out of 

asphault or cement or bricks. The other day I saw 2 

trees growing out of a brick building- I think it's the 

back of the  Athol Fire Dept. One is getting big and 

the other is just starting. I wonder how long they can 

continue there? 

 

I'd love to see the jungle growing over central 

American pyramids but I'll probably never get there. 

Joe

 

 
I first noticed it 3-4 years ago- since my "drive in 

bank" is next to the back of this building. I'd presume 

I'm not the only person to have noticed. This area of 

north central Mass. is a very rusty rust belt. You'd 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23663
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5400#p23663
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=255&t=5407#p23657
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=67
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23663#p23663
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23657#p23657
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11114&mode=view
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think that the building's manager would notice and do 

something about it since vegetation will further 

damage the building but in this case I'm glad the 

owner hasn't so  I can watch the tree get bigger.  

Joe 

 

New Book – New York City of Trees 

by Jenny » Sat May 18, 2013 7:19 am  

Beautiful images of New York City trees in this book 

entitled...um...."New York City of Trees". 

 

http://www.benjaminswett.com/gallery/TreesSelectio

nFolder/index.php 

 

Jenny 

 

 

Re: New Book 

by Joe » Sat May 18, 2013 9:36 am  

Jenny, nice photo! Is that in central park? I went there 

last fall and really loved it. I was very impressed at 

all the elms- and I could see that they have a very 

good arborist crew- they do great shaping/trimming 

of trees. I saw mostly the southern half of the park- 

next time I'll check out the northern half. I saw 

several other small parks while walking around 

Manhatten. They all look nice. A friend who lives in 

NYC said much of the work is done by volunteers. 

Joe 

 

 

 

 

 

Re: New Book 

by Jenny » Sun May 19, 2013 6:47 am  

Joe, I'm so glad you were able to see the wonderful 

trees of NYC!  And it's good to know that the 

arborists are doing a good job.  I wouldn't necessarily 

have known that.  Yes, do get to the northern areas. 

 Especially above 103rd St.  The Ravine and North 

Woods are more wild looking...as far as Central Park 

goes.  Also, Inwood Park has a stunning grove of 

Tulips.   

 

I don't know if the tree is the photo is in Central Park. 

 It wasn't indicated.  

 

Because of this book, I am inspired to try to take pix 

of trees again (as well as birds, of course!).   

 

Jenny 

 

Speaking of birds.....here's a photo of a male 

Common Yellowthroat: 

                                        

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=145&t=5406&p=23649#p23649
http://www.benjaminswett.com/gallery/TreesSelectionFolder/index.php
http://www.benjaminswett.com/gallery/TreesSelectionFolder/index.php
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=145&t=5406&p=23649#p23656
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=67
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=145&t=5406#p23678
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23649#p23649
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23656#p23656
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23678#p23678
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11118&mode=view
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Silver River, Low Water, Cypress 

Roots! 

by jamesrobertsmith » Mon May 06, 2013 12:41 

pm  

When we got to the Silver River with our kayaks, we 

found the water down about two+ feet from our last 

visit. I had thought that spring-fed rivers and runs in 

Florida were exempt from the effects of drought, but 

then I forgot that the surrounding areas drain vast 

acreage and the river levels fluctuate during drought. 

One thing that I noticed on some cypress trees that 

grow right on the riverbank is that they have formed 

a kind of picket fence with roots and knees that is 

apparent when the water drains off. Perfectly seen in 

this video I shot as I floated past a cypress tree along 

the Silver River: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21I5sedc3II 

 

 

 

Re: Silver River, Low Water, 

Cypress Roots! 

by Joe » Wed May 08, 2013 6:27 am  

Brings back memories of a boat ride in the 

Okefenokee in '74. The weather looked threatening 

but the ranger said it would clear- so we headed in, 

on the Swanee River in a rented metal fishing boat. 

We saw gazillions of incredible birds- herons, wood 

storks, ibises- at one point the sky was filled with 

them.  After we went about as far as you can go- a 

horrific lightning storm came up. We turned around 

and headed out but it took a few hours- with non stop 

lightning. I was steering the boat but not well, as the 

rain was very heavy and I wear glasses. At some 

spots the channel narrows down and you have to 

weave through the cypress roots but going that slow 

you can't steer well- so the boat got caught up on a 

submerged root. By then I was planning on roughing 

up that ranger if I ever saw him again. A number of 

times we saw lightning hit trees very, very, very close 

to us- and I cringed expecting to be electrocuted- but 

we never got juiced and I don't know why. Oh, did I 

mention we saw plenty of 'gators in the water. I 

realilzed that we might get juiced, then eaten by 

'gators! When we finally got back- we were drenched 

and very angry. Strange but true- the rain had 

stopped- and in the middle of a field next to some 

utility buildings was a clothes dryer! I didn't find that 

ranger- lucky him. The scariest experience of my 

 life- other than a few times being chased by a bully 

in grammer school. :) 

Joe 

 

 

Re: Silver River, Low Water, 

Cypress Roots! 

by jamesrobertsmith » Wed May 08, 2013 9:22 pm  

Were you in the Okefenokee Swamp Park or the 

Stephen C. Foster State Park? Foster is by far my 

favorite. 

 

The number of gators in the Swamp is staggering. 

They are everywhere. In large numbers and in huge 

sizes. Once on Billy's Lake we were shadowed by an 

extremely large gator as we puttered around the 

lake...when he got very close to the boat I noticed 

that the tip of his snout was wounded and had 

obviously been hit by a boat propeller. That didn't 

seem to have taught him any lessons as he got very 

close to our own prop, indeed. 

 

We don't see many large gators on the spring runs 

that we frequent in Florida. I don't know why. There 

was one very large gator on the Juniper Springs Run 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=93
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21I5sedc3II
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23467
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23467
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23475
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23475
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=93
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23440#p23440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23467#p23467
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23475#p23475
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the last time we were there. A National Forest ranger 

told us where it liked to sun and to watch for it, 

explaining to us that it was the biggest gator any of 

the rangers had ever seen in the wild--they estimated 

it at 16-feet. We saw its slide where the ranger told us 

to look, but no gator. Which made us nervous. A 

week later a young woman was killed in the spring 

run by a large alligator. I've always wondered if it 

was the big animal the ranger had told us to look for. 

 

Re: Silver River, Low Water, 

Cypress Roots! 

by Joe » Thu May 09, 2013 6:47 am  

James, we entered via the Stephen C. Foster State 

Park- which I think is only a small part of the full 

swamp. Then rented a boat and went up stream to 

Billy's Lake and much further. I felt I had gone back 

to the Jurassic. Some friends went during the 'gator 

mating season and said that they roar at night like we 

imagine dinosaurs would do. 

 

Re: Silver River, Low Water, 

Cypress Roots! 

by Jess Riddle » Sun May 19, 2013 4:30 pm  

JRS, All; This looks like a typical cypress root 

system that has been exposed by erosion then 

revealed by low water.  Cypress roots (aside from 

knees) won’t grow in air or water, so most of what 

you see formed in soil.  The migration of the river 

then eroded away the soil revealing these fantastic 

structures.  I would bet that most of these trees trees 

are on the outside of river bends, because that is 

where most erosion occurs. 

 

It’s neat to get a glimpse into this normal hidden part 

of the world of trees. 

 

Jess 

 

Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Acacia 

by Matt Markworth » Sun May 19, 2013 6:11 pm  

Hi All, 

 

I'm not expecting a large number of submissions for 

Acacia, so I'll also set up Acer as Genus of the Week 

in a separate post. 

 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=ACACI 

 

Here's a sampling of Acacia that can be submitted: 

 

Acacia berlandieri,    Guajillo 

Acacia choriophylla,  Cinnecord 

Acacia greggii,         Catclaw Acacia 

Acacia koa,              Koa 

Acacia rigidula,        Blackbrush Acacia 

Acacia tortuosa,       Poponax 

 

 

Dedication in Bryant Woods. 

by dbhguru » Sun May 19, 2013 8:39 pm  

NTS, 

 

  Here is the text of a communication sent to the 

Trustees of Reservations earlier today. Lisa and Julie 

are TTOR officials.  

Hi Lisa and Julie, 

 

       Today I went to the Bryant Homestead to begin 

updating the tree measurements for The Trustees of 

Reservations (TTOR). As you know, the Bryant site 

is one of the premier white pine stands in the 

Northeast. Unfortunately, it gets hammered by the 

elements and I'm never sure when I'll go there only to 

find some of the great pines damaged or down. 

However, I am pleased to report good news. Today, I 

was able to confirm several more white pines in the 

150-height class. The total now stands at 18.  

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23483
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364#p23483
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364&start=10#p23691
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5364&start=10#p23691
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5410#p23694
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5410#p23694
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=ACACI
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5412#p23697
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23483#p23483
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23691#p23691
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23694#p23694
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23697#p23697
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       In terms of white pine sites in the Northeast, the 

additions keep Bryant securely in 5th place, and there 

may be still more pines above 150. I believe that to 

be the case, but confirming them will be a challenge. 

Many of their tops are nested and extremely hard to 

locate. However, if two more can be confirmed, 

Bryant will move into 4th place ahead of the famous 

Hearts Content in Pennsylvania, which has 19 as 

confirmed by Dale Luthringer of the Pennsylvania 

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.  

 

       A series of photos are attached for your viewing 

pleasure. 

 

Bryant-OGN-Sign.jpg: Here is the welcoming sign 

that one sees at the start of the Rivulet Trail.  

 

Bryant-OG-1.jpg: The old growth area takes a 

battering. Another hemlock bites the dust. However, 

it is all part of the scheme                                 of 

things.  

 

Bryant-TwistedRedMaple.jpg: I always love to 

photograph this twisted red maple.  

 

Bryant-RobertFrost-1.jpg: The Robert Frost tree is up 

to 156.0 feet in height sports a 11.2-foot girth. Bryant 

has a large collection of 11-foot girth pines, probably 

the greatest concentration in Massachusetts for the 

size stand. 

 

Now for a surprise. 

 

Bryant-JoanTower-1.jpg: Today Joan Tower, one of 

America's premier classical contemporary music 

composers, was awarded an honorary doctorate at 

Smith College. Monica has played several of her 

compositions and toasted Joan at the dinner last 

evening. After a visit to Muir Woods, Joan composed 

a piece named Sequoia. I love it, and thought that as a 

composer of great distinction who has made that 

contribution to the trees, Joan deserves to have a tree 

named in her honor in Bryant Woods. So, let us meet 

Joan's tree. It is the latest to join the exclusive 150-

foot Club. Its measurements are: Girth = 11.1 feet, 

Height = 151.0 feet.  

 

       Currently trees named by the Native Tree 

Society in Bryant Woods (with TTOR permission, of 

course) arranged in descending order by height are: 

 

  1. Bryant Pine      Height = 162.2 ft,  Girth = 10.3 ft 

  2. Robert Frost     Height = 153.9 ft,   Girth = 11.1 ft 

  3. Emily Dickinson  Hgtt = 150.0 ft,   Girth = 12.0 ft 

  4. Joan Tower       Height = 151.0 ft,  Girth = 11.1 ft 

  5. Mary Byrd Davis  Hgt = 150.8 ft,   Girth = 11.5 ft 

  6. Joan Maloof      Height = 150.1 ft,  Girth = 11.5 ft 

  7. Amy Beach       Height = 150.0 ft,  Girth = 12.0 ft 

  8. Edward MacDowell Hgt = 141.5 ft,Girth = 13.3 ft 

 

Bob 

Attached are images from today's visit. 

 

 

                                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11123&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11124&mode=view
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Robert T. Leverett 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11125&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11126&mode=view
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Re: Tree of the Week Spreadsheet 

and Guidelines 

by Matt Markworth » Sun May 19, 2013 8:43 pm  

Hi All, 

 

I'm copying over a couple of my posts from the Abies 

thread, as they pertain to the list in general . . . 

Just want to say thank you to everyone for all the 

participation and support thus far in the effort to 

create an up-to-date Maximums List via the idea of 

"Tree of the Week." I have leaned heavily on Jess 

Riddle's MaxList and other lists and I appreciate all 

of the submissions that have occurred in the first 

month and a half of the Tree of the Week forum. 

 

Realizing that it could take over a decade to make a 

complete list at the rate of one species per week, it 

makes sense to cover more ground so that a complete 

list can be within reach. Ed Frank suggested doing a 

genus or two per week, which I think is a great idea 

and we can work through the genera alphabetically. 

 

Here are my thoughts on the future direction of the 

list: 

 

- Since the goal for the list is to document tree 

maximums, the geographical reach of the list will 

only be limited by the geographical reach of NTS. 

 

- Whether a tree is inside or outside its natural range, 

if it represents a maximum for the species, then it will 

be included on the list. If a tree outside its natural 

range represents a maximum for the species, then the 

maximum from inside the natural range can also be 

included. 

 

- If it’s a planted tree and/or growing outside of its 

natural range, then this must be in the notes. I will 

create a separate column for this information if there 

are sufficient trees that fit one or both of these 

categories. 

 

- If NTS has measured a particular species, but it’s 

clear that the measurement is well below the growth 

potential for the species, then it won’t be entered on 

the list. In other words, if our geographical reach 

keeps us from measuring an exceptional specimen, 

then there is no point in including a lesser specimen 

outside of its natural range. 

 

Re: Secrest Arboretum 

by Rand » Wed May 15, 2013 10:55 pm  

A complete Survey of the Dawn Redwood Grove 

turned up a slightly taller tree in the interior of the 

grove: 5' 10.0" x 113.5', with 5 trees 110' and higher, 

10 trees between 100' and 110' tall, and 5 trees 

between 90' and 100' tall. 

 

Data is compiled in the position the trees are planted. 

 North is up. 

 
                                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221#p23698
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221#p23698
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=427#p23608
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23698#p23698
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23608#p23608
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11084&mode=view
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Looking south at the grove.  The first visible row 

corresponds to the first row in the table above. 

 Tallest tree in this View is 7' 5.0" x 111.0' tall.  The 

fattest is in the first row, clear to the right, 7' 9.5" x 

104.0' 

 

 
 

 
                                                        

 

                                        

 
                                        
Rand Brown 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11087&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11085&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11086&mode=view
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Re: Secrest Arboretum 

by Rand » Fri May 17, 2013 4:01 pm  

There is actually a larger planting at Dawes 

Arboretum south of Newark, OH that contains 300+ 

trees.   It was planted ~1990, so they aren't all that 

big yet (~20' tall x ~8" dbh).  The interpretive sign 

says it was an attempt to sample the full diversity of 

the species across its entire range.  You can see the 

growth isn't all that uniform across the planting: 

 

Still, mostly the ones I see are ornamental plantings 

in peoples' yards.  The biggest I've noticed in 

Columbus is maybe 2/3 the size of the Secrest trees. 

Rand Brown 

 

 

Copper Beech Forms 

by dbhguru » Fri May 17, 2013 9:18 pm  

NTS,   We often debate how to judge whether a tree 

form represents a single root system supporting 

multiple trunks or separate roots systems leading to 

separate trees that later fused. Here are images of 12 

different trees (tree structures) of copper beeches on 

the Crane Beach Estate in Ipswich, MA. These trees 

are all in the same vicinity and were from the original 

landscaping done by the Olmsted Bros. I seriously 

doubt they planted trees next to one another. It is 

reasonable to believe that they are all forms that 

evolved from separate root systems. How do we see 

measuring them? 

 

Bob 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=427#p23630
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=113
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5404#p23640
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23630#p23630
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11096&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23640#p23640
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11097&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11098&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11099&mode=view
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Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: Copper Beach Forms 

by Larry Tucei » Fri May 17, 2013 10:31 pm  

Bob- Really cool images!  Copper Beech is such a 

beautiful tree. I remember first seeing one in Conn. 

back in 2004 at our sister facility at Croton. I stayed 

in Mystic and they have Copper Beech everywhere. I 

was fasinated by the colors. As far as measuring the 

forms you show in the photos. I would say measure 

each seperate trunk at 4' 6" if possible. When fused 

together I guess you could pull a tape around them 

all. It is a very difficult process and it's a judgement 

call as how to really get and accurate measurement of 

the circumference when a tree has mulitiple stems, 

trunks, coppice or fusion. I really can't say how you 

would exactly measure some of your examples.    

Larry 
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Re: Copper Beach Forms 

by Rand » Sat May 18, 2013 10:10 am  

I think this is where the analytical part of my brain 

throws up its hands in exasperation and leaves the 

aesthetic part of my brain to enjoy the scene in peace. 

Rand Brown 

 

Re: Copper Beech Forms 

by dbhguru » Sat May 18, 2013 2:24 pm  

Larry, Joe, 

 

    As you both can guess, part of my reason for the 

post was to emphasize the difficulty of forcing 

judgment calls simply to keep the measuring rules 

simple. At some point, the answers that we come up 

with are misleading, of questionable value, and quite 

possibly unfair to the tree. The copper beech provides 

us with a good example of a species that keeps 

coppicing until its form is so unruly as to defy any 

simple set of measuring rules that we might wish to 

routinely apply.  

 

  However, your message is not lost on me. They are 

gorgeous trees with their elephant-like trunks and 

lovely foliage. It is best just to enjoy them for the 

contribution they make. Not all of the choices that the 

Olmsted Bros. made were good ones for the Crane 

Estate, but I can find no fault with their inclusion of 

the copper beech. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: Copper Beech Forms 

by Jeroen Philippona » Sun May 19, 2013 8:00 am  

Bob,  

 

These copper beeches are very nice but not abnormal: 

in Europe it was very normal use to plant several 

young beeches and other treespecies together in one 

hole. Some park- and garden designers of the English 

lanscape style in the early 19th century did this very 

often by purpose to get big, imposing trees on the 

estates. In the Netherlands and surrounding countries 

this can be seen quite often. So your beeches look to 

me as several individuals fused together because of 

this habit of the designers and estate owners.   

 

The attached photos are of a few big copper beeches 

in Holland with fused trunks, planted in the 19th 

century.  

 

Jeroen 

 

Copper beech Zaltbommel, Netherlands, with 3 fused 

stems 
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Copper beech Zaltbommel, 2nd photo 

 

 Fused beech Wageningen, Netherlands 

Re: Copper Beech Forms 

by Will Blozan » Sun May 19, 2013 9:13 am  

Bob, 

 

The forms look just like the ones here at the Biltmore 

Estate (same dude, different estate). Just as is so 

prevalent today, I think it is a result of planting or 

design. Either they neglected to train/thin to a single 

stem or, as Jeroen suggests, planted multiple trees 

together for a mass effect. River birch is commonly 

planted this way down south. 

 

Will 

 

Re: Copper Beech Forms 

by bbeduhn » Mon May 20, 2013 9:59 am  

Here's a photo of the Biltmore Estate copper/purple 

beech 

 

Planted circa 1895 

Brian Beduhn 
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Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by Bosque » Sat May 11, 2013 3:35 pm  

This story began as a timed writing exercise. "Write 

about a room in the house you lived in when you 

were five years old," the teacher said. I was soon out 

of the house and into a tree. 

 

Rooms Beyond the Walls 

 

    There were rooms beyond the outside walls of the 

house; places that were sanctuaries for us in joy or 

sorrow when we were young, for we were children 

blessed with parents who allowed us outdoors 

whenever we wanted to go. 

    One summer I discovered the elm tree in the 

backyard.  It proved climbable!  I felt no pull to go to 

the top, for the lowest branches were high enough off 

the ground to feel like another world. For me that 

summer it became the world’s most glorious reading 

room. The thick limbs cradled me in their strength. 

 They stretched out before me, beckoning like a 

comfortable couch. Here I felt so well supported and 

safe that I could lose my physical self to go into yet 

another room—the room in the book I was reading. 

 In the cooling shade of my private leaf-walled 

library, the sunlight that made its way through to my 

page charmed me with occasional distractions of light 

and leaf dance, and gave my eyes a rest from reading.  

    Dad always said he bought the place because of the 

trees. There were houses much bigger on our road, 

but Dad told us, “Our yard is big and has the most 

trees.” He said the word “trees” with sincere warmth 

and respect. Only in the last few years have I come to 

realize just how deeply my more and more passionate 

interest in trees is a gift from my father.  It feels like 

something Dad and I can share, a way that I can 

express love now that I couldn’t before.  For ten 

years he lived in a nursing home, debilitated from 

years of drinking.  I worried that he would die before 

I could forgive him. He did. I didn’t understand then 

that alcoholism is a disease, not a character fault. 

      I visited him infrequently, and toward the end for 

short stays only.  Once my sister and I drove all the 

way back from northern Ohio to North Carolina in 

angry silence. We had argued because I had not 

wanted to stay more than 20 minutes with Dad on our 

last visit of the trip.  

    I would try to think of the good things about Dad. 

 I knew he loved us.  When we were children he took 

time to lie down with us on the front lawn, looking at 

the clouds or the stars.  One night, he said that people 

who didn’t believe in the possibility of other life out 

there among all those stars were like people in the 

time of Columbus not believing in other continents. 

 Dad opened up the world and even the universe for 

us.  He liked to ask us riddles, encouraging us to 

think of all possibilities. He recited poetry, and he 

loved to tell us stories.  

    Though he never mentioned it, I’m convinced that 

Dad led us to climbing the tall white pine tree in our 

backyard. The tree stood next to a  tool shed stained 

dark. One summer day he gave each of the three of us 

a piece of white chalk and encouraged us to jump as 

high as we could to mark the wall of the shed. With 

time we could see our progress rise. I think that our 

father made the propinquity of the shed and the big 

pine serendipitous for us. Soon my brother made the 

connection, consciously or not, and became the first 

to leap and grab the tree’s lowest branch, then climb 

the “rungs” of the tree like a sticky ladder made  of 

“spokes” that marked each year of the  white pine’s 

growth. I spent happy hours in the top of that tree 

swaying gently—or not so gently—in the wind, 

watching birds, spying on neighbors, and listening to 

far off sounds that were barely audible below, such as 

the church bells chiming a mile distant in the valley. 

Sometimes the pine even provided protection and 

solace when Dad’s drinking threatened to spill out in 

anger.  

    Every winter he accompanied us to our favorite 

place, “the Gully,” a thickly wooded mile-long ravine 

where children built forts, looked under rocks in the 

stream for crayfish, and swung on a big grapevine. It 

felt special to have Dad along. We always went to 

Picnic Rock.” (Don’t children, and some others lucky 

in heart and tongue, love to name places in nature 

important to them?) Our father brushed the snow off 

the rock and made a cookout of scrambled eggs, first 

showing us how to find dry firewood with snow all 

around by looking under the overhanging bank of the 

creek.    

    Another winter story about my father came from 

his own boyhood—about those mornings when he 

found that the strong winds had blown the night’s 
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powdery snow from the smooth, frozen pond. He 

would go to the river then, following it on skates into 

the forest. He could ice skate for miles on the river 

and its tributary streams through the winter woods. 

    I’ve read that trees are important along polluted 

creeks and rivers. Their roots take up the poison and 

their leaves transpire drops of clean water. I believe 

in the possibility that the trees are healing my 

bitterness.  I didn’t go to Dad’s funeral.  I took the 

bereavement time from work, but stayed home from 

Ohio too.  I felt guilty and confused.  The women I 

worked with in the library donated a book about the 

outdoors to our collection, in memory of my father. 

    I’ve stayed here in the South, and found much to 

love.  But I still want to ice skate through the forest 

like my father did.  In the Deep North of so long ago, 

did the boy feel benedictions given by the branches 

overhanging the river?  Did the wind sail with him, 

whispering peace into his ears? Does he hear me 

blessing him, this boy after my own heart?  

 

Carol Diamond 

 

Re: Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by dbhguru » Sun May 12, 2013 2:04 pm  

Carol, you have enriched us all with your wonderful, 

heart-felt story - a remembrance of your Dad, and the 

connection between you, him, and the trees. I too had 

an alcoholic Dad who cared deeply for his family, but 

who never escaped the grip of alcoholism. I can 

relate to your story even further. His love of trees was 

passed on to me. Trees were a topic that he and I 

could always share and his stories of the American 

chestnut still come to mind.  

 

  We are fortunate to have you join us and speak of 

the role that trees have played in your life as a child 

and your connections to them. Please keep the 

communications coming. Perhaps, your initiative will 

rekindle special memories in others who will feel free 

to come forth and share with us. This is what NTS is 

all about. 

Robert T. Leverett 

Re: Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by bbeduhn » Mon May 13, 2013 10:16 am  

Bosque, 

I had a much different experience growing up but it 

was geographically similar.  I'm from northern Ohio 

and now I'm also in the Asheville area. 

Brian 

 

 

Re: Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by Bosque » Sun May 19, 2013 1:14 pm  

Bob, Thank you so much. After seeing your fine 

writing, not to mention your ability to have such 

good relationships, I felt very pleased to hear what 

you had to say. I wrote this and "The Road To Pilot 

Mountain" more than 10 years ago, probably closer to 

20 years, in a beginning creative writing class. The 

excellent teacher, Irene Blair Honeycutt, is a poet and 

another tree person. I haven't written anything quite 

as good since, but appreciation from people like you 

just might inspire me to try more. Writing, and 

walking in the woods, are two of my favorite things, 

but I require prodding to write. Natalie Goldberg, 

author of Writing Down the Bones, says that if you 

write regularly your subconscious looks forward to 

"dates" with you and gives forth. Even if you stand it 

up sometimes, it will be forgiving when you come 

back. So, take heart lovers of trees! Tell your stories. 

 

Have you shared your father's chestnut stories, Bob? I 

for one would love to hear them. 

 

Carol 
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Re: Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by Bosque » Sun May 19, 2013 1:31 pm  

Brian Beduhn wrote: Bosque, I had a much different 

experience growing up but it was geographically 

similar.  I'm from northern Ohio and now I'm also in 

the Asheville area.- Brian 

 

Brian, I'm glad you wrote. I think I've noticed our 

similar geographies in your earlier posts. I grew up a 

mile out of town from Chagrin Falls. My parents both 

grew up on Lake Erie, in Ashtabula and Avon Lake. I 

think I'm quite a bit older than you, so I can 

remember when the beaches were shut down due to 

pollution. 

 

I first saw Asheville in junior high on a company trip 

with Dad. He was a paper salesman. I usually try to 

mention this fact when I'm making pleas for saving 

forests, i.e., I know that people have to make a living, 

but we could be so much wiser about trees. I think 

that my father would agree. 

 

My sister and I moved to Asheville when we were in 

our twenties. We loved it. She stayed in the area. I 

moved to Boone to go to school, and then lived in 

Charlotte for way too long. Charlotte is a nice city, 

but the mountains had been calling me ever since I 

left. I came back in 1998. How about you? 

 

Carol 

 

 

Re: Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by bbeduhn » Mon May 20, 2013 9:49 am  

Carol, 

I grew up in Cleveland Heights in the 1970's and 

graduated in 1988.  I had family in Geauga County, 

near Chardon and still have some in Ashtabula 

County and know Chagrin Falls very well.  The 

Metroparks near Chagrin falls are fantastic and 

helped fuel my interest in trees.  My dad often talked 

about Euclid Beach Park.  I useed to get up to Mentor 

Headlands.  I did a footrace in 2007, that started in 

North Chagrin and ended in Cuyahoga Falls, hitting 

many of the Metroparks and Cuyahoga Nat'l Park. 

 

I moved to Asheville in 1998, lived in Skyland 

briefly, then for 9 years north of Black Mountain, 

then North Asheville, Reems Creek and now 

Weaverville.  I never thought I'd leave the Cleveland 

area and now I doubt I'll leave the Asheville area. 

Brian Beduhn 

 

 

Re: Rooms Beyond the Walls 

by dbhguru » Mon May 20, 2013 12:41 pm  

Carol, 

 

  I'll have to dig deep into my memory and see what I 

can recall from my Dad's accounts of the chestnuts he 

saw, as well as accounts of others. I can think of no 

species that so captured the imagination of young and 

old as did the American chestnut. What a grand tree it 

must have been.  

 

  We all hope you will return to writing and share 

with your lady and fellow Ents. These accounts so 

enrich us. They take us into the world of memory and 

imagination. I get hung up in measuring and forget to 

enjoy the other dimensions, physical and non-

physical, possessed by these grand creations of 

evolutionary processes, whatever their ultimate 

source. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 
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Re: New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Tue May 07, 2013 11:26 am  

Thanks, all! We have a new find - a really surprise. A 

report follows soon... 

 

Bart, are you originally from Sweden? 

 

Doug, I haven't been to the Belgian site and I know it 

from Jeroen's writings only. Thus, I cannot compare 

the two sites, unfortunately. 

 

I took the soil information from this paper: 

http://www.wwk.forst.tu-

muenchen.de/info/publications/OnlinePublications/31

8.pdf 

According to the paper, the soils are sandy brown 

earths on sandstone. The terms "sandy" and "brown 

earth" describe different features of soil. "Sandy" 

describe the soil particle size. Brown earth is a soil 

type which is not podzolized because of non-acidic 

parent material, nutrient-rich plant litter and active 

soil fauna mixing the humus into the mineral soil. 

Brown earth may be sandy or silty, for example. 

However, I am not a soil expert. If somebody has 

something to correct or add, please do it. 

 

Kouta 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by DougBidlack » Wed May 08, 2013 7:00 am  

Kouta, thanks for the information.  Do you happen to 

know how they go about calculating wood volume of 

forests in Germany?  I think it would be interesting to 

compare high quality beech forest volumes from 

around the world. 

 

Doug 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Wed May 08, 2013 5:57 pm  

Doug, 

 

In this case, the researchers measured CBH's and 

heights (with the tangent method) of all the trees in 

the study plots. I guess they have calculated volume 

for each tree from CBH and height with allometric 

equations and then summed the volumes. In the case 

of "normal" forests, I think that volumes are mostly 

estimated with relascope. 

 

It would be really interesting to compare beech 

forests of different continents, indeed. I have 

understood the American beech rarely forms such 

pure stands as European beech does. Right? Oriental 

beech (F. orientalis) is very similar to European 

beech and is often regarded as a subspecies (F. 

sylvatica subsp. orientalis). But how behave the east 

Asian spp.? I think Japanese F. crenata may form 

quite pure "sylvatica-like" stands. About Chinese spp. 

I know nothing. Hopefully we will get east Asian 

members some day. Or we must do a study trip to 

China & Japan! 

 

Kouta 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by DougBidlack » Fri May 10, 2013 12:28 am  

Kouta, 

 

I was afraid that the volumes might have been 

calculated in the manner that you suggest.  If the 

equations only take CBH and height into account 

then they are clearly inadequate.  At least one other 

measurement of girth must be made quite a bit higher 

than we puny humans can reach with our feet on the 

ground (or relascope measurement or something like 

Bob's photographic measuring technique). 

 

As far as I know there is no such thing as a pure stand 
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of American beech in anything that resembles an 

actual forest but I believe that some stands come 

close.  I'm not really sure how close yet.  The best 

I've seen is Warren Woods in SW Michigan where 

American beech is codominant with sugar maple. 

 The one paper that I have doesn't say what percent of 

the canopy species are American beech but I'm 

guessing it is something over 70%.  The paper does 

mention that the light-demanding species only 

comprise 3-4% of the canopy individuals and they 

include, from most to least common, tulip tree, black 

cherry and white ash.  Red maple, basswood and 

northern red oak are also present but at a very low 

level.  The oldest American beeches in this forest are 

over 300 years old. 

 

Did you say study trip to China and Japan?  Sign me 

up!  I'd love to know more about the Asian species 

too. 

 

Doug 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Sat May 11, 2013 9:31 am  

Doug, As far as I know, that is the method how study 

plot volumes are usually calculated / estimated. For 

example, of the studies in my table here: 

http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=4966, only in study 

# 1, more than one girth was measured. Even in study 

# 6, with BVP as co-author, only CBHs and heights 

(with tape and clinometer) were measured. The idea 

is to fell a small number of trees, measure their 

volumes as accurately as possible and create species-

specific functions f(cbh, height) -> volume. 

Furthermore, the idea is that although such a function 

may result in a big error when estimating the volume 

of one tree, the errors largely disappear when 

measuring a whole stand. How large are the errors in 

reality, I don't know. 

 

Is beech bark disease present in Warren Woods? 

 

About east Asian beeches: In Japan, there is a virgin 

F. crenata forest in northern Honshu, called 

Shirakami-Sanchi. I wanted to go there as I planned 

my Japan trip, but then I learnt that it is off-limits for 

the public. Perhaps it would be possible to get special 

permits for a tree height study, at least if there was an 

university researcher in the group. But it may also be 

that the site is not optimal for growing tall trees (e.g. 

very steep slopes) and that's why it has remained 

virgin. 

 

Kouta 

 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by dbhguru » Sat May 11, 2013 11:31 am  

Kouta, Doug, 

 

   Kouta, your point about the species-dependent 

models being good for large numbers, but often not 

accurate for individual trees, is spot on. This is what 

distinguishes our mission from that of formal 

forestry. We deal in trees one at a time. Individual 

identity matters. It is the distinguishing feature that 

we need to repeatedly make so that others will 

appreciate the difference in our mission and 

objectives. One size does not fit all. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by DougBidlack » Sun May 12, 2013 1:31 

pm  

Kouta, that method sounds great for estimating 

volumes as long as the subsample is taken from the 

forest that you happen to be studying.  Of course such 

destructive subsampling would be a bad idea in the 
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few remaining primary forests that we have left.  I'm 

fairly certain that this wasn't done in Warren Woods 

but I suppose someone could have attempted to 

measure tree volumes in some other way.  I doubt it 

though.  I don't believe beech bark disease has been 

found yet at Warren Woods but it is only a matter of 

time. 

 

Too bad you were not able to visit that beech forest in 

Japan.  It would really cool to get a report from there. 

 

 

Bob, I agree about the individuals being important 

but that being said I'm interested in both the 

individual trees as well as the forest as a whole.  I'm 

sure you feel the same way. 

 

Doug 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Mon May 13, 2013 3:47 pm  

Doug, Using published equations (possibly made for 

average-sized trees) for record groves, as many 

studies have done, is likely error-prone, indeed. 

Sometimes the equations have been calculated from 

recently fallen trees inside the grove in question. 

How about Kleinengelein, I don't know. 

 

Kouta 

 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by Jess Riddle » Sun May 19, 2013 7:26 pm  

Kouta and Doug, 

 

American beech will form pure stands, but only 

under fairly unusual conditions.  “Beech gaps” are a 

well-known community type characterized by a 

nearly pure American beech canopy.  They occur at 

high elevations (above 5000’) throughout the 

Southern Appalachians, and as the name implies, 

usually at gaps or other exposed sites.  However, 

exposure, short growing season, and poor soils 

guarantee these stands will not resemble European 

stands in stature, biomass, or subjective feel. 

 

Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis plots 

show the greatest concentration of beech in the 

Adirondack Mountains.  Though, in that region beech 

is still typically mixed with sugar maple or yellow 

birch. 

 

Unfortunately, in both regions beech bark disease has 

decimated most of the pure stands.  The Craggy 

Mountains in North Carolina might have most of the 

remaining pure American beech stands remaining, 

but they won’t last long. 

 

I’ve seen a few other small patches, perhaps an acre, 

in the Southeast that are completely dominated by 

beech, but they stood out as unusual. 

 

Jess 

 

Re: New beech height record 

by KoutaR » Mon May 20, 2013 4:23 pm  

Jess, Thänk you for your thorough description. High-

elevation pure beech forests occur in Europe, too. 

Often mixed with sycamore maple (in German 

"mountain maple", A. pseudoplatanus). 

 

Kouta 

http://baumzaehlen.de 
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True Nature: Revising Ideas On 

What is Pristine and Wild 

by Joe » Sat May 18, 2013 6:43 am  

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/true_nature_revising_ide

as_on_what_is_pristine_and_wild/2649/ 

 

New research shows that humans have been 

transforming the earth and its ecosystems for 

millenniums — far longer than previously believed. 

These findings call into question our notions about 

what is unspoiled nature and what should be 

preserved. by fred pearce 

 

 

Re: True Nature: Revising Ideas On 

What is Pristine and Wild 

by Rand » Sat May 18, 2013 11:12 pm  

Interesting perspective.  Kinda reminds me of the 

stance of the people trying to establish the Florida 

Torreya in the Southern Appalachians. 

 

http://www.torreyaguardians.org/learnings.html 

 

It seems to prefer wet areas.  I wonder how good a 

replacement for hemlocks it might prove to be? 

 

As an asside I stumble across the native Torreya in 

California and promptly jabbed my hand when I 

unwisely grabbed one of the soft looking 'fronds'. 

 Prickly varmints. 

 

 

Re: True Nature: Revising Ideas On 

What is Pristine and Wild 

by Joe » Sun May 19, 2013 6:11 am  

That article about Florida Torreya says, 

"Nonetheless, from a "deep-time" (Pleistocene and 

earlier) perspective, it is reasonable to hypothesize 

that for millions of years Torreya taxifolia lived 

mostly in the southern Appalachians — and that it 

migrated into a well documented "glacial refugium" 

when Ice-Age conditions forced it (and other 

temperate species) far to the south." 

 

I suppose that shows that current distributions of 

flora and fauna are only a hint of what was.... and 

what will be... not to mention species from other 

parts of the world, as they spread. It will be a very 

different world a few centuries from now with or 

without global warming. I'm less concerned about 

how the natural world reorganizes itself than whether 

or not we pave over more acres. I have a new 18 acre 

desert covered with solar panels behind my house 

and nobody in this entire state seems to notice how 

stupid that is- including all levels of government and 

all the enviro groups. Oh, and the media don't care 

either. 

Joe 

 

 

Dawn Redwood 

by Jenny » Tue May 21, 2013 5:54 am  

This is a Dawn Redwood in Central Park (NYC) near 

Strawberry Fields  - just off Central Park West at 

West 72nd St.. 

 

London Plane 

by Jenny » Wed May 22, 2013 6:39 am  

2 baby starlings looking for mom and dad from their 

nest inside a London Plane in Central Park near west 

72nd St. 

Jenny 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=146&t=5405&p=23647#p23647
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=146&t=5405&p=23647#p23647
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/true_nature_revising_ideas_on_what_is_pristine_and_wild/2649/
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/true_nature_revising_ideas_on_what_is_pristine_and_wild/2649/
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http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=146&t=5405&p=23647#p23673
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HRSP: Johnson Trail Camp/Douglas 

Fir/Redwood Question 

by Mark Collins » Sun May 12, 2013 6:37 pm  

I hiked up to Johnson Trail Camp over the weekend 

in Humboldt Redwoods State Park to test out some 

new camping equipment. Along the way, there were 

many large Douglas Fir trees. Anyone who is a fan of 

redwoods should take one of these trails that lead into 

the higher elevations. I tend to spend most of my time 

in the lower elevations looking at the big trees in the 

flats. The forest in the higher elevations is not to be 

missed though! I really enjoyed the mixed forest of 

redwood, Doug Fir and madrone. It was a real treat to 

hike through several miles of pristine forest. The 

higher forest is drier, warmer, and even had a 

different smell.  

 

Big Douglas Fir (cbh 27 feet above) 

I'd imagine anyone who likes Douglas Firs would 

have a blast looking at the big trees here. As much as 

I would have liked to have spent more time 

exploring, the vegetation was so thick, that I couldn't 

cover much ground. The two trees pictured were 

visible from the trail, and still a chore to reach. 

 

Big Douglas Fir (cbh 30 feet, 5 in above) 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5385#p23548
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5385#p23548
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(Redwood with a different look above) 

Redwood question: The redwoods looked different in 

many of the drier spots along the trail. They almost 

looked like oversized junipers. Does anyone know 

the reason for this? The only thing I could think of 

was that since it was drier, the needles took on a 

different appearance. Or maybe since they didn't 

grow as tall, I wasn't used to seeing a mature 

redwoods needles from a closer distance. Any 

thoughts? 

 

 

Re: HRSP: Johnson Trail 

Camp/Douglas Fir/Redwood 

Question 

by mdvaden » Mon May 13, 2013 12:12 am  

Doug Fir and mixed species are why I think Tall 

Trees Grove trail is worth more than the 3 stars 

redwoodhikes.com gives it. Sometimes not enough 

emphasis is placed on trees besides just the biggest 

and densest coast redwood stands. 

 

About redwoods looking different ... 

 

What comes to mind is what I've seen with 

landscaping. Trees with more frequent irrigation and 

managed "feeding" or fertilizing with nutrients grow 

and look different. Foliage is sometimes bigger, 

limbs longer, and foliage maybe more dense. I don't 

particularly think it's better, and often it's worse, as 

they catch wind more and seem to break easier. 

 

So it seems likely that the redwood forest has 

similarity, that trees will grow and look different 

whether low in moist areas, or up higher where 

hillsides may be dryer. The amount of light can vary 

too 

M. D, Vaden 

 

 

Re: HRSP: Johnson Trail 

Camp/Douglas Fir/Redwood 

Question 

by Rand » Mon May 13, 2013 7:08 am  

Based on Steve Sillett's Redwood page looks like 

your guess about water availability is correct: 

 

http://www.humboldt.edu/redwoods/photos/redwood.

php 
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Pines strobiformis 

by dbhguru » Tue May 14, 2013 3:04 pm  

Matt,  Here is another 

 

Species (Scientific): Pinus strobiformis 

Species (Common):Southwestern white pine 

Height (ft):111 

CBH (ft):8.3 

Maximum Spread (ft): 

Average Spread (ft): 

Site Name:Hermosa Creek 

Country:USA 

State or Province:CO 

Property Owner:USFS 

Date of Measurement:June 2010 

NTS Measurer(s):Bob Leverett 

Method of Height Measurement: sine-sine 

Tree Name: 

Habitat:ravine 

Notes: Laura Stransky of the Forest Service aided in 

the measurement 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Measuring discipline - needed across 

the board 

by dbhguru » Wed May 22, 2013 1:15 pm  

NTS, 

 

   My personal interest in measuring and the statistics 

that result extends well beyond trees. Always has. 

One area that I enjoy keeping up on is the bite force 

exerted by various animals such as crocodiles, the big 

cats, bears, hyenas, etc. Also, the debates among 

those who champion one species or another are quite 

entertaining. In fact, they get pretty silly on the 

Internet. People descend into name-calling contests. 

The tests performed to measure bite pressure range 

from very sophisticated to incomplete, if not 

amateurish. Bring anything to mind as analogies in 

the tree world?  

 

    Of particular amusement to me is the contest 

between the lion and the tiger, two charismatic 

species of felines, the large males of which are 

similar sized. In a number of bite force tests, the tiger 

has been given the edge, but the jury is still out. In 

some tests, a single individual was tested and the 

result presented as representative of the entire 

species. That is ridiculous. In addition, how does one 

get the animal to give it his/her best shot. Come on 

now felix, bite real, real hard for uncle Bobby. Good 

puddy tat.  

 

    I could cite other examples of measuring that 

reflect a whopping lack of discipline, if not 

competence. So, we in the tree world have lots of 

company. What is unfortunate is that competent 

measurers must share the stage with incompetent 

ones, and a math-dumbed-down public is challenged 

to recognize the difference. What is even more 

unfortunate is that the incompetent class includes 

plenty of professionals who as Dave Stahle says are 

often arrogantly ignorant.  

 

    This reinforces the need for us to stay ever vigilant 

in our pursuit of excellence. As a consequence, I've 

been consideringstatements that I've made to others 

in the past about our accuracy achievements. When 

I've said that we can, with the proper amount of effort 

and the right equipment, achieve accuracy results to 

under 0.5 feet, that statement can be well supported. 

But I should always explain what is actually required 

to be confident that we are achieving that level of 

accuracy. Here is an example of what I could say 

were someone to challenge me when I say that the 

claim of a 150-footer in Mohawk is valid. Let's say 

I've just measured a tree with my LTI TruPulse 360 

and proclaimed it to be 151.1 feet and someone 

challenges the number. Here is what I could say, as 

illustrated in the following table. First, the table. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5393#p23579
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5417#p23728
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    I have tested the TruPulse many times over the 

years. It consistently get distance measurements to 

within +/- 0.5 feet of actual. This occurs between 

90% and 95% of the time. Tests of the tilt sensor 

consistently yield accuracies to with +/- 0.15 degrees. 

Most tests produce averages of around +/-0.12 

degrees. When extra steps are taken (tripod, move to 

point of display changeover, repeated measurements 

with averaging, etc.), .the average distance error can 

be brought down to around +/- 0.25 feet or less and 

for the angle error, down to +/- 0.1 degree. So how 

does this play out with the measurement of the 

alleged 151.1-foot white pine? Well, the above table 

shows what can be expected. If I want to be 

absolutely safe, I can assert that the tree is 151.1 feet 

+/- 0.678 feet. If I have taken the time, I can be 

reasonably confident that the height is 151.1 ft +/- 

0.434 ft. However, these are worst case scenarios. If 

each scenario is equally likely, I can confidently 

make statements like the probability is 50% that a 

worst case scenario has not taken place. One can flip 

between averages and extremes and also measures of 

average deviation, e.g. standard deviation. 

 

   Formal statistics can quickly become confusing and 

statements are often convoluted. However, we can 

interpret and in the case of the hypothetical tree in the 

example, I would be inclined to say something like 

the odds greatly favor an error between 0.25 and 0.5 

feet. This will likely satisfy most people and give 

them a sense of the accuracy levels we commonly 

achieve with instruments that have the distance and 

angle accuracies of instruments like the TruPulse 

employed with sine-based measurement methods.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 
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A Plague of Deforestation Sweeps 

Across Southeast Asia 

by Joe » Wed May 22, 2013 4:51 pm  

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/a_plague_o ... asia/2652/ 

 

Illegal logging and unchecked economic 

development are taking a devastating toll on the 

forests of Vietnam and neighboring countries, 

threatening areas of biodiversity so rich that 1,700 

species have been discovered in the last 15 years 

alone. 

by daniel drollette 

 

Sweet Gum 

by Jenny » Thu May 23, 2013 7:47 am  

A Sweet Gum leaf on a young tree next to the Upper 

Lobe of The Lake in Central Park. 

 

Jenny 

 

 

 

50 Meter Club 

by dbhguru » Wed May 22, 2013 2:39 pm  

NTS, 

 

     Please take a deep breath. Here comes an idea for 

yet another list. Ooh, did I hear groans. Well, I think 

there is some logic behind what I'm about to propose. 

As we have grown and covered more and more 

territory and species, our understanding of the 

exceptional versus the not so exceptional is changing. 

I'm thinking about Europe as much as the eastern 

U.S. We have some extraordinary finds in Europe 

thanks to Kouta, Jeroen, Michael, and Karl. Also, 

new sites in Pennsylvania in the last few years has 

changed our idea of what grows best and where for a 

number of northeastern species. The northern red oak 

is an example. Thanks to George, the bar has been 

raised.  

 

     Now with Mark Markworth has taken on an active 

role in recording outstanding trees, we have the 

promise of maintaining a single, easily accessible list 

of the most outstanding trees that NTS members have 

confirmed. So, I timidly propose a 50-meter club for 

the eastern USA, the Rocky Mountain zone, and 

Europe. I selected meters instead of feet to honor our 

European members. In terms of that height and its 

foot equivalent of 164 feet, it seems to me that 50 

meters is where stuff really gets sorted out in terms of 

truly tall trees. If the bar seems a little too high, it 

gives us all a number to shoot for and keeps the job 

of finding all of them manageable - except within the 

Smokies, where the numbers go off the chart.  

 

    We could organize the list by site - after some 

discussion and decision on the definition of a site. 

For instance, would a site be equal to a property? 

That could lead to huge areas with many separated 

pockets of tall trees lumped together. I would propose 

two criteria: (1) sufficient geographical separation 

between individual sites, and (2) separating the 

species. We could include standing and fallen trees 

since we are looking for the distribution and density 

of such trees within the current time period. I'm 

thinking of the white pine in Anders Run, PA that 

croaked, but had been accurately measured to 167 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5420#p23735
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5420#p23735
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/a_plague_of_deforestation_sweeps_across_southeast_asia/2652/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=145&t=5422#p23747
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feet when it went to tree heaven. It reflects what that 

region of PA can produce. 

 

    If 50 meters seems a bit too high, we could reduce 

it to 49. That would allow some excellent trees to be 

included. As it stands now in the Northeast, the 

pickings are very slim. Off the top of my head, we 

have: 

 

Site                                Species         Tallest 

 

Cook Forest, PA              white pine      183.0 

MTSF, MA                       white pine       171.5 (as of 

a few days ago) 

Menominee Res, WI         white pine       167.0 

Private, Claremont, NH   white pine       166.2 

 

   If the site separation criteria were say a half mile, 

several more sites/trees would qualify. 

 

   There is the possibility of a tuliptree on Long Island 

that could make it, but no member of NTS has 

confirmed it. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: 50 Meter Club 

by edfrank » Wed May 22, 2013 3:40 pm  

50 Meter (164 feet) Listings 

 

Bob, I think that defining a site as all the trees within 

½ mile radius of the tallest tree is the best way to go. 

 In addition, the number of trees (and the tallest of 

each different species) meeting the 50 meter criterion 

within that site should be listed.  In cases where two 

½ mile radii sites would overlap, the trees in the area 

of overlap would only be listed in one of the sites, 

and not split between the two sites.  Sites which had 

trees meeting the 50 meter criterion, where those 

trees have since died, should be listed, with a notation 

that the tree or trees represented have since died. 

 

Given this suggestion, there likely might be multiple 

sites within MTSF.  Cook Forest would have three: 

 Forest Cathedral Old Growth, Cook Trail Old 

Growth, Seneca Trail Old Growth (it included the 

Jani Pine at 170+ , which since has lost its top, I am 

unsure if there are others in the section that are over 

50 meters).   

 

Also in PA we have Heart’s Content, Ander’s Run 

(tall pine now dead), and in 2007 Dale Luthringer 

reported a tall pine at Delaware Water Gap just short 

of 164 feet:  White pine 9.3 163.8 41 10’22.206”N x 

74 54’12.302W”  which may have made the grade by 

now.  

 

If you increase the radii to 1 mile or say 2 kilometers, 

then the Cook Forest sites would merge into one 

single site, with the same aggregate number of trees. 

 With the sites defined by a radius, then you can be 

assured that all of the sites compared of of like size 1 

mile in diameter or less, or 4 km in diameter or less 

and are not mixing large or disjunct sites with single 

small sites. 

Here is the list from 2004: 

 http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bigtree/trees_fifty_

meters_plus.htm 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

 

Re: 50 Meter Club 

by edfrank » Thu May 23, 2013 1:01 am  

Bob, Will, 

 

Will’s comments about the EPIC nature of the sites in 

GSMNP, NC, TN, and SC are quite valid.  It really 

isn't practical and I question how meaningful, in spite 

of my joking, for us to divide the GSMNP into 165 

sites.  On the other hand to expand the size of a site 

arbitrarily for places in the NE to say 10 km radius, 

would not affect the number of sites, but most of the 

areas within would be essentially empty as far as big 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5419#p23731
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/bigtree/trees_fifty_meters_plus.htm
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trees.  For the Smokies this would drop the number of 

sites to 7 if the areas were divided up evenly. 

 

I don't want us to be caught in a trap where our 

definitions are driving the process rather than what it 

is we are trying to measure.  We have always been 

ambiguous about what constitutes a site.  For Rucker 

Indexes, basically a site is whatever the measurer 

decides it to be based upon characteristic and 

boundaries unique to that site.   

 

For the Smokies, and for similar areas, perhaps we 

should define a site in terms of drainage basins.  In 

areas where that is not such a critical feature, then we 

could default to the 2 km radii definition.  This way 

you would be comparing different sized sites, but the 

definition of a particular site would be meaningful for 

that forest setting.   

 

I would again think we should list or estimate the 

number of trees taller than 50 meters within each site, 

regardless of its size, and list the tallest example(s) of 

each species that makes the grade.  Since we would 

be dealing with different sized sites, then the size of 

the site should also be noted.   

If we are looking for tall tree sites, then I think how 

sites are defined or the sites boundaries are selected 

should be based upon site characteristics rather than 

an arbitrary number and arbitrary boundaries.  If we 

were trying to do statistics of some sort then equal 

sizes might be more relevant, but if we want equal 

size plots for some reason, then for a group analysis 

the tree numbers within a larger plot, could be 

subdivided equally into however many smaller sized 

plots the larger plot would include. 

 

So I am changing my position here in favor of 

unequal sized plots at this juncture.  Discuss. 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

 

 

 

Re: 50 Meter Club 

by bbeduhn » Thu May 23, 2013 8:55 am  

I second both keeping it metric and letting geography 

decide for the most part on sites.  The Smokies will 

have to be substantially subdivided.  Even with 

drainages, there'll be dozens upon dozens in some 

Smokies plots.   

 

 

Re: 50 Meter Club 

by Jeroen Philippona » Thu May 23, 2013 5:20 

pm  

Thanks Bob, for honouring us European ENTS by 

proposing a 50 m+ list.  

Indeed for us it is strange that the Americans keep to 

the old system, even more than the in many ways 

very traditional English people. In many European 

countries the metric system was already introduced 

by Napoleon two centuries ago.  

 

Alas in Europe there are very few native species 

capable of reaching this limit! After a few years of 

rather intensive searching for tall trees in NW and 

middle Europe with our "Monumental Trees" groupe 

of over 15 persons who measure heights with lasers 

(± 10 have been quite to very active) we have 

measured trees of 14 species of 50 m and over, but 

only 3 native species and of these only 2 in their 

native range. These 3 are all conifers.  

When the limit is lowered to 45 m (147.6 ft) there are 

22 species, among wich 9 native (5 conifers and 4 

broadleaves).  

There are some tall native species in the Caucasian 

wich we did not measure till now in that native, 

natural forests, like Abies nordmanniana and Picea 

oriëntalis.  

 

So for Europe only some mountainous forests with 

Picea abies and Abies alba will show native trees 

with heights above 50 m.  

 

Jeroen 
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Re: 50 Meter Club 

by dbhguru » Thu May 23, 2013 9:24 pm  

Jeroen,     You are very welcome. As for 50 meters, 

we could introduce different height thresholds based 

on geography. As I think about it more, 50 meters is 

too high for the Northeast. I could see 45 meters at 

say 40 degrees latitude and above. Just an idea. 

 

    In terms of metric, I'm fine with us starting to 

make the conversion. We can always include 

Imperial equivalents but it is probably time that we 

caught up with the rest of the world.  

 

     In terms of site definition, I think Ed is on the 

right track. More on this later. 

Maybe we need to set the bar at a value that allows 

for meaningful participation. Since the idea behind 

the list is in part to honor our great European Ents, 

the bar set to 45 meters seems more in line with what 

they need at the present. In addition, that would work 

better for other areas of the East, certainly to include 

the Northeast.  

 

Ed, Will, Mark, et. Al., What you gents? 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: 50 Meter Club 

by KoutaR » Sat May 25, 2013 4:54 am  

Bob et al., I would favor the original 50m limit. If it 

was to honor the metric world, the limit should be a 

round number, not an artificial number to allow 

particular areas to be included. Another reason is that 

if the list is to be for sites, not for species, the sites 

containing over 45-meter trees are too numerous. I 

never record Norway spruces 45-50 m tall, they occur 

just everywhere in favorable sites. Still another 

reason is that our knowledge about European heights 

is still very limited. Increasing the limit would give 

the European part of the list a bit more credibility. 

 

I have a new project idea: to list all the planned NTS 

projects. ;) 

 

Kouta 

 

 

Re: 50 Meter Club 

by Steve Galehouse » Sat May 25, 2013 9:49 pm  

NTS- The only tree species to attain 50M in Ohio is 

Tuliptree, as far as I know--Rand Brown and I 

measured one to 170.01'. Trees at 45M for Ohio 

would include White Pine, Eastern Hemlock, and 

Sycamore. 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5419&start=10#p23757
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5419&start=10#p23774
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5419&start=10#p23793
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23757#p23757
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23774#p23774
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23793#p23793
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The tallest native tree of Germany 

by KoutaR » Mon May 27, 2013 7:52 am  

NTS, 

 

Germany’s tallest native tree is the big Norway 

spruce (Picea abies) in Kirnitzsch Valley, Sächsische 

Schweiz (Saxon Switzerland) National Park, I 

reported three years ago here: 

viewtopic.php?f=198&t=1254. Recently I measured 

it again and got a result half a meter higher: 59.7 m 

(196 ft). The reason for the difference is that I 

measured the tree from a different place. There is 

probably a branch in front of the top when measuring 

from my old measuring place, which may also be a 

bit too far from the tree. The tree has certainly not 

grown 0.5 meters in three years. I also measured from 

the old place and did not get a higher result than three 

years ago. There are some small branches near the 

top, but the tree is so tall that it is difficult to see what 

is exactly going on up there. 

 

The new measuring place is on the slope in front of a 

big boulder/rock face. I forgot to take a compass 

bearing but it is about southwest from the tree. (I give 

this information in case somebody who reads this 

visits the tree.) 

 

Video clip: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SavLvQ8Juq8 

 

I also measured a 55-meter (180-ft) Norway spruce 

on the other side of the creek. It is the second tallest 

tree I have found in the valley. As the creek is also 

the Czech border, that spruce is the tallest laser-

measured tree in the Czech Republic we are aware of 

(but that is rather a result from the fact that we have 

almost no laser data on Czech conifers). The Czech 

side is also a national park, called České Švýcarsko. 

                                        

 

55-meter Norway spruce. Also sycamore maple, 

Scots pine (top left) and a small silver fir (Abies alba, 

bottom left). Also the creek can be seen (bottom 

right). 

On the German side, there is one 54-m tree which I 

reported three years ago. Now I measured several 

trees about 53 m tall. All these are much younger 

than the 59.7-meter spruce. The tallest trees 

invariably grow on narrow terraces just above the 

creek. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5435#p23808
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=1254
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SavLvQ8Juq8
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23808#p23808
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11178&mode=view
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Norway spruce forest in the Kirnitzsch Valley. No 

over 50m trees in this photo. 

In the Polenz Valley of the same park, I found a 40.6-

m (133-ft) common linden (Tilia x europaea), a 

natural hybrid between small-leaved (T. cordata) and 

large-leaved linden (T. platyphyllos). It grows with 

beech (Fagus sylvatica), hornbeam (Carpinus 

betulus), ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and Norway spruce 

on the valley bottom. This is the new German height 

record for lindens. 

                                        

 

The two common linden trunks are fused below the 

1.3 m height. The tops of the both trunks are exactly 

at the same height. As the base of the left one is 

lower, it is taller: 40.6 m. Also beech foliage, top, and 

Norway spruce, background. 

Europe’s tallest linden, also a common linden, is in 

the UK and is 43.2 m (142 ft) tall. 

 

In a side valley of the Polenz Valley, I recorded 

naturalized Lawson’s cypresses (Chamaecyparis 

lawsoniana). I had not known that it naturalizes in 

Europe. The location was a steep north-facing moist 

slope near a village, where there are planted 

Lawson’s cypresses. The cypresses were plentiful as 

shrubs / small trees, but there were also a few taller 

individuals, the tallest I measured was 31.4 m (103 

ft), which is actually the tallest Lawson’s cypress our 

group has measured so far. Other tree species on the 

slope included Norway spruce and rowan (Sorbus 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11180&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11181&mode=view
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aucuparia). I did not see a single cypress on the 

opposite south-facing slope. 

                                        

 

The arrow shows the Lawson's cypress. European ash 

and sycamore maple on the valley bottom. 

                                

 

 

 

Finally, an example of the German forest protection. 

There were log piles along a forestry road outside the 

core area of the park. A sign was nailed on a tree: 

                                        

 

It justifies the existence of the felled trees by saying 

only the spruces that are infected by bark beetle are 

felled for preventing epidemic infections. Turn 

around… What do you see? 

                                        

 

Scots pine logs! 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11183&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11184&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11185&mode=view
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A few tens of meters from this point there were also 

birch, beech and larch logs. Yes, to be honest, there 

were also spruce logs. 

 

Kouta 

 

Re: The tallest native tree of 

Germany 

by KoutaR » Mon May 27, 2013 8:57 am  

Thank you, Will ! It would be great to have you as a 

hiking companion some day! 

Will Blozan wrote: Are there more areas to scout for 

tall spruce? 

 

 

If you mean this national park, I am almost sure there 

are no equally trees in the other valleys. About 50-m 

spruces are not very rare. Spruces at least 45 m tall 

occur in almost every valley. 

 

If you mean whole Germany, I doubt there is another 

59-60-m spruce anywhere. It would have been found. 

But over 55-m spuces may occur in a few locations, 

like in the Bavarian Forest. There may also be >55-m 

spruces in other locations in the Czech Republik, and 

of course in more southern countries. 

 

But still more interesting would be to search for tall 

firs. 

 

Kouta 

Catlin Wood and the Changing 

Grovescape 

by michael gatonska » Mon May 27, 2013 5:40 

pm  

I recently drove up to Catlin Wood for the first time 

since last summer to record the song of hemlocks. 

Winds were forecast by the National Weather Bureau 

to be at 10-15 mph, which are pretty good conditions 

for recording. 

 

However, at upon arrival at 5:45 or so, there was no 

wind whatsoever. Only until around 11 or 11:30 did 

the wind become active. Unfortunately, by that time, 

so were hikers, horseback riders, joggers, 

motorcycles and airplanes.  

 

What I did immediately notice upon entering the 

grove were the number of newly fallen hemlocks due 

to winter weather. I counted at least 17, and have 

photographed all of them, albeit there may be more. 

The site is also rapidly changing to gray - due to the 

unforgiving wooly adelgid.  

 

I will post some photos below. I did manage to record 

two pretty descent bird vocalization soundscapes, 

also included at the very bottom of the post. 

 

Path leading into Catlin Wood 

                                

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5435#p23810
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5435#p23810
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=161&t=5439&p=23823#p23823
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=161&t=5439&p=23823#p23823
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11186&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23810#p23810
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23823#p23823
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11209&mode=view
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First glimpse of damage... 

 

Fallen hemlock #1 

                                

 

                                        

 

Fallen hemlock #2 

 

Fallen hemlock #3 

                                

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11210&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11206&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11207&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11208&mode=view
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Fallen hemlock #4 

 (I could include the rest of the photos of fallen 

hemlocks). 

 

Recording site in Catlin Wood 

Bird Vocalizations at 6:15 a.m. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePQeuKEZD54&l

ist=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&index=1 

 

Wood Thrush 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ED6TOvTzFY&

list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&index=2 

Michael Gatonska 

 

Bryant matches Hearts Content 

by dbhguru » Fri May 24, 2013 8:09 am  

NTS, 

 

     Yesterday, Ray Asselin and I went to Bryant 

Homestead at Cummington, MA. Ray had not been 

there before and wanted to see what all the fuss was 

about. So after a pancake breakfast at nearby he Look 

restaurant, off we went.  

 

      Ray is a very good photographer and I look 

forward to seeing Bryant through the lens of his 

camera, but beyond showing Ray the forest and 

taking a few shots myself, I had a specific mission. I 

was after #19and opened up the canopy in a few 

spots, which provided me with added visibility. As a 

result, I was I was successful in teasing out a few 

more feet on three hard to see pines. And yesterday, 

we bagged another. Here is a look at the list of 150s 

as of the end of yesterday. The heights of the Robert 

Frost and Emily Dickinson trees are updates. The 

height of the Bryant Pine is courtesy of John 

Eichholz and Dale Luthringer last October.  

                                        

 

      The count is now 19 and that ties the old growth 

Pennsylvania icon Hearts Content. Many researchers 

have visited the PA site and stats from there have 

helped shaped our understanding of old growth white 

pine stands. But Hearts Content is in the twilight of 

its pine life. It is succeeding to other species. Bryant 

is much earlier in the transition zone and offers us an 

opportunity to follow the successional path starting at 

an earlier stage. 

 

      Here are a few images from yesterday. Some of 

you may recognize individual trees that I've 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePQeuKEZD54&list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePQeuKEZD54&list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ED6TOvTzFY&list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&index=2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ED6TOvTzFY&list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&index=2
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5426#p23760
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11212&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11216&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23760#p23760
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11147&mode=view
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photographed before. The first 3 images emphasize 

the unusual one sees in Bryant. 

 

Red maple 

 

Yellow birch epicormic sprouting 

 

                                                        

 

Here are  three more conventional shots 

 

                                                        

 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11149&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11141&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11142&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11148&mode=view
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   And lastly, a shot that typifies what one sees and 

carries away from a trip along Bryant's Pine Loop, 

namely the abundance of big, soaring trunks. Large 

pines are more concentrated in Bryant than in other 

iconic pine stands such as those in Mohawk Trail 

State Forest. Bryant's closest competitor is Ice Glen. I 

plan to take the Rucker Girth Index seriously after the 

the end of this growing season. For the Bryant pines, 

I would guess that it is around 11.6 feet. We'll see. It 

is slightly more than that in Mohawk, but the big 

stems in Mohawk are more dispersed. In Bryant, you 

encounter one after another. It is a WOW experience. 

                                        

 

   I will close with comments characteristic of my 

viewpoint about what one sees traveling across 

Massachusetts. Most of our woodlands, quite frankly, 

are boring. Our forests are perpetually over-cut. The 

result is that one sees spindly little stems often pack 

together. High grading is the rule on so-called 

managed lands. We can see larger, more inspiring 

trees, but they exist primarily along property 

boundaries, waterways, in city parks, yards, and in a 

few of our state forests. But the woodlands most 

residents experience are overwhelmingly second-rate. 

People are accustomed to them as the norm. Sites like 

Bryant remind us of what forests can become. We 

can be thankful to the Trustees of Reservations for 

recognizing and protecting Bryant Woods for us to 

enjoy. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: Bryant matches Hearts Content 

by dbhguru » Mon May 27, 2013 5:00 pm  

Doug, Yes, I often do take basal area measurements 

for Bryant and other white pine sites. As I recall, 

Bryant averages between 220 and 300 square feet per 

acre over most of the stand. The most densely packed 

spots exceed 300 ft^2. How does this compare with 

other stands? I've gotten numbers in the 250-ft^2/acre 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5426#p23820
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11145&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11150&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11146&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23820#p23820
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for many sites of varying age. In the young stands, 

there are lots of stems per unit area. As they thin out, 

the individual trees get larger, of course, but the basal 

area measure often stays about the same.  

 

     I've been thinking of new kinds of measures to 

capture the essence of the stands of large pines. What 

if we compute two sets of statistics? The first set 

would include: (1) a count per unit area of trunks 

exceeding a diameter threshold at breast height, and 

(2) the total basal area art breast height. The second 

set would be a count of stems exceeding a diameter 

threshold value at a threshold height, well up the 

trunk. For the second set, what do you think about: 

(1) a count of stems of a at least one foot diameter at 

a trunk height of say 90 feet, and (2) the basal area at 

that height? The choice of 90 feet represents 

approximately 50% of the height of our super tall 

pines, i.e. 180-foot tall pines.  

 

     What is the motivation behind these metrics? 

Well, what one immediately notices in places like 

Bryant is the density of big trunks. When one looks 

aloft, those trunks soar well above the interspersed 

hardwoods. There is big wood aloft. Here are two 

images that hopefully convey the distinctive native of 

these imprvisual impression of big wood aloft, which 

separates the "nice forests" from the eye-popping 

ones. The West Coast forests have this attribute in 

spades, but so do our best eastern forests, albeit on a 

lesser scale. I expect that those outstanding Norway 

spruce growing on the super sites that Kouta, Jeroen, 

Karlheinz, and Michael Spraggon visit would score 

very high on both the proposed statistics. 

    The essence of these super forests isn't merely a 

high basal area, but a high basal area at both the 

standard 4.5 feet and at a greater trunk height. A 

densely packed forest of small trees is not impressive, 

nor does a forest in which there are only one or two 

very large trees that are surrounded by saplings and 

pole-sized trunks. One remembers the big trees, but 

 the woodland, as a whole, falls flat. 

                                        

 

 

By contrast, if the eye is met with the image of a lot 

of large trunks that soar upward, the visual impact is 

far greater. We need stand-level statistics to capture 

this impact, but traditional basal area alone doesn't 

hack it. So, Doug, what do you think of the proposed 

metrics: (1) stem count for a threshold diameter at a 

height thresholds, and (2) total basal area at the 

height threshold? Ed? Will? Others? 

 

Robert Leverett 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11200&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11201&mode=view
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Re: Bryant matches Hearts Content 

by DougBidlack » Tue May 28, 2013 7:06 am  

Bob, I like it!  I would add one other metric though. 

 How about the girth at which 50% of the basal area 

is above and 50% is below.  This girth will increase 

as the size of the trees increase. 

 

Doug 

 

Re: Bryant matches Hearts Content 

by Joe » Tue May 28, 2013 7:43 am  

A stand can have high basal area and very  low actual 

physical volume, mostly because basal area in no 

way accounts for height. To get the full sense of the 

physical volume, it's not difficult to measure actual 

total physical volume. Tables and formulas exist for 

this purpose. That one variable by itself will tell the 

full story- well, in some sense the full story of the 

totality of the stand. The result could be in cubic feet 

or cubic meters or any favorite measure. The beauty 

of measuring total physical volume of the trees is that 

it's simple to do and tells what you (well, some 

people) want to know- the total mass of the forest. 

Though this metric will not say much about the very 

biggest trees- it will say a lot about the site for 

growing trees. Now, if that site is being managed- 

truly managed with intelligent silviculture, not high 

graded--- you might have most of the trees about the 

same size, so you may not have super sized trees but 

you'll still have a "super forest". The standard 

forester's "site index" is actually a superior way to 

measure the potential of the forest even when it's 

young- because the potential is best expressed in the 

rate of height growth which doesn't change much 

whether the stand is dense or not dense- but I think 

that's not what NTS people are most interested in, it's 

the "super trees" along with but to a lesser degree 

TOTAL PHYSICAL VOLUME per acre. 

 

Of course, most foresters in America don't measure 

physical volume, they measure board foot volume but 

you could have a high physical volume and low 

board foot volume if the trees are defective in the 

merchantability sense. But that concern is probably 

of little interest to NTS folks. 

 

To go further with the total physical volume metric, 

you could then break that down such that you'd 

indicate what percentage is in trees with a DBH  or 

height greater than a certain size. Like, 

hypothetically, you might say, a stand of mostly 

white has a total physical volume of 300,000 cubic 

feet per acre and 20% of that is in trees over 130' tall, 

or whatever. Keeping the metric simple will make it 

easier to compare forests. 

 

This is all off the cuff- I don't even understand how 

you calculate Rucker index. I'm just saying, if 

somebody wanted to impress me with info on a great 

forest, I'd want to know the total volume and 

something about the exceptionally tall and/or fat 

trees. 

 

I suppose it all depens on what people really want to 

know- what's important to them. If you want to know 

"the capability of the forest to grow wood"- mere site 

index could do that, but if you simply want to know 

of an existing exceptional forest, total volume does 

that. Other variables are important too, depnding on 

interest, such as diversity of species- tree and 

otherwise. 

 

I sense that NTS is mostly interested in kind of a 

movie star version of forests- the most incredible, 

gorgeous, mind blowing trees and that's cool, but the 

potential to grow such trees is useful and even 

knowing about forests that are just plain massive in 

their totality, even without any "movie star trees" is 

interesting and scientifically valuable too. 

 

Of course this is the perspective of a mere field 

forester- not a "super tree hunter". :-) 

Joe 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5426#p23831
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=88
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5426#p23832
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23831#p23831
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23832#p23832
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Mortality. 

by jamesrobertsmith » Mon May 27, 2013 3:14 

pm  

A fallen spruce takes out a little hardwood tree. 

 

http://youtu.be/fc0FKgGPLXg 

 

Miami University (OH) - Measuring 

Girth 

by Matt Markworth » Wed May 08, 

2013 8:58 pm  

Hi All, 

 

Founded in 1809, Miami University holds a 

longstanding reputation for its excellence in 

education and it's scenery. It's Georgian Revival 

architecture provides a great backdrop for the trees 

on campus. The surrounding Miami Natural Areas 

also contain impressive trees and boast 15 miles of 

hiking trails. Robert Frost visited many times and 

called it "the most beautiful campus that ever was." 

 

I'm going to do a Rucker Girth Index of at least 20 

species, including the campus and the surrounding 

Natural Areas. Here are a few trees I measured to get 

it started. Let me know your thoughts on whether the 

CBH of the Osage Orange should be included in the 

Rucker Girth Index. I've included photos showing the 

different sides of the trunk walking clockwise around 

the tree. The tree has been reported with an age of 

210 years.  

                                        

 

                                                

Bur Oak 

White Oak 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=128&t=5438#p23817
http://youtu.be/fc0FKgGPLXg
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23473
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23473
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23817#p23817
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23473#p23473
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11002&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11003&mode=view
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American Sycamore 

American Sycamore 

Osage Orange 

                                

 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11004&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11005&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11006&mode=view
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Osage Orange 

 

Osage Orange 

                                

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11007&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11008&mode=view
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Osage Orange 

 

Osage Orange     

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11009&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11010&mode=view
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Re: Miami University (OH) - 

Measuring Girth 

by dbhguru » Wed May 08, 2013 9:15 pm  

Matt, 

 

 That Osage orange defies description. I've never seen 

one to match it. I have a new appreciation for the 

species. According to descriptions I've read, the wood 

burns hotter than any other American species. Native 

Americans used it to make bows. And none of use 

want to get hit in the head of its falling fruit. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: Miami University (OH) - 

Measuring Girth 

by Matt Markworth » Sun May 12, 2013 

12:24 am  

Hi all, Here are a few more Species, along with a 

Rucker 5 Girth Index . . .  

                                        

 

                                                        

 

                                        

 

White Ash 

 

White Ash 

                                

 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23474
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23474
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23530
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23530
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23474#p23474
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23530#p23530
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11021&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11022&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11023&mode=view
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Bald Cypress 

                                

 

                                        

 

Bald Cypress 

 

American Beech 

- Matt 

 

Re: Miami University (OH) - 

Measuring Girth 

by Matt Markworth » Wed May 15, 

2013 9:14 pm  

Hi All, 

 

Here are more trees at Miami, along with a Rucker 10 

Girth Index and a Rucker 15 Girth Index. It should be 

noted that I'm combining Open-grown, Forest, and 

Creek-side trees at the University, so comparisons to 

other sites aren't extremely meaningful unless these 

various habitats are present. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23606
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23606
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11024&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11025&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11026&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23606#p23606
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http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11078&mode=view
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Sweetgum 

 

Northern Red Oak 

 

Eastern Cottonwood 

 

English Oak 

                                

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11079&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11080&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11081&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11083&mode=view
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Here's the plaque for Percy MacKaye that is affixed 

to Upham Hall, located just a few paces from Bishop 

Woods, where his studio was located. He was 

Miami's poet-in-residence in the 1920's . . . 

 

- Matt 

 

Re: Miami University (OH) - 

Measuring Girth 

by Steve Galehouse » Wed May 15, 2013 10:51 

pm  

Matt- 

 

There are a few other exotic species at Miami that are 

likely Ohio records: Juglans ailantifolia, near the 

small greenhouse attached to Upham Hall, Quercus 

nigra, near the NE corner of Upham Hall as I 

remember, and Kalopanax pictus, in the formal 

gardens area. 

 

Steve 

 

 

 

Re: Miami University (OH) - 

Measuring Girth 

by Matt Markworth » Mon May 27, 2013 5:38 

pm  

Steve, I didn't have any luck finding the exotics. They 

are modifying some buildings including Gaskill Hall 

right next to the Upham Hall Greenhouse, and 

creating a new student center. With all the 

construction, I'm not sure if the Japanese Walnut is 

still standing. I'll keep a lookout for the other two. 

 

All, Here are more species to round out the Rucker 

25 Girth Index . . . 

                                        

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23607
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23607
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23822
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5371#p23822
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11082&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23607#p23607
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23822#p23822
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11211&mode=view
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Silver Maple 

 

Chinkapin Oak 

                                

 

Chinkapin Oak 

- Matt 

 

New member from Thailand 

by nana_paleobot » Sat May 18, 2013 

3:22 pm  

Hi, 

 

I am a paleobotanist, studying fossil trees. My main 

research works are petrified woods from 

Southwestern Wyoming and from Thailand. 

One of my current projects that I am trying to do are 

conserving and protecting fossil trees (petrified wood 

range from 20m-72m long) in a forest park of 

northwestern part of Thailand where the fossil trees 

were found outstanding in the living dipterocarp & 

mixed deciduous forest. 

 

Photo of the fossil trunk bane be see below: 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Museums-

Exhibitions/356208611157220?ref=hl#!/photo.php?f

bid=10151929568429152&set=a.1015192956820915

2.1073741829.598474151&type=1&theater 

 

I am new to the board. Thank you for sharing many 

interesting and helpful information from NTS and 

also thank you for approving my registration to 

Native Tree Society group. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5409&p=23664#p23664
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=893
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Museums-Exhibitions/356208611157220?ref=hl#%21/photo.php?fbid=10151929568429152&set=a.10151929568209152.1073741829.598474151&type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Museums-Exhibitions/356208611157220?ref=hl#%21/photo.php?fbid=10151929568429152&set=a.10151929568209152.1073741829.598474151&type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Museums-Exhibitions/356208611157220?ref=hl#%21/photo.php?fbid=10151929568429152&set=a.10151929568209152.1073741829.598474151&type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Museums-Exhibitions/356208611157220?ref=hl#%21/photo.php?fbid=10151929568429152&set=a.10151929568209152.1073741829.598474151&type=1&theater
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11213&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11214&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11215&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23664#p23664
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Re: New member from Thailand 

by edfrank » Sat May 18, 2013 4:11 pm  

Nareerat, 

 

Welcome to the NTS BBS.  I found some news 

articles about the fossil trees last March and posted 

about it here:  viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186  I am 

sure you have probably seen the discussion thread 

already.  I am a geologist who has worked primarily 

in karst processes.  I am fascinated by these trees but 

don't know what to say about preserving them.  What 

is causing the deterioration - weather, visitors?   The 

only thing OI could think of in previous discussions 

here would to be build a shelter around them.  There 

were a number of questions posted on the other 

thread about what species of tree, the size of the trunk 

itself, how the living height was estimated, etc.  Any 

insight you can give us would be appreciated and if 

there is anything we can do to help you we will be 

happy to listen. 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

 

Photography's Role In Conservation 

by edfrank » Tue May 28, 2013 4:13 pm  

It’s the photographs that act as ambassadors for 

conservation projects around the world. They speak 

louder than any number of words in a report sitting 

unread on a desk. That’s why conservation 

photography is so important. (James Borell) This is a 

contemporary account of the emerging genre of 

conservation photography is explored through the 

voices and imagery of some of the best 

environmental communicators working today. (17 

minutes) 

 

http://vimeo.com/18368565 

 

 

 

Witness: Defining Conservation Photography Feature 

from iLCP PLUS 2 years ago / Creative Commons 

License: by nc nd  NOT YET RATED 

 

Directed and produced by Neil Ever Osborne with 

editing and production by Chad A. Stevens and 

support from the iLCP 

A contemporary account of the emerging genre of 

conservation photography is explored through the 

voices and imagery of some of the best 

environmental communicators working today. 

Notable anthropologist Jane Goodall, National 

Geographic Editor-at-Large and iLCP Fellow 

Michael Nichols, and International League of 

Conservation Photographers (iLCP) president 

Cristina Mittermeier, among many others, share 

candid thoughts on the power of photography and its 

value as an effective conservation tool. The narrative 

is accompanied by stunning photographic 

contributions from over 40 iLCP conservation 

photographers to illustrate the convergence between 

the conservation and photography realms. Inspired by 

“Conservation Photography”, a thesis by Carlton 

Ward, Jr. 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=5409&p=23664#p23667
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5443&p=23850#p23850
http://vimeo.com/18368565
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23667#p23667
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23850#p23850
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Re: New member from Thailand 

by nana_paleobot » Sun May 19, 2013 12:39 pm  

Thank you Edward F. Frank and Joe for your 

message. 

 

For geological information, refer to the article by 

geologists (Songtham et al., 2011) 

"The study area is a granite-based sedimentary basin 

containing fluvial sediments. The fossil tree stumps 

and trunks 

occur on the eastern flank of the Ping River in a 

channel gravel within fluvial and alluvial fan deposits 

formed 

from changes in flow direction of the Ping and Wang 

rivers and their tributaries. The sediments were 

deposited 

under a tropical moist climate during which time mix 

deciduous forests flourished. The age of 

sedimentation is 

tentatively assessed as Early Pleistocene." 

 

Please visit the link below to read full article in pdf 

for more info about identification and geological 

information: 

http://journal.msu.ac.th/2012_/index.php/SCI/article/

view/294 

 

Page 6-9 of the below article mentioned about history 

of discovery and excavation of petrified trees in this 

forest park (the identification result that I cited in the 

text was only preliminary observation from 

information that available at that time, which might 

not accurate and need more investigation. The 

specimens are not based on only insitu trunk, but 

include other specimens near large fossil trunks). 

http://paleopolis.rediris.es/cg/CG2009_BOOK_03/C

G2009_BOOK_03_Chapter07.pdf 

 

 

 

 

Re: New member from Thailand 

by nana_paleobot » Sun May 19, 2013 12:40 pm  

The cause of deterioration is mainly from the 

weather, especially the heavy rain in rainy season, 

which cause flooding from both rain and from 

underground water. The weather is also very hot in 

summer, up to  46.5 C (or 115.7 F). The fossil trees 

are humid in inner part, but the suface and inner area 

near suface of petrified trunks are very dry and the 

cracks occur everywhere in both horizontal and 

vertical direction. The rate of eroding/deterioration is 

higher in the last few years after they have been 

exposed for 10 years without the proper way of 

conservation. The condition of the trunk in this year 

is really very bad and risk for breaking apart and 

collapsed. My colleagues and I just back from field 

work there the day before yesterday.  

We tried to find something to support the buttress 

temporary  during waiting for the budget to build the 

shelter.  

 

Although the first trunk (72m long) has the shelter, it 

is facing flooding problem at the base of the trunk. 

The upper part is also still cracking and eroding 

because we can't control the temperature and 

humidity in open environment. It is still very hot 

even in the shelter. The rest of them (other 6 trunks) 

don't have any shelter because the forest park do not 

have enough budget to do anything with them yet.  

 

The 3 main problems are: not enough budget to build 

the shelters, we don't have any conservator in 

Thailand who has experiences with petrified wood 

(and no budget to invite oversea expert to come to the 

site yet either), and most chemicals that using in 

conservation fossils are not sell in my country. We 

need to order them from oversea, but before that we 

need to analyse the mineral composition of fossil, the 

burial process and the geological and geochemical 

events, etc. Currently we are trying to collaborate 

with  geologists, palaeontologists, engineers and 

conservators from both US and Europe who might 

have experiences about this to find the solution for 

this and make a proper preservation plan. We wrote a 

proposal asking for budget from local government 

and origanizations in our country, but it might need 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&p=23784#p23784
http://journal.msu.ac.th/2012_/index.php/SCI/article/view/294
http://journal.msu.ac.th/2012_/index.php/SCI/article/view/294
http://paleopolis.rediris.es/cg/CG2009_BOOK_03/CG2009_BOOK_03_Chapter07.pdf
http://paleopolis.rediris.es/cg/CG2009_BOOK_03/CG2009_BOOK_03_Chapter07.pdf
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&p=23784#p23785
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23784#p23784
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23785#p23785
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1-2 years to approve according to the government 

system and budget year. I am afraid that these fossil 

trunks couldn't wait that long from it current 

condition we visited. I am trying to find other way 

that could help us to get some funding earlier. If 

anyone know the sources of international fundings or 

could suggest us contact person including from 

National Geographic, etc. would you please let me 

know?    

 

In July, a paleontologist from Hungary will come to 

the site to help us and collect some sample and 

sediment for analysis. If anybody is available to come 

and want to join  us either in July or in the future 

after that, please don't hesitate to let me know. 

Everyone is welcome. What the head of petrified 

forest park can offer to volunteer is providing 

accomodation, food, and domestic transportation 

during your staying here. 

 

Thank you for your concern and offering help. Please 

feel free to let me know if you have any suggestion or 

idea. 

 

Aom 

 

Re: Protecting petrified trees, 

Thailand 

by nana_paleobot » Fri May 24, 2013 12:16 pm  

Thank you Ed Frank for help sharing.  

 

The budget for building temporary shelter cover the 

whole trunk is approximately  $US1,600 per one site 

(made of wood and leaves as you may  see from the 

shelter I posted on FB that cover the buttress part). 

The price for temporary shelters of 6 sites would be 

about  $US 9,600 -  $US10,000 which can be used 

for 2 years, depending on the weather). The price for 

permanent shelter is about $US 46,700 (estimate the 

cost in square meter from the materials and price of 

site no. 1 that the company charged the forest park). I 

think building the temporary shelter is the easiest and 

fastest option that seems possible during waiting for 

the budget for permanent building from government 

organization. Although we still can't control 

temperature and humidity much under the temporary 

shelters, it is still better than let the fossil exposed to 

the heavy rain and strong sunlight directly. 

 

I've checked about Kickstarter, but I'm afraid that our 

case may not eligible (?) for Kickstarter because it 

was mentioned on the website that it is for Creative 

projects only "Kickstarter cannot be used to fund 

charity projects or causes". When I checked on their 

guideline it shows "Every project on Kickstarter must 

fit into one of our categories: Art, Comics, Dance, 

Design, Fashion, Film, Food, Games, Music, 

Photography, Publishing, Technology, and Theater.  

What is not allowed? Kickstarter cannot be used to 

raise money for causes, whether it's the Red Cross or 

a scholarship."  Many thanks for suggestion more 

choice for funding 

 

Many thanks for suggestion on more sources of 

funding. I will check the info from the links you send 

to me. Additionally, my friend suggest an idea about 

if we create a blog/ website for protecting these fossil 

trees so people can read/check more information 

directly on the wesite and it can be more accessible to 

public. Not sure if this will work, but will try. Thanks 

again. 

 

 

Re: New member from Thailand 

by edfrank » Fri May 24, 2013 1:38 pm  

Nareerat, 

 

I have been looking through the various crowd 

funding options and the one that would seem to be 

most appropriate is RocketHub 

 http://www.rockethub.com/  It supports basically any 

kind of a project anywhere in the world.  I have not 

tried any of these fund raisers myself, but would be 

happy to help you get the project started or help 

promote it once created.  This is the the only idea I 

really can think of at this time.  I would set the goal 

initially at $2000 dollars and try to keep raising funds 

beyond that to achieve your costs for the temporary 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&p=23784#p23787
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&p=23784#p23787
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&p=23784#p23788
http://www.rockethub.com/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23787#p23787
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23788#p23788
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shelters at least.  Yes a website should be created  for 

the project, and a Facebook Page specifically for the 

fundraising project.     

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

 

Re: Ancient Giant Trees Found 

Petrified in Thailand 

by edfrank » Tue May 28, 2013 11:26 am  

 

Bantak Petrified Forest Park 

 

Non-profit public works on a project for protecting 

and conserving petrified trees in the Petrified Forest 

Park, Bantak District, Tak Province, northwestern 

Thailand.  The website for this project is in progress. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bantak-P ... 

6725354233 

 

Please visit the page and "Like" to receive news and 

updates. Please feel free to share and post any ideas 

for conservation, fundraising, etc. on that page 

 Thank you. 

 

ขณะน้ีหนา้เฟซบุค๊ใหม่ของวนอุทยานไมก้ลายเป็นหิน (Bantak Petrified 

Forest Park) ไดจ้ดัตั้งเป็นท่ีเรียบร้อยแลว้ ผูท่ี้สนใจติดตามสามารถไปคล๊ิก 

"ชอบ" 

หรือโพสตค์วามเห็นและขอ้เสนอแนะในการอนุรักษแ์ละการหาทุนเพื่อด าเนิน 

งานอนุรักษไ์ดท่ี้หนา้เวบ็ดงักล่าว ขอบคุณค่ะ 

 

Re: Ancient Giant Trees Found 

Petrified in Thailand 

by edfrank » Tue May 28, 2013 3:47 pm  

Joe Zorzin wrote: Ed, quick question- if the stuff that 

the petrified trees are imbeded in is alluvial soil and 

not consolidated into rock- can the wood actually be 

considered petrified? If it is petrified, and thus stone, 

why does it crumble so easy? 

Joe, That is not really such an easy question in a 

broad sense.   The difference between a fossil and a 

sub-fossil depends on whether there is organic 

material present or not.  No organic material and it is 

a fossil, some organic material and it is a subfossil. 

 For example some of the wood buried in peat bogs 

still is essentially wood, so it would be a subfossil.  In 

practice it isn't so straight forward.  They are finding 

organic traces enough to do DNA sequencing from 

the interior of dinosaur bones that have been 

fossilized.  So does this make them a subfossil 

instead of a fossil?  Perhaps if you want to go by a 

strict definition.  In reality the change from dead to 

subfossil to fossil is a gradational one particularly 

when you are talking about mineralization and 

replacement of the original material.   By a strict 

definition most fossils that anything but a mold or 

cast of the original organism would be a subfossil 

because of the presence of some original material 

incorporated into the fossilized organism. 

 

The geologic report for the Bantak site reads: 

These gravel, petrified woods, and sand deposits are 

regarded as a channel deposit from the ancient Ping 

and Wang rivers, not alluvial fans. The sand and 

wood are silicified forming a sandstone bed and 

silicified tree trunks; the gravel are also partially 

silicified into conglomerate, especially along the 

sand/gravel boundary. 

 

 

So there is replacement of at least some of the wood 

by silica.  So it would be a subfossil.  But in practical 

terms if it has been dead and buried for a long time, it 

is called a fossil.  Because it is a fossil or subfossil 

does not mean it is a solid substance.  In this example 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&start=20#p23842
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&start=20#p23842
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bantak-Petrified-Forest-Park/513616725354233
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bantak-Petrified-Forest-Park/513616725354233
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&start=20#p23849
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186&start=20#p23849
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23849#p23849
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23842#p23842
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11222&mode=view
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there is drying out of surface material differentially 

with respect to the wet interior. The dry surface 

material shrinks and the wet interior doesn't so it 

crumbles.  This is the same process as freeze thaw 

cycles that create exfoliation, like the prominent 

exfoliation domes in New England Mountains, only 

with water being the main driver instead of 

temperature. I understand the material is porous and 

more granular, so it cracks and crumbles with 

variations in humidity and temperature.  They were 

intact when buried because it was damp all of the 

time and not exposed to the heat and drying of the 

sun.  River flooding is also a problem at some of 

these sites  

 

To preserve them permanently will require housing in 

a building where they can dry out slowly and evenly 

and not be subject to seasonal flooding. 

 

Edward Forrest Frank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenacious Tree 

by jamesrobertsmith » Mon May 27, 2013 12:19 

pm  

I was hiking in the Mount Rogers National 

Recreation Area yesterday. One of my favorite hiking 

destinations. I bushwhacked a little off trail to get 

some wildflower photos and saw this individual. Talk 

about tenacious! 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=128&t=5436#p23813
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23813#p23813
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Re: Tenacious Tree 

by Don » Tue May 28, 2013 5:43 pm  

James Robert- 

I have thought long and hard how I wanted to 

describe those species that find a way to overcome 

adversity and obstacles, in my case much of the high 

elevation 5 needle pines. 

I believe you've shown me the way!  Here's to 

tenacity~ 

                                        

 

Tenacity 

Don Bertolette 

 

 

 

Re: Tenacious Tree 

by Don » Wed May 29, 2013 3:09 am  

Joe- 

I had a free day while in Humboldt County two 

March's ago.  I took a road trip up the Humboldt 

coastline visiting old haunts, favorite places. 

 Patrick's Point State Park was one of those, and the 

Newton Drury Scenic Route at north end of the Park 

was once the main Highway 101 route, so I decided 

to explore a bit. 

I found the nursed tree (if I may call it that) you've 

asked about on the Big Tree Wayside Trail.  I've 

included in the past, various other images I captured 

on that trail, but I guess not the nursed tree image. 

 While I haven't done DNA testing on it (g), it's my 

guess that this redwood nursed tree got its start on the 

fallen redwood (which was subsequently sawn 

through for the Big Tree Trail. Whether it was 

epicormic branching, an actual seed, or even from a 

burl (all three viable redwood reproductive options)? 

 My guess is actual seed, judging by the fairly normal 

root system. Normal?  Normal like a Salvador Dali 

clock! 

-Don 

PS:A quick snippet from their website: 

"Use Newton B. Drury Scenic Parkway to reach Big 

Tree in Prairie Creek Redwoods State Park. The 100-

yard trail to Big Tree is paved. Big Tree is a coast 

redwood tree measuring 304 feet tall and 21 feet in 

diameter" 

PPS:A quick couple of images I snapped that I don't 

think I've yet posted here... 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=128&t=5436#p23852
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=128&t=5436#p23858
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23852#p23852
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11224&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23858#p23858
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I liked this and the one that follows for the quality of 

light...in an old, old opening in the redwood forest, 

filling with vine maples and ? 

 

Don Bertolette 

 

The Manahatta Project 

by samson'sseed » Tue May 28, 2013 8:20 am  

Anybody ever hear of this study? 

 

Eric Sanderson theoretically reconstructed the natural 

environments of Manhattan Island the way it was in 

1609 from an old Revolutionary War military map. 

 

http://www.esf.edu/efb/gibbs/efb413/Nor ... 

wn2007.pdf 

 

Sanderson estimates there were 55 natural 

communities on the island.  Most of Manhattan was 

covered with an open woodland of giant hardwood 

trees.  A chestnut-oak assemblage grew on the higher 

drier hills; an oak-tulip woodlands grew on the more 

mesic sites.  Maple-hemlock-beech grew adjacent to 

rivers and creeks.  Pitch pine-scrub oak grew on the 

sandy soils.   

 

Times Square was a beaver pond surrounded by red 

maples.  The New York City municipal building now 

rests over a kettlehole pond created by retreating 

glaciers.  Harlem was a grassy plain and salt marsh. 

 Greenwich Village and Wall Street were productive 

Indian hunting grounds. 

 

 

New Measures - Bidlack Girth, and 

Explanation to Joe 

by dbhguru » Tue May 28, 2013 9:07 am  

Doug, 

 

     How do you see making the calculation of girth at 

the height that 50% of the basal area is above and 

50% below? Taking the basal area at 4.5 feet as 

100%, would we work upward to find the height at 

which the basal area is down to 50% of that number 

and then calculate the average cross-sectional area at 

the height (we would know the total cross-sectional 

area and the number of trees involved)? From that I 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5440#p23836
http://www.esf.edu/efb/gibbs/efb413/NortheasternNaturalist_SandersonBrown2007.pdf
http://www.esf.edu/efb/gibbs/efb413/NortheasternNaturalist_SandersonBrown2007.pdf
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23839
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23839
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11226&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11227&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23836#p23836
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23839#p23839
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presume, we would just compute the theoretical girth 

associated with that average cross-sectional area. Am 

I in the ball park? However it is done, I propose that 

we call it the Bidlack Girth. 

 

Joe, 

 

     All these features and potential metrics you point 

to are on the table, at least for thinking about. Most of 

us don't limits ourselves to just individual trees, 

although they and how to measure them, will always 

be a primary focus. Actually, I enjoy seeing a well-

managed forest and find some of those in Europe that 

have the large beech trees quite appealing. There is 

room for appreciating both. The management 

paradigm I see today in the U.S. leads to the 

reduction of just about every woodland to a pretty 

young state. Consequently, one seldom sees the 

realization of full forest potential. I was once hopeful 

that our state and federal forests would be the places 

where forests would be managed for rotations of 

around 150 years, always keeping trees in that age 

range through practicing selective harvest. Diameter 

distributions could be specified to allow for plenty of 

young trees, but also trees in the larger diameter 

classes relative to the species. Instead, what I see is 

the periodic reduction of everything to an artificially 

young state. I have seen some exceptions and always 

want to be supportive of those operations. I think 

you've long advocated that kind of forestry. 

 

     Actually Joe, I'm unsure of how valuable the 

standard volume tables are for old growth forests 

with very large trees. I think the standard tables were 

developed on carefully managed stands with 

uniformly sized trees, maybe with multiple size 

classes, but uniform within class. A lot of our 

measuring has been to determine volumes of large 

white pines, loblolly pines, eastern hemlocks, 

tuliptrees, and a few others including the Middleton 

Oak that have proportions rather different from those 

of younger, stand-grown trees. Consider the Sag 

Branch Tuliptree, the Usis Hemlock, the Riddle Pine, 

the Grandfather Pine (Monroe SF), etc. Those trees 

were modeled through climbing and extensive 

measuring aloft. They were all very unpredictable. 

 

     Joe, the Rucker Index is pretty straightforward. 

The index for a stand is nothing more than the 

average of the heights of the tallest tree of each of the 

10 tallest species. When we are dealing with older 

forests, we can't compute a traditional site index 

because the trees are of different and unknown ages. 

The key point is that there is no simple, quick way of 

determining the index. It necessarily requires a lot of 

searching and recalculating. However, we are in 

general agreement that the result does tell us a good 

deal about the overall growing capability of a site. 

We can also think of it as giving us a snapshot of a 

forest at a point in time in terms of what has been 

achieved growth wise. If we happen to catch a forest 

in its prime, the Rucker Index tells us a good deal. If 

we do the measurements after some catastrophic 

event or at the end of the life cycle of a lot of the 

trees, we would get the snapshot, but it would be 

misleading about growth potential of a site. 

Following it over time would help to correct that.  

 

     Basically, the index was initially conceived to 

capture what the eye was seeing as well as speak to 

potential. I think it has its place, but is not a substitute 

for more conventional methods. Joe, basically, we are 

often attempting to capture in numbers what the eye 

sees as opposed to measuring potential that will 

likely never be realized. Thus we look at a stand like 

the Bryant Pines and seek to find measures that 

capture its visual impact. No single measure does 

that. Reporting on the single biggest or tallest tree 

says little about the overall impact. Nor does the use 

of a statistic such as conventional basal area which 

could be matched by a much younger, densely 

packed forest. We're still very much in search mode, 

but various stem counts per unit area seems to hold 

the greatest promise.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 
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Re: New Measures - Bidlack Girth, 

and Explanation to Joe 

by DougBidlack » Tue May 28, 2013 10:39 pm  

Bob, here is what I was thinking.  Lets say you have 

a one acre stand with white pine.  Well, you just 

measure the girths of every white pine at 4.5' and 

calculate the basal area.  Lets pick an easy number 

like 200 square feet.  So now all you do is take half 

that number, 100 square feet, and find the girth at 

which 100 square feet is contained in trees below that 

girth and 100 square feet is contained in trees above 

that girth. Forests with a lot of really fat trees will 

score very high because the majority of the basal area 

will be tied up in very large trees.  So your not 

moving vertically up one or even several trees but 

moving horizontally through the forest.  Trees that 

are really fat down low often make a big impression 

on people like me.  I very much enjoy that mass of 

wood down low and it seems to me that old growth 

forests on productive sites tend to score high in this 

area even if the trees can't get that tall. 

 

I don't know if I did a good enough job describing 

what I meant.  If it still doesn't make sense I'll try and 

give it another go tomorrow. 

 

Doug 

 

 

Re: New Measures - Bidlack Girth, 

and Explanation to Joe 

by Joe » Wed May 29, 2013 7:54 am  

Measuring every tree on an acre will take forever but 

it's certainly the best data. Foresters use "basal area 

prisms" which is a kind of cheating, yet it gives fairly 

good results- it tends to over sample the bigger trees 

and if that's the goal, it may be more time effective 

than measuring all trees. Very large trees will be 

measured out to a much larger radius. The radius at 

which trees of different size trees are measured this 

way can be found in forestry books. What I just said 

may be utterly irrelevent- it's just that I  know 

meauring all trees is probably too much work for 

most people, unless the site is so fantastic, that 

getting the best possible data is crucial- also, if the 

entire stand is very large trees, then of course there 

won't be too many trees to count. 

Joe 

 

PS: for you non foresters, forestry has a specialty 

called "forest measurements"- with textbooks on the 

subject- the use of advanced statistical tools are used 

to get pretty good measurements over large areas, 

since time is money if you're a forester- though as 

Bob suggested in this thread, the volume tables are 

not so accurate for really big trees- perhaps the 

forestry profession needs to wake up to this fact and 

improve on those tables 

 

 

Re: New Measures - Bidlack Girth, 

and Explanation to Joe 

by dbhguru » Wed May 29, 2013 8:53 am  

Doug, 

 

  I get it. In your example, we take the inventory of 

measurements and start adding up the basal areas 

from the smallest trees to the largest until we reached 

100 square feet of basal area (50% of the total of 200) 

and then we compute the girth of the particular tree 

that pushed us over 100. All remaining trees would 

be of a larger girth, since we arrayed them in order of 

girth (or diameter), and consequently, we would 

know the "Bidlack Girth". Yep, Doug, you have just 

become immortal. We have the Rucker Index and the 

Bidlack Girth. 

 

  This approach would give us a another look at how 

the total basal area is distributed among trees of large 

versus small girth within a stand. We could then 

speak in terms of the percentage of total stems that 

gave us half the aggregate basal area. I would like to 

try some field tests of the concept. The key is to have 

a quick way of measuring diameter at a distance. The 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23857
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23857
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23862
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23862
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23870
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23870
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23857#p23857
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23862#p23862
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23870#p23870
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LTI Criterion RD1000 does that directly. However, if 

you have a red beam laser like a Bosch GLR825 or 

GLM80, there is a nifty way of quickly measuring a 

diameter. Naturally, it assumes circularity, but 

otherwise works. You shoot the distances to the edge 

and middle of the trunk and use the formula below. A 

good eye can estimate where breast height is on most 

trees that aren't too far away. So from the center point 

of a plot, you could tally the trees fairly quickly and 

then project to a full acre or hectare. That is what we 

commonly do in all our sampling. 

                                        

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: New Measures - Bidlack Girth, 

and Explanation to Joe 

by DougBidlack » Wed May 29, 2013 9:31 am  

Bob, great!  I'm happy to see that my rambling was 

understandable.  Obviously a graph would be best but 

the 50% girth is better than nothing and I'm thinking 

that a second number, such as the girth at which 90% 

of basal area is of smaller girth trees and 10% of 

larger girt trees might also be useful.  I could easily 

see one forest that could have a higher BA (basal 

area) 50 than a second forest but a smaller BA90. 

 The second forest would be exceptionally top heavy 

but with more smaller trees as well. 

 

Of course Joe is absolutely right about the length of 

time it takes to measure every single tree.  It may be 

that we need to consider a lower limit since the vast 

majority of the trees will be quite small but they will 

add almost nothing to the basal area.  In a sense this 

is no different than what Will and other people that 

measure the volumes of trees already practice.  As 

Joe suggests it is also no different than what foresters 

have been doing for quite some time but I suspect 

that we'll want to be more accurate and precise than 

most foresters. 

 

Doug 

 

 

Re: New Measures - Bidlack Girth, 

and Explanation to Joe 

by Joe » Wed May 29, 2013 11:00 am  

Doug, right about forester accuracy- if you had 10 

foresters do measurements in a forest, you'd get 10 

vastly different answers- yet, somehow, this 

seemingly defective system works for us, for our 

needs, since--- if we're selling a marked stand, the 

buyers know how accurate we are- which species 

we're low on and which we're high on- assuming 

we're consistent, which is why I always say that for 

foresters it's more important to be consistent than 

accurate. When you have to mark and tally hundreds 

of trees per day- you have to do it very quickly- so I 

await the day I have a robot follow me around - I'll 

point to a tree, and he'll use the latest tools and get a 

much better measurement. I'll be sure to dress up the 

robot in jeans and red flannel shirt. And when I get 

tired, it''ll carry me out. 

Joe 

 

Birches 

by Jenny » Mon May 27, 2013 7:41 am  

Birches at Hinckley Park, South Portland, Maine. 

 

Jenny 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23871
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23871
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=88
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23874
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5442#p23874
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=145&t=5434#p23807
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23871#p23871
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23874#p23874
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23807#p23807
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Evergreen Plantation South 

Louisiana Part I 

by Larry Tucei » Mon May 27, 2013 1:29 pm  

NTS-          Evergreen Plantation is located in 

southern Louisiana near the town of Wallace at 4677 

Hwy. 18, Edgard Louisiana. The property is loaded 

with large Live Oaks and I will be documenting them 

for the owners. It will take many visits as there are 

close to 200 Live Oaks planted here. Most of the 

trees are planted in two rowed Alley’s stretching 

from the River Road North to South along two 

roadways that run through the property and are about 

½ mile in length.                                                           

                                                                                      

The first Alley had some Live Oaks planted around 

1790’s-1800 and in later years others would have 

been planted 1850’s-1900. The second Alley was 

planted in the mid 1940’s and the trees are already 

becoming quite big. The House was built in 1790 and 

several of the larger trees would have been planted 

somewhere around that time period. I would estimate 

closer to 1800 after the Home was built and the 

property cleared of Forest.                                           

                                                                                      

I and a friend Donald Phillips spent most of a day 

measuring the trees around the main House and the 

Overseer’s Cottage which was at the beginning of the 

first Alley of Oaks. We Documented 21 trees of 

which 9 were greater than 19’ in Circumference.  

                                                                                 

The main house was constructed mostly in 1790, 

renovated to its current Greek revival style in 1832, 

and the plantation's historical crop was sugar cane. It 

was an operating plantation up until about 1930, 

when the Depression brought about the abandonment 

of the house. However, it continued to produce sugar 

cane under the direction of the bank that owned it, 

and is still a working sugar cane plantation today. It 

was extensively restored during the 1940s, with 

300,000 bricks from the demolished Uncle Sam 

Plantation used in the restoration. 

                                                                                    

The complex was declared a National Historic 

Landmark in 1992. 

The plantation includes 37 contributing buildings, all 

but eight of them antebellum, making it one of the 

most complete plantation complexes in the state and 

the South. Of great significance are the 22 slave 

quarters, arranged in a double row along an alley of 

oak trees.                                                                      

Among the outbuildings are a garconnière, where 

young bachelors of the family or guests could stay; a 

pigeonnier for keeping pigeons (a sign of status 

among the planters); an overseer's cottage; and late 

19th century barns. Because of its quality and 

significance, the plantation is also included among 

the first 26 featured sites on the Louisiana African 

American Heritage Trail. The house is open for tours 

every day except Sundays; tour times are at 9:30 am, 

11:30 am, and 2:00 pm.  Parts of Quentin Tarantino's 

Django Unchained (2012) were filmed at this 

plantation.                                                                     

    

I would like to thank Jane Boddie and Steven Scott 

for their hospitality during my first visit to Evergreen 

Plantation. The first Live Oaks we measured are A-I 

near the main House and the remainders are 1-12 at 

the first Alley. I also measured a short but fat 

Southern Red Cedar that I will include.  The 

following are the measurements of the 9 larger Live 

Oaks of the 21 trees measured.  Oak B, CBH-21' 6", 

Height- 78.5' and Crown Spread- 106.5 x 124.5'. Oak 

D, CBH- 22' 6", Height-66.4' and Spread-93' x 120'. 

Oak E, CBH-22' 3", Height-44' and Spread-76.5' x 

94.5'. This trees had major limb damage from a 

Hurricane. Oak G, CBH- 19' 8", Height-66' and 

Spread-90' x 123'. Oak H, CBH-22' 7", Height- 71.9' 

and Spread-96' x 118'. Oak I, CBH- 23' 11", Height- 

69.5' and Spread-112.5' x 123'.  These are the Live 

Oaks around the main House the following are at the 

beginning of the first Alley.  Oak 4, CBH- 21' 1", 

Height- 76.5', and Spread- 106.5' x 120'. Oak 6, 

CBH- 20', Height- 66.5' and Spread- 102' x 114'. Oak 

11, CBH- 22' 7", Height-74.5' and Spread-102' x 

124.5'. The following are images of the Plantation 

and their beautiful Live Oaks.    

Larry Tucei 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23815
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23815
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23815#p23815
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Alley of Oaks 

 

Evergreen House 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11199&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11198&mode=view
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Back of House 

 

Oak B 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11197&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11195&mode=view
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Oak D 

 

Oak E 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11194&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11193&mode=view
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Oak G 

 

Oak H 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11192&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11191&mode=view
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Oak I 

 

Oak 4 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11190&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11189&mode=view
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Oak 6 

 

Oak 11 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11188&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11187&mode=view
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Re: Evergreen Plantation South 

Louisiana Part I 

by jamesrobertsmith » Mon May 27, 2013 10:04 

pm  

Have you guys ever been to Lover's Oak in 

my home town of Brunswick?

 

 

 
 

Re: Evergreen Plantation South 

Louisiana Part I 

by Larry Tucei » Tue May 28, 2013 8:55 am  

]JRS[/b]- Cool tree! I have not been over to Georgia 

but look out I'm coming over in the near future. Will 

Fell and I have been talking in the past about Live 

Oaks in Georgia and I know of several large Live 

Oaks thanks to him, research and others. Randy- The 

lean may have been caused by many things, a storm, 

bumped when it was young, planted crooked, etc. 

Also during growth the soil many have loosened and 

the tree would have grown leaning towards the sun. It 

is not uncommon for Live Oaks to grow in this 

manner. I have seen it many times.  

Larry 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23825
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23825
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23838
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23838
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Re: Evergreen Plantation South 

Louisiana Part I 

by bbeduhn » Wed May 29, 2013 12:50 pm  

Larry,  

I noticed that just two on your list have topped 80'. 

 What is your tallest recorded live oak?  I've stalled at 

79.5'.  I imagine 90' is possible but 100' certainly 

seems unlikely. 

 

 

Re: Evergreen Plantation South 

Louisiana Part I 

by Larry Tucei » Wed May 29, 2013 3:39 pm  

Brian- Those are the two tallest- Andrew Jackson in 

Daphne Ala. 81' and Antoine Sobral at Oak Alley 

Louisiana 80.7'. Live Oaks don't grow past 80' from 

what I've measured in the open grown setting 

however, in the Forest setting they can be around 

90+. It may be possible for them to reach 100' but 

only William Bartram could tell us that.  I remember 

Will posting a Live Oak from Florida in the past over 

90' in a Forest setting. I went back to the ENTS old 

postings prior to 2010 and it was 93.3'.    

Larry Tucei 

 

Enormous Red Pine? 

by Jimmy McDonald » Fri May 24, 2013 11:43 

am  

I found this while searching google maps one day. 

 I'd like to know what everyone thinks of this. 

 

https://ssl.panoramio.com/photo/77796991 

 

Re: Enormous Red Pine? 

by DougBidlack » Sat May 25, 2013 11:10 pm  

Jimmy, Will, 

 

I've been to Estivant Pines three times.  It is a very 

well known old growth white pine forest.  I don't 

recall seeing any red pines in there but I could be 

wrong.  The fallen giant referred to at the site was the 

former Michigan champion white pine.  I kinda doubt 

that the tree that this person found was a red pine but 

it would be cool if it was a correct ID. 

 

Doug 

 

Re: Enormous Red Pine? 

by DonCBragg » Wed May 29, 2013 8:09 pm  

I have been in this area before (Breakfast Lake) doing 

some of my MS work at Michigan Tech.  Do not 

recall any large red pine in the area...certainly were 

some large white pines (other than those at Estivant). 

 This tree must have been a cull--besides the rotten 

base, there is a cut stump right near where it fell. 

 Species mix looks right for the UP of Michigan and 

the bark doesn't seem inappropriate for red pine. 

 Given the proximity to the Mandan Road and the 

fact that they provided the GPS coordinates, it should 

not be too hard to relocate this specimen.  I plan to 

get to the UP this summer...perhaps I can swing 

through and see... 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23878
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23878
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23881
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5437#p23881
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=90&t=5427#p23761
https://ssl.panoramio.com/photo/77796991
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=90&t=5427#p23795
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=90&t=5427#p23883
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23878#p23878
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23881#p23881
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23761#p23761
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23795#p23795
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23883#p23883
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Cheraw State Park 2013 

by Tyler » Tue May 28, 2013 8:52 am  

NTS, 

 

I spent this measuring season trying to finish 

searching Cheraw State Park for superlative trees. 

My work schedule and illness kept me from this goal, 

but I was able to get to most of my target areas. Most 

of the park’s prime areas have now been searched for 

large atlantic white cedar, pondcypress, and 

bottomland hardwoods. The main areas I searched 

included unexplored areas along juniper creek, 

juniper lake, and various seepage areas. A small 

portion of the adjoining sand hills state forest was 

also searched.                                        

 

Sunrise in the Piney Woods 

                                

 

                                        

 

 Longleaf cone vs. Shortleaf cone 

 

Gnarly Swamp Tupelo 

                                

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5441#p23837
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23837#p23837
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11138&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11137&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11154&mode=view
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Along juniper creek I came upon several scattered 

old growth pondcypress trees. They routinely topped 

95' tall and 3' in diameter. Within this area many 

stumps remained from the logging of several 

generations ago. I spotted a large stump that was cut 

higher than the others. It turned out to be a new girth 

record for the species. The stump measures 9' tall and 

16' 1" in circumference. 45' of trunk remain beside 

the tree. I am unsure why the loggers left that portion, 

because it does not appear to be hollow.  

 

16' 1" Pondcypress stump 

                                        

 

 

I also searched a tract of park land located along 

Thompson creek. Thompson creek is a brownwater 

creek originating in the piedmont with a relatively 

large floodplain. Knowing this, I expected trees to be 

significantly taller than those found in the seepage 

areas.  

 

Thompson Creek 

 

140' Loblolly Pine 

The forest in this section of the park was the tallest I 

have found yet. Canopy trees frequently exceed 100' 

in height and in the loblolly pine areas 120' is 

common. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11158&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11152&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11157&mode=view
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Updated Rucker Height Index 

 

Historical Rucker Height Index 

Updated Rucker Girth Index 

                                        

 

Historical Rucker Girth Index 

The sweetleaf and atlantic white cedar are potential 

state champions 

The tallest turkey oak and pondcypress are new 

eastern height records 

The loblolly pine is the tallest tree I’ve measured 

outside of Congaree NP 

18 species have reached at least 100' in height at the 

park 

Fence Lizard 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11136&mode=view
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Water Mocassin 

 

Woodpeckers love hollow (still living) tueplos             

Tyler 

Re: Cheraw State Park 2013 

by Rand » Wed May 29, 2013 8:44 am  

One of the quirks I've read about cypress harvesting 

is that green cypress wood doesn't float, so what they 

would do is girdle the trees, wait for them to die & 

dry out and the go back in the winter during high 

water and float them out.  Maybe this was one tree 

that didn't dry out enough and sank? 

 

Of course this might have been the technique before 

steam power too.  I can't remember for sure. 

 

 

Re: Cheraw State Park 2013 

by Tyler » Thu May 30, 2013 10:55 am  

Rand, Cypress was harvested that way from the 

1880s to the early 1900s, and maybe even later into 

the 1920s. Since this land was protected during the 

1930s, I'm guessing the tree was cut 80-100 years 

ago. 

 

Larry, Here's another photo of the cypress. It looks 

like the loggers took about half the tree. 

                                        

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5441#p23869
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5441#p23890
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11151&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11155&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23869#p23869
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23890#p23890
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Tyler 

 

weeping Norway Spruce 

by Joe » Thu May 30, 2013 8:11 am  

We planted this last year- it's now about 4' tall. I can 

only wonder what a weeping N. Spruce will look like 

in old age. 

 

Of course- it looks deformed- it's supossed to- it's 

neater looking than I can capture in the photo- we 

thought it would be a good way to decorate an 

otherwise boring shed with white vinyl siding. The 

way it leans- it's almost like a very old hunchback 

trying to walk away. 

Joe 

 

 

 

Re: Tree Haiku 

by Jenny » Mon May 14, 2012 8:04 am  

Not about trees, but an homage to a baby Starling I 

was caring for that died this morning.  A bit macabre. 

 

Baby Starling found 

Too fragile for First Avenue 

Concrete bed for death 

 

Jenny (sad. s/he had been on the street too long an 

was dehydrated.  It is so hard to bring them back 

from serious dehydration.) 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=54&t=5446#p23889
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=317&t=446&start=20#p17173
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11232&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23889#p23889
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11231&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=17173#p17173
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Re: Tree Haiku 

by Jenny » Wed May 29, 2013 8:15 am  

Haikus are easy 

Tools make me so uneasy 

What do pliers do? 

 

Jenny 

 

Re: Tree Haiku 

by Bosque » Thu May 30, 2013 1:01 pm  

Hemlock life and death 

 

Hemlocks die standing 

Gasping fish die now below 

in once cool water 

 

Re: Tree Haiku 

by Bosque » Thu May 30, 2013 1:22 pm  

Grateful Respiration 

 

Breathe the forest air 

Exchange molecules gladly 

Give thanks in your way 

 

Re: Tree Haiku 

by Bosque » Thu May 30, 2013 2:26 pm  

Aspirations 

 

Let your children climb 

and fall in love with a tree 

making their own world 

 

Araucaria hunsteinii, Papua New 

Guinea 

by KoutaR » Fri May 31, 2013 6:47 am  

NTS, 

 

After reading Darrin’s and Ed’s discussion about the 

tallest tropical trees (viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186), I 

got the idea of doing a literature study about 

Araucaria hunsteinii (klinki pine), which is the tallest 

tropical tree in Ed’s table (from “The Tropical Rain 

Forest an Ecological Study” by Richards). 

 

Gray’s paper (1975) is very interesting. Most 

importantly, the height of 88.9 m is a tape-drop 

measurement! Direct quotation from Gray (1975, p. 

276): 

The tallest A. hunsteinii [in Gray’s study, see below] 

was 78.7 m, which is a good deal less than the 

recorded maximum (88.9 m) which was measured in 

1941 by a climber carrying a steel tape to the top (L. 

G. Cavanaugh, personal communication, 1974). 

 

 

Gray conducted his own study in eight 50 x 50 m 

plots in the same Bulolo area but a considerable 

proportion of the Araucaria forests in the area had 

been harvested before the study. Womersley & 

McAdam (see below) wrote already in 1957: “The 

natural stands of the Bulolo Valley are being replaced 

with plantations of the same species”. Thus, it 

appears that the tallest trees were gone long since. In 

Gray’s study the trees were felled and measured lying 

on the ground. 

 

In Gray’s paper there is a table showing the tallest 

reported heights: 5 records are at least 85 meters. 

However, some of them appear to be rounded 

estimations rather than measurements (this is also 

Gray’s opinion). Of the cited references, I got my 

hands on the following two: 

 

- Havel, J. J. (1971): The Araucaria forests of New 

Guinea and their regenerative capacity. J. Ecol. 59, 

203-14. 

- Womersley & McAdam (1957): The forests and 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=317&t=446&start=30#p23865
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=317&t=446&start=30#p23893
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=317&t=446&start=30#p23894
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=317&t=446&start=30#p23896
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5186
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23865#p23865
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23893#p23893
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23894#p23894
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23896#p23896
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23905#p23905
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forest conditions in the territories of Papua and New 

Guinea. 

 

According to Havel: “Araucarias of all sizes from 

seedlings to veterans 280 ft (85 m) tall are common 

[in a forest type].” Thus, likely only an estimation. 

 

From Womersley & McAdam’s species description: 

“… a Klinki Pine to 280 feet in height has been 

measured.” He gives no description of the method. 

 

I propose we accept the 88.9-m Araucaria hunsteinii 

as the all-time height record for tropical trees, as it is 

tape-drop measured. If we reject it only because it is 

over 70 years old, do we then accept that serious tree 

measurers in 2085 reject our measurements only 

because of their age? 

 

Kouta 

http://baumzaehlen.de 

 

Re: Araucaria hunsteinii, Papua New 

Guinea 

by edfrank » Fri May 31, 2013 3:05 pm  

Kouta, I would be in favor of accepting the 

measurement as tape drops are one of the acceptable 

measurement methods we talk about.  The big 

problem with many of the older measurements 

reported is that we do not know how they were 

measured, or the reliability of the source.  I believe 

many of the exceptionally tall white pines reported 

from the 1800's are simply tall tales among 

lumbermen, just numbers thrown out there without 

any supporting information about how the heights 

were measured. 

 

Ed 

 

 

Re: Araucaria hunsteinii, Papua New 

Guinea 

by dbhguru » Fri May 31, 2013 5:25 pm  

Ed,  I support your interpretation of those early 

numbers. I am extremely skeptical of their 

accuracies. I've heard them boast about 300-foot tall 

pines in Michigan's original white pine forests - the 

tall tree equivalent of big fish stories. 

 

Bob 

 

Re: Araucaria hunsteinii, Papua New 

Guinea 

by tsharp » Sat Jun 01, 2013 1:04 pm  

Kouta: I think that it is an acceptable measurement. 

TS 

 

 

Dyerville Giant 

by JohnnyDJersey » Thu May 30, 2013 5:22 pm  

Does anyone know if a photo of this tree exists 

before it fell in 1991? Wasn't founders grove a 

popular tourist attraction before then? 

John D Harvey 

 

 

Re: Dyerville Giant 

by edfrank » Thu May 30, 2013 8:07 pm  

Johnny, I was thinking about your question.  There 

are hundreds of photos of redwood trees under a 

search in Google Images with the search term 

Dyerville Giant, most of them are of the fallen tree. 

http://baumzaehlen.de/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5450#p23915
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5450#p23915
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5450#p23916
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5450#p23916
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5450#p23928
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=5450#p23928
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=98
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5448#p23898
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5448#p23902
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23915#p23915
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23916#p23916
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23928#p23928
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23898#p23898
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23902#p23902
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 Others are just nondescript  photos of redwood trees 

that may or may not be the right tree.  I really doubt 

that any of them are.  I hope somebody can dig up an 

image for you.   I used Ngram viewer 

http://books.google.com/ngrams to see when the 

name Dyerville Giant first appeared in the millions of 

books Google has digitized.  The first mentions are: 

Forest Industries - Volume 94, Issues 1-7 - Page 11 

http://books.google.com/books?id=QPEoAQAAMA

AJ  

1967 - Snippet view - More editions 

The temporary record holder, the Dyerville Giant, 

was measured last summer at 369.2 feet, but recent 

remeasurement put the height at 358 feet. The Libbey 

tree, in the Arco Grove of Giants, is 367.8 feet tall. 

forest industries 0 march 1967 5. 

 

Redwood country and the big trees of the Sierra - 

Page 33 

http://books.google.com/books?id=su4sAQAAMAAJ  

Robert Iacopi - 1969 - Snippet view - More editions 

A short self-guiding nature trail wanders through the 

forest behind the Founders Tree. Most of the mature 

redwoods in this grove are more than 300 feet high, 

and the Dyerville Giant measures 358 feet. There are 

dozens of other places for you 

 

 

It would be my guess that older photos before 1966 

will likely not have the tree marked as Dyerville 

Giant.  The name likely was given to the tree when 

measured in 1966.  Perhaps some it could be 

recognized from the context in some other photos of 

the Founder's Grove. 

 

For people interested there are a couple of books that 

are downloadable about redwood forests and logging 

from the early 1900's: 

                                        

Report_on_the_Big_Trees_of_California.pdf 

Saving_the_redwoods.pdf 

Re: Dyerville Giant 

by JohnnyDJersey » Fri May 31, 2013 7:02 am  

Very interesting Ed, thank you. The oldest photo I 

was able to find so far was from less than a year after 

the fall, in 1992. 

 

My son and I 4/2013 

John D Harvey 

 

 

 

  

http://books.google.com/ngrams
http://books.google.com/books?id=QPEoAQAAMAAJ
http://books.google.com/books?id=QPEoAQAAMAAJ
http://books.google.com/books?id=su4sAQAAMAAJ
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11235
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11236
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5448#p23906
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23906#p23906
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11239&mode=view
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Re: Dyerville Giant 

by F.Jakobsson » Sat Jun 01, 2013 10:54 am  

John,  

 

You’ll find a photo of the still standing Dyerville 

Giant on page 35 in the highly recommended book 

Forest Giants of the World by Al Carder. 

 

Fredrik 

 

Re: Dyerville Giant 

by F.Jakobsson » Sun Jun 02, 2013 4:58 am  

A few photos from my visit to this wonderful forest: 

 

The Dyerville Giant from top to roots as it lies fallen 

in Founders Grove 

 

An enormous burl on redwood in Founders Grove 

 

 

Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by Matt Markworth » Sun May 26, 2013 6:15 pm  

Hi All, 

 

I always enjoy finding Buckeyes in the forest. Their 

palmate leaves provide somewhat of a tropical feel 

and I especially like the bark of Yellow Buckeye. 

Their opposite branching reminds me of the 

mnemonic MAD Horse, an easy way to remember 

the most common opposite branching trees (Maple, 

Ash, Dogwood, Horse Chestnut). 

 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=AESCU 

 

Here's a sampling of Aesculus that can be submitted. 

Ohio Buckeye has already been featured as a "Tree of 

the Week": http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5448#p23925
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5448#p23932
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23801
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23801
http://plants.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=AESCU
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5351
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23925#p23925
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23932#p23932
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11242&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11241&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23801#p23801
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Aesculus californica,             California Buckeye 

Aesculus flava,                     Yellow Buckeye 

Aesculus glabra var. arguta, Texas Buckeye 

Aesculus hippocastanum,      Horse Chestnut 

Aesculus parviflora,              Bottlebrush Buckeye 

Aesculus pavia,                    Red Buckeye 

Aesculus sylvatica,               Painted Buckeye 

 

Here's an excerpt from Jess's MaxList . . . 

                                        

 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by Matt Markworth » Tue May 28, 2013 10:16 

pm  

Hi All, 

 

I was looking through the BBS for Yellow Buckeye 

data and was absolutely flabbergasted, as I'm sure 

you were when Turner posted the info about the 177' 

Yellow Buckeye back in 2010: http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=1210 

 

It's dead, so it's not a true height champ, but I'll enter 

it into the Maximums List in the tab "Other Notable 

Trees." 

 

177 feet . . . Amazing! 

 

- Matt 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by DougBidlack » Wed May 29, 2013 9:39 am  

Matt, 

 

if the yellow buckeye was correctly measured what 

difference does it make whether it is alive or dead.  It 

seems to me that the record should still count. 

 

Doug 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by tsharp » Wed May 29, 2013 8:34 pm  

Matt, Doug, NTS: 

Since I started keeping a maximum dimension list for 

West Virginia three years ago it dawned on me to 

keep a parallel "historical" maximum dimension list. 

I already have 60 entries. Of course the Clendenin 

Yellow Buckeye is on this list. I view these trees as 

dead and gone but not forgotten. However I do not 

clutter up the here and now trees list with the dead 

and gone list. I think Matts " other notable trees" 

serves the same purpose. I made a similar 

recommendation to Jess R. when he started updating 

his list. Matt - if you are going to include dead trees 

in your significant other list I will try to alert you 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23856
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23856
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=1210
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=1210
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23872
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23872
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23884
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23884
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11177&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23856#p23856
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23872#p23872
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23884#p23884
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when appropriate. 

In another matter, thus far I have only included WV 

native species on the WV state list but I am thinking 

of including naturalized species when I can find time. 

Turner Sharp 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by Matt Markworth » Wed May 29, 2013 9:59 

pm  

Doug, Turner, 

 

I think anything we can do to highlight past giants is 

a great idea and promotes better understanding of the 

species. Just imagine if someone handed us a reliable 

maximums list from 300 years ago. What a treasure 

trove that would be! Who knows, with internet 

archiving these pages may be viewed 300 years from 

now. 

 

If the accurately measured past giant exceeds the 

dimensions of the current champ, then maybe both of 

them should be on the Maximums List, with the line 

shaded indicating that the past giant is confirmed 

dead. I can also add a new column so the list can be 

sorted by alive or dead for anyone that may want to 

exclude trees that are confirmed dead. 

 

All,  

 

Please let me know if you have any thoughts on this. 

 

- Matt 

 

 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by DougBidlack » Thu May 30, 2013 7:33 am  

Matt, Turner, 

 

I like the idea of having everything on one list but 

perhaps just adding another field to indicate whether 

or not the tree is still alive.  At most this will double 

the number of entries but it seems like we should be 

able to deal with that.  It is just easier when all the 

information on one species is kept together. 

 

Doug 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by tsharp » Thu May 30, 2013 12:35 pm  

Matt, Doug: The only reason I deep separate lists is 

that I get tired of scrolling down through lists and for 

my purposes I am more than doubling the list because 

I am including all significant trees over a certain size 

ie. all White Oaks over 20' CBH, or all Yellow-

poplar over 160'. Your system will work fine and like 

Doug says it keeps the info in one place. 

TS 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by Matt Markworth » Sun Jun 02, 2013 12:45 am  

Hi All, As I've mentioned before, I enjoy reading the 

stories associated these great trees. Here's Will's 

account of his trip with Jess down to Brasher Woods: 

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/alabama/r

ed_mountain/red_mountain.htm They measured the 

tall Bottlebrush Buckeye along with an astounding 

number of species. 

 

Turner - I'm still amazed by that Yellow Buckeye! 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23886
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23886
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23888
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23888
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23892
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23892
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23931
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23931
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/alabama/red_mountain/red_mountain.htm
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/alabama/red_mountain/red_mountain.htm
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23886#p23886
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23888#p23888
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23892#p23892
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23931#p23931
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Turner, Will, Jess, Michael, Jeroen - Please let me 

know if you want any additional details listed for 

Habitat, Notes, etc. 

 

Maximums List: viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221 

 

Tree of the Week Forum: viewforum.php?f=393 

 

- Matt 

 

Re: Tree Maximums - Genus of the 

Week: Aesculus (Buckeye) 

by Matt Markworth » Sun Jun 02, 2013 12:35 pm  

Don Leopold videos . . .  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfDQfzYajhY 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lQfyEzfkDc 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcoJV278JsQ 

 

 

Range-wide height distributions 

by dbhguru » Fri May 31, 2013 1:47 pm  

Hi Everybody, 

 

    Recently, Kouta challenged us to make a list of our 

projects. When we go into brainstorming mode, 

things can get a little out of hand. We can generate 

plans for far more projects than we can accomplish. 

Most ideas are dumped along the way, or never get 

off the ground. Some would-be projects are clearly 

promotional in nature, and serve to draw attention at 

points in time. One that is not, though, are range wide 

profiles of species. This may be our new frontier. It 

capitalizes on what we currently are doing. No new 

measurements, just better classifications and 

organizations with a direction. 

 

   For example, take, Pinus strobus. What can we say 

about the probability of it reaching threshold 

dimensions in a specified geographical area? As a for 

instance, how likely is it that someone will discover 

an 16-foot girth, 164-foot tall specimen (50 meters) 

in say the UP of Michigan? What about a specimen 

of those dimensions in Maine? Might there be such a 

tree in North Carolina? What are the probabilities 

within other locations? How well does the white pine 

achieve girths of say 14 feet across latitudes 

extending from northern Georgia to central Maine? Is 

there a center of development? Several?  

 

    We can pose many such questions, but reliable 

answers still allude us because our data are often too 

limited. We know where we have measured big trees 

and can plot them on a map, but so far, we haven't 

gathered enough data to connect the dots. In my 

humble opinion, this could be one of the best services 

that we in NTS could provide for a good dozen 

eastern species. Similarly, our European Ents could 

do a comparable service for a species such as the 

Norway spruce. We would have to continue plugging 

away and continually updating our distributions, but 

in the end, we would have a really good profile of the 

potential of the species across its full range. 

 

     Will Blozan and I have long observed that the 

southern end of the distribution of many eastern 

species enjoys a 20 to 30-foot height advantage over 

the northern end. There can always be statistical 

outliers that give false impressions, but at least we in 

NTS should be able to distinguish the outliers from 

the norm.  

 

     How we would go about efficiently combining our 

measurements to reflect overall geographical trends 

has so far escaped me. We need an easy method of 

reporting the data to a central source. Matt 

Markworth's format for reporting the tallest member 

of each species seems to be working. Perhaps 

extending this idea on the basis of geography would 

work for the distributions being envisioned here. 

What think you all? 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5221
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewforum.php?f=393
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23936
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=393&t=5432#p23936
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfDQfzYajhY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lQfyEzfkDc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcoJV278JsQ
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23914
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23936#p23936
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23914#p23914
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Re: Range-wide height distributions 

by Joe » Sat Jun 01, 2013 6:47 am  

Bob, just a few thoughts from one who hasn't done 

your type of "extreme tree measurements": I should 

think what would help would be to add the following 

variables to each reporting: soils, elevation, 

"hardiness zone" as used by landscapers/gardeners, 

steepness and direction of slope, land use history. etc. 

Perhaps these variables are more significant than just 

location on a national map. The soils can be easily 

found at the national online soils survey site: 

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/ ... 

urvey.aspx. 

Joe 

 

Re: Range-wide height distributions 

by tsharp » Sat Jun 01, 2013 11:46 am  

Bob, Joe, NTS 

It seems to me it would be more productive to follow 

Joes advice and fully describe a site of any and all 

variables that would affect the species under 

consideration. That way different sites that have 

superior growth could be better compared. Thee is 

nothing wrong with Bobs idea but it seems that it is 

only considering one variable. 

TS 

 

Re: Range-wide height distributions 

by dbhguru » Sat Jun 01, 2013 1:43 pm  

Turner, 

 

  I agree with you in principle, but what happens is 

that when we brainstorm these things, we often throw 

in so many variable that no one follows through. In 

addition, a lot of the measurement locations for tall 

trees have only a few trees for the species (maybe 

only one), not really sites in the usual way we think 

of them. Nonetheless, to be truly scientific, I 

acknowledge that we need to describe the sites. 

Perhaps we could develop a matrix for at least 

qualitatively evaluating the variables.  

 

  What often explains superior white pine growth here 

in New England is micro-site conditions. I often see 

those conditions change over a few yards, so that the 

superior growth can be limited to small spots and 

narrow strips. Consistent availability of moisture 

during the growing season is critically important. 

Protection from wind damage, competition with other 

pines, soil type, etc. are important factors. Length of 

growing season fits in somewhere.  

 

   Several years ago, Lee Frelich proposed a minimal 

number of variables to use for the white pine study 

we were considering. He believed he could go along 

way with latitude and longitude. From my 

experience, below is a list of site variables that we 

could record. 

 

   1. Topographical location: latitude, longitude, and 

altitude 

   2. Precipitation level: 30 to 40 in/yr; 41 to 50; and 

above 50 

   3. Level of protection: e.g. very protected, 

protected, exposed, very exposed 

   4. Soil: rich and deep; sterile and thin; etc. 

   5. Competition: high, moderate, low (or some such 

evaluation scheme) 

   6. Comments 

 

   The above list is presented to get the ball rolling, 

but much more than this and our members, including 

me, will likely not follow through. One reason is that 

the level of interest and commitment to a particular 

list varies greatly across the membership. Just about 

everyone is interested in finding the largest and 

tallest of a species. Thereafter, interest varies greatly 

in the level of detail. For those of us who champion 

particular sites, we have lots of data, but stopping 

along a road to measure a conspicuous tree when 

time is limited requires a lot of discipline to take the 

time needed for a good site or micro-site evaluation.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23921
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/WebSoilSurvey.aspx
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/WebSoilSurvey.aspx
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23926
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23929
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23921#p23921
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23926#p23926
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23929#p23929
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Re: Range-wide height distributions 

by KoutaR » Sun Jun 02, 2013 8:03 am  

Bob, Joe & Turner, 

 

I find that a good project idea. 

 

It may not be good to place height limits, as in some 

recent proposals, because there may be poorly known 

species above any limit and well known species 

below the limit. For example, our knowledge about 

Abies alba, the second tallest European native tree 

outside the Caucasus, is still only fragmentary. Even 

in the eastern US, there may still be not so well 

known tall species. How about Aesculus flava? Thus, 

placing a limit, we may be forced to make a profile of 

a species that we don't actually know well enough. 

On the other hand, we are also excluding lower 

species about which there is a lot of data. To include 

the latter species, we must lower the limit, which 

adds more poorly known species. 

 

Primary work could be done with the geographical 

height distributions, and to add as much additional 

data as possible for as many as possible locations. In 

every case, we will not have soil etc. data for all the 

locations. 

 

Kouta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Re: Range-wide height distributions 

by Jess Riddle » Sun Jun 02, 2013 4:19 pm  

Bob, 

 

There is a simple, thoroughly tested solution to your 

question.  We combine all our data in a database with 

fields for latitude and longitude.  Then we add the 

height data to a Geographic Information System. 

 That will allow us to visualize patterns in tree height 

and to correlate tree height with numerous other 

variables such as precipitation, growing season 

length, bedrock, etc. with no additional field work, 

and efficiently analyze the data.   

 

This system has been used successfully in literally 

thousands of scientific studies with analysis needs 

similar to our own.  We can talk about alternatives 

for years, develop our own system, and have a slim 

chance it will be more efficient.  Or we can run with 

what many intelligent people have spent years 

developing, testing, and refining. 

 

Jess 

 

 

Re: Range-wide height distributions 

by dbhguru » Sun Jun 02, 2013 6:39 pm  

Jess, 

 

  I understand what you are saying. Do we have a GIS 

guru in NTS who could do the job? If we have that, a 

lot could happen. 

 

Bob 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23933
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23938
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=376&t=5453#p23939
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23933#p23933
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23938#p23938
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=23939#p23939
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About:   eNTS:  The Magazine of the Native Tree Society 

This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org  It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS 

members.  The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available 

for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members. 

This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree 

Society and will help the group reach potential new members.  To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue, 

post to the BBS.  Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future 

issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have 

been included.  Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine.  The magazine will focus on the 

first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website.  Where warranted later posts in a thread 

may also be selected for inclusion.   

Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief 
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